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Chapter -1 

An Introduction to Spontaneously Generated Magnetic Fields 

and Transport of Laser Light in Plasmas 

1.1 Introductory remarks: 

Plasma is a highly nonlinear medium. Studies on the nonlinear interactions of 

electromagnetic waves with plasmas first started in the microwave region [Whitmer and 

Barrett (1961, 1962)] and later extended in the optical frequency ranges [Bloembergen 

(1963, 1971), Shen (1976, 1991)}. But, with the advent of high power lasers, the subject of 

laser plasma interaction has rapidly expanded [Hughes (1975), Kruer (1987), Mirna etal., 

( 1994)]. Second and third order nonlinear intensity dependent optical effects, such as Inverse 

Faraday effects(IFE), self-action effects (namely, self-focusing, self-trapping etc.), stimulated 

Raman and Brillouin scattering, harmonic generation and multi photon transition have also 

been detected [Bloembergen and Sherr (1966), Pershan etal., (1966), Steiger and Woods 

(1972), Chakraborty etal., (1984), Bychencov and Tikhonchuk'(1993)]. Nonlinear optical 

processes ~n plasmas are closely connected with the programmes of a laser induced fusion. 

Therefore,. their studies become important in recent years [Motz (1979), Duderstadt and 

Moses (1982), Hora (1991)]. Magnetic moment field generation, also called the inverse 

Faraday effect (IFE) magnetization [Pomeau and Quemada (1967), Steiger and Woods 

(1972), Talin etal., (1975), Bhattacharyya (1994), Sheng and Meyer-ter..;Vehn (1996)] and 

other souryes of magnetization in plasmas have strong influence in experiments on inertial 

confinement fusion [Hughes (1975), Motz (1979), Mulser (1980), Duderstadt and Moses 

(1982), Hora (1991),Yamanaka (1991)]. Such fields create problems in laser focussing and 

energy transport mechanism in laser produced plasmas [Nuckolls (1974), Max (1978, 1982), 

Mead etal., (1984), Kruer (1988)]. For this reason, the study of magnetic field generation in 

laser produced plasmas has increased much now ·[Wilks(1992), Gorbunov etal., (1996), 

~., Berezhiani eta1.,(1997), Mason and Tabak (1998), Bhattacharyya etal., (1998), Tikhonchuk 
.( 
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etal., (1999)]. The mode of energy transport is also an important problem of physics of both 

laboratory and astrophysical plasmas [Zeldovich etal., (1983), flora (1991), Yamanaka 

(1991)]. Many authors [Key etal., (1983), Strauss etal., (1984), Duston etal., (1985), Mulser 

(1986), Rhul (1997), Uberoi (1997), Rain (1999)] have studied this problem. 

1.2 Preliminary survey for magnetic field generation: Theory and experiment 

The study of laser-produced plasmas has been an active area of both theoretical and 

experimental research because of its relevance to inertial confinement fusion (ICF) by lasers. 

In the experimental studies an intense pulse of laser radiation is focussed to a small diameter 

of a solid target. The resulting laser-produced plasma, known as the corona, is rich in 

physics. For the last two and a half decade, the major effort has been taken to unravel much 

of this physics and some of the mechanisms oflaser-plasma interactions those contribute to 

efficient absorption of the laser energy and its subsequent transport to the interior of the 

target. 

The coronal plasma is observed to support the existence of large and small scale 

magnetic fields. These "spontaneous" or "self-generated" magnetic fields are produced by 

laser-plasma interaction and do not require an initial field. Their production is directly related 

to the character of the laser pulse and also depends on the plasma properties. 

So far, the spontaneous generation of magnetic field was observed by Korobkin and 

Serov (1966) in the laser induced breakdown of a gas. Subsequently, Askaryan etal., (1967) 

reported an observation of magnetic field in the plasma produced by laser irradiation of a 

solid target. At the same time, Pomeau and Quemada (1967) observed first the inverse 

Faraday effect for a circularly polarized wave in terms of electron dipole approximation, 

which gives rise the magnetic fields. 

The magnetic fields, qualitatively, are classified in two different ways with respect to 

the direction of the laser field and also to the. position of the target. They are known as lateral 

(or toroidal) and axial (or poloidal) magnetic fields. The lateral field may be defined as a 
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field that is perpendicular to the axis of the laser field or parallel to the target plane. Whereas, 

the axial field is along the axis of the laser or perpendicular to the target plane. Both lateral 

and axial fields are quantified in large and small scales too in order of their magnitudes. 

Various mechanisms have been proposed for the generation of large and small toroidal 

(lateral} and poloidal (axial) magnetic fields in laser produced plasmas. 

Sources of large scale toroidal magnetic fields are the thermo-electric processes 

[Semper etal., (1971)], the radiation processes [Woo and DeGroot (1978), Mora and Pellat 

(1981)], the rippled surface irregularities [Yabe etal., (1983)], the nonuniformities in laser. 

intensity and hot electron ejection from the focal spot [Raven etal., (1979), Winsor and 

Tidman (1973)] in one hand, whereas, on the other hand, the filamentation [Yabe etal., 

(1982), Greek etal., (1978)], the resonance absorption [Speziale and Catto (1978), Stamper 

and Tidman (1973), Bezzerides etal., (1977)], dynamo effect [Witalis (1974)] and the Weibel 

instability [Estabrook (1978), Ramani and Laval (1978), Matte etal., (1987)] are the sources 

of small scale toroidal magnetic fields. In fact, the sources of large or small scale poloidal 

magnetic fields are not properly understood yet. But the various mechanisms are reported by 

scientists for the generation of axial magnetic fields in laser plasmas. Briand etal, (1985) 

showed that dynamo effect produces axial magnetic fields·ofmegagauss range. Kitagawa 

etal., (1986) showed that rippled surface irregularities are the sources of axial magnetic field 

in laser plasma interaction. The ion acoustic turbulence is another source of axial magnetic 

field in laser produced plasma which has been reported by Draglia (198}) and Bychenkov 

etal., (1984). Also, Chakraborty et al. (1984, 1990), Bera etal., (192), Khan etal., (1998) and 

Bhattacharyya (1994) reported that nonlinear optical response of the plasma can induce axial 

magnetization in plasma produced by laser irradiation of a solid target. Sudan (1993) 

reported that another source of large ( ~gigagauss range ) axial magnetic field is electron 

current driven by spatial gradients and temporal variation of ponderomotive force. Tripathi 

etal., (1994) reported that a short pulse laser propagating in a plasma channel or an axially 

inhomogeneous plasma produces a nonuniform transverse quasistatic magnetic field via, 
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ponderomotive mechanism. The magnetic field lasts for the duration of laser pulse. Stamper 

( 1991) reviewed various applications of such magnetic fields in laser-fusion plasmas and also 

pointed out that these fields can be measured very accurately by means of Faraday rotation 

of a probe laser beam or by using the Zeeman profile diagnostics. 

So far, the first and oldest experimental observation of magnetic field generation in 

laser produced plasma was made by Korobkin and Serov (1966) by using probe method 

where probe was placed near the target. Stamper etal., (1971) used a variety of targets in 

different b~ckground pressures to measure magnetic fields ofthe order of kilogauss of a laser 

produced plasma. Also, using Faraday rotation measurement, the toroidal megagauss 

magnetic field arising from VTxVnmechanism was measured by Stamper and Ripin (1975). 

By using the light of a probing beam and specularly reflected laser light, megagauss range 

magnetic fields were derived. Such megagauss fields were also observed by Stamper etal., 

(1978) near the focus of a high power laser pulse by using Faraday rotation technique. An 

axial magnetic field in megagauss range was detected by Briand etal., (1985), from 

measurement of the angle of Faraday rotation, in a laser produced plasma, by analyzing the 

polarization of the backscattered radiation. The rotation was estimated from the relation 

.6-a ........ BL, where a is in degrees, B is in megagauss, apd Lis the characteristic gradient scale 

length in microns. The experiment shows that the backscattered light undergoes a Faraday 

rotation of 3°, which corresponds to the presence of 0.6 megagauss axial magnetic field. 

Nowadays, numerical experiments are studied for the generation of magnetic fields [Boyd 

etal., (1982), Wilks etal., (1992), Ruhl (1997)]. 

In fact, from the available literature it appears that the generation of either toroidal or 

poloidal magnetic fields have been reported separately with supporting mechanisms. But, 

both the fields are generated simultaneously and spontaneously in laser produced plasmas. 

One of the motivations of our thesis is to develop a mathematical model for the simultaneous 

generation of toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields by the interaction of an intense laser light 

with plasmas. 
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1.3 Self -action effects in plasmas 

The field intensity dependent self-action effects, due to interaction of powerful 

, electromagnetic waves with plasmas, have become important in recent years, owing to their 

involvement in laboratory and space plasma [Ginzburg (1970), Davidson (1972), Hughes 

(1975), Parker (1979), Zeldovich (1983), Yamanaka (1991)]. Very powerful laser fields and 

other such sources help to promote the study of nonlinear responses of medium to wave 

fields [Kruer (1988), Chakraborty (1997)]. The refractive index has an intensity dependent 

nonlinear shift [Winkles and Eldridge (1972), Goldstein and Salu (1973), Arons and Max 

(1974), Forslund etal., (1975), Bhattacharyya and Chakraborty (1979), Chakraborty etal., 

(1984, 1988)]. The wave phase (self-phase modulation) and amplitude (self.:.focusing, self 

trapping etc.) have intensity dependent changes [Kaw and Dawson (1970), Svelto (1974), 

Max (1973, 1976)] and an intensity induced rotation of the polarization ellipse (self

precession for an elliptically polarized wave) is found to occur [Arons, and Max (1974), Max 
f 

etal., (1974), Shen (1976), Decoster (1978), Chakraborty etal., (1984, 1988)]. The wave 

induced bending of direction of motion of the plasma constituents then led to the inverse 

Faraday effect (IFE) and hence the magnetic moment field, which was reported first probably 

by Pomeau and Quemada (1967). Subsequently, IFE was observed in plasmas by many 

authors [Steiger and Woods (1972, Abdullaev and Frolov (1981), Bera etal., (1992), Das 

etal., (1993)]. Other nonlinear optical effects are harmonic generation and parametric 

processes [Bobin etal., (1973), Nishikawa and Liu (1976), Chakraborty (1977, 19_97), 

Grebogi etal., (1983), Rose etal., (1987)]. The Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) and 

Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) are also significant self action effects those occur in 

laser produced plasmas and in other materials that allow dispersion and absorption of waves 

[Liu etal., (1974), Moffat (1978), Rose etal., (1987), Kruer (1988), Hora(l991)]. Which one 

of the simultaneously occurring self-action effects will be dominant that depends on the 

experimental conditions, including the power of the laser beam [ Kaw and Dawson (1970), 
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Max (1976)]. Below a threshold power limit, the self-focusing and self-trapping mechanisms 

are insignificant [Max ( 1973 ), Svelto ( 197 4 ), Shen ( 1991 ), Hora ( 1991 ), Chakraborty ( 1997)] 

and the intrinsic nonlinear instabilities, due to SRS and SBS, when driven by a strong laser 

beam, can be minimized [Shen (1976), Max (1976), Kruer (1988)]. The threshold power, for 

initiating self-focussing, is larger for picosecond pulses than for shorter pulses. For isotropic 

and homogeneous media, the magnetic moment field is dominant in the coronal region of the 

plasma. But, for inhomogeneous plasmas, the field generation, due to ponderomotive force, 

is a dominant processes [Srivastava etal., (1992), Sudan (1993), Triphati mid Liu (1994)]. 

The IFE is effective both in cold and hot plasmas. Whereas, the field generation due to 

poncleromotive force is effective only in hot plasmas having temperature gradient. 

1.4 Sources of magnetic field generation 

~ Mechanisms of generation of magnetic field, due to dynamical processes in 

plasmas have been identified. Some of these depend on a seed field [Parker (1979), 

Zeldovich etal., (1983)] and some do not depend on the seed field [Moffat (1978), Stamper 

(1991)]. Hence, there are two sources for magnetic field generation namely, primary source 

and secondary sources. Primary sources do not require any seed field for their evolution viz., 

thermoelectric magnetic field [Stamper (1971)], magnetic moment field [Chakraborty etal., 

(1990), Bhattacharyya and Sarkar (1990), Bera etal., (1992)] etc. Secondary sources require 

the seed field for their evolution viz., dynamo effect [Zeldovich etal., (1983)]. We cannot 

categorically say which of the mechanisms of magnetic field generation would be dominant 

in a problem,' and whether all the listed mechanisms are independent of each other. It is 

natural to expect that whether a field generation mechanism will be dominant or not would 

depend on the parameters specifying the plasma, and the applied fields. Moreover, depending 

upon the local and gl<;>bal scale length, one can say whether the source is local or global. By 

local scale length we want to mean the variation of any parameter over a very small region 

compared with the whole volume of the plasma. On the other hand, global scale length 
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signi.fies variation of the concerned parameter over the whole volume of the plasma. 

·The primary fields of the thermo-electric effect [Stamper etal., (1971)], the radiation 

effect [Mora and Pellat (1981), Woo and DeGroot (1978)], the effect of rippled surface 

irregularities [Y abe etal., ( 1983) ], the filamentation effect [Yabe etal., (1982), Greek etal., 

(1978)], the resonance absorption effect [Bezzerides etal., (1977)], the effect of hot electron 

ejection from the focal spot [Raven etal., (1979)] and the ponderomotive force effect 

[Triphati and Liu (1994), Sudan (1993)] are considered important in laser produced plasma. 

The primary moment field is also important for the laser and space plasmas [Steiger and 

Woods (1972), Abdullaev and Frolov (1981)]. The dynamo effect [Briand etal., (1985)], the 

ion-acoustic turbulence [Dragjla (1987), Bychenkov etal., (1993)], the diffusion effects are 

powerful secondary mechanisms of generation of magnetization in plasmas. The presence 

of strong seed field, nonlinear optical response in plasmas may be important [Bhattacharyya 

and Sarkar (1990)]. Ohmic dissipation causes diffusion of magnetic energy that is always 

pres~nt in a plasma system. Most of these generation mechanisms are the sources of the order 

of megagauss range magnetic field and have been verified experimentally [Briand etal., 

(1985), Stamper (1971), Stamper and Ripin (1975), Yabe etal., (1983)]. The structure of such 

magnetic fields has also been discussed [Boyd etal., (1982), Yoshida (1993)]. 

1.5 Mechanisms of magnetic field generation in laser plasma interaction 

. When a very high power laser light hits directly the solid target, some of its material 

will ablate from it instantaneously. As a result, there will be an expanding plasma cloud in 

front of the target. The expanding plasma due to the interaction of target and laser pulse was 

discussed in many text book viz., fiughes (1975), Motz (1979), Kruer (1988) etc. It is fact 

that ~he laser will propagate upto a certain distance, beyond which it will not be able to 

penetrate [Ginzburg (1970), Duderstadt and Moses (1982), Chen (1984)]. This is evident 

. even in a simplest form of dispersion relation. 

(1.5.1) 
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wherew andw are laser and plasma frequencies respectively, k is the propagation vector, 

c is the veloci: of light in a vacuum, w = ~, where m is the mass of an electronic 
' p ~ ~ 

charge e, n is the expanding plasma density. Since w P increases as the plasma density 

increases, i.e., as the solid density is approached maximum upto a particular point w2 = w2 
P 

which follows that the propagation vector k vanishes, i.e., k = 0; the wave does not propagate 

beyond this cut off region, which is know as the critical density surface, the density at that 

point is well known as critical density and is denoted by nc. 

When a laser light interacts with a solid target, it produces plasma expanding away 

from the target (viz., fig 1.1) having density gradient Vn along the axial direction. The 

temperature is maximum where the laser light hits the target and develop temperature 

gradient VT along lateral directions. In such expanding plasma, magnetic fields of the order 

ofmegagauss have been observed in many cases. The important field generation mechanisms 

will now be discussed briefly. 

(A): (VTxVn) mechanism or thermo-electric effect 

When a laser beam is made to propagate into a solid target it produces the expanding 

plasma having density gradient Vn along the axial direction, i.e., the direction parallel to 

the axis of the laser beam. The temperature is maximum where the laser beam hits the target 

and the temperature decreases along lateral directions, i.e., the direction perpendicular to the 

axis of the laser beam, causing the development of VT along the transverse direction. In 

1- such an expanding plasma, lateral magnetic fields of the order of mega gauss range may be 

· gene~ated spontaneously, A brief discussion for magnetic field generation by VTxVn 

mechanism (i.e., by thermo-electric effect) [Stamper etal., (1971 ), Stamper and Ripin (1978)] 

is stated below. 

Neglecting the electron inertia, the momentum balance equation becomes 

enE=-Vp (1.5.2) 

where e, n, E and p represent charge, density, electric field and plasma pressure respectively. 
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The electric field of ( 1.5 .2) arising from charge separation is due to a very high radiation ! . . 
' 

pres~ure. 
I 

· ! Using the equation of state p =nkB T, the relation (1.5.2) becomes 
' 1 

E = -(-)V(nkB T) 
en 

whe~e kB is the Boltzmann constant. 

Theq the Maxwell equation VxE = - _!_ ( aB ) can be rewritten as 
. c at 

2B ; 1 f } . c kB 1 . c kB . 
- = -c[Vx( --VmkB T )] =-V(-)xV(nT) =-VTxVn at i en e n en 

(1.5.3) 

It is :evident that the magnetic field is produced due to the existence of the density and 

temperature gradients perpendicular to each other in laser produced plasma. 
' 

(B) Dynamo mechanism 
I 

DYnamo effect generates magnetic fields. In underdense and moving plasmas, a turbulent 
' . 

dyn$o effect is possibly a source of magnetic field [Briand etal., (1985)]. The small scale 
I 

fluctiJating magnetic field, generated due to any primary effect (like VTxVnmechanism ), 
i 

may ,lead to large scale magnetic field [Moffat (1978), Kruer (1988)]. In electrodynamics, 
I 

the dynamo action converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.· For magnetic field 

gene~ation, the dynamo action should be such that it converts mechanical energy into 
' ' 
' 

mawetic energy [Dragila (1987), Bychenkov etal., (1993)]. 
I 
I 

(C) 0agnetic moment field 
I 

Wher, the electromagnetic field passes through plasma it perturbs the charge particle 

trajebtory. The disturbance is not symmetric in all directions. Due to this asymmetric 
! 

disturbance there will be some gain in angular momentum which gives rise to a magnetic 
i 

moment field of ordered circular motion of charges, in the presence of strong, circularly 
' 

polarized electromagnetic waves, which was initially called the Inverse Faraday effect (IFE) 

[Po~eau and Quemada (1967), Steiger and Woods (1972)], because it is essentially the 

inverse of the Faraday rotation effect. Suggested names for the moment field [Jackson 
I 
I 
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(1972), Chakraborty (1997), Alexander etal., (1984)] are :(i) magnetic moment field, (U) r 

cross j field or displacement cross current ( rx j ) field, (iii) magnetic moment scattering field, 

(iv) inverse Faraday effect field. This moment field, however, evolves, more generally, for 

different types of wave induced bending of direction of motion of the plasma constituents. 

It vanishes when the wave induced material displacement is parallel to the wave induced 

current. Only the equations for motion of elements of all the plasma constituents, induced 

by a strong applied field, are required. The magnetic moment density is proportional to the 

vector product of the wave induced displacement and velocity. The zero harmonic part only 

of this density is important like the zero harmonic part of the d. c. power of an a. c. field. 

(D) Field from ponderomotive force 

Ponderomotive force, due to a spatially inhomogeneous laser beam, is an important 

mechanism for generation of an axial magnetic field; Gradov and Stenflo (1983) showed that 

_.. a laser beam with a Gaussian profile can generate large toroidal magnetic fields even when 

-+ 

the density and temperature are constant. It has been reported that the magnetic field in the 

range of mega gauss could be generated by the ponderomotive action of a plasma [Srivastava 

etal.,: (1992), Sudan (1993), Triphati and Liu (1994)]. 

(E) Effect of anisotropic electron pressure 

The effect of anisotropic electron pressure plays an important role for creatipg large 

scale magnetic fields in laser produced plasmas even when the electron density and the 

temperature gradients are parallel [Duderstadt and Moses (1982)]. A brief discussion for 

magiletic field generation by the anisotropic electron pressure in laser produced plasmas is 

stated below. Neglecting electron inertia, we consider the m0mentum balance relation as 
1 E =- -Vp (1.504) 

en 

The growth of magnetic field is then be written from Maxwell's equation as. 
an c 1 - = --[Vx( -Vp)] at e n 

(1.5.5) 
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Thus, even if Vn is parallel to VT, a toroidal nature of B field can be produced when 

pressure tensor is not diagonal. 

1.6 Theory of Magnetic Moment field (Phenomenological) [Jackson (1970), Alexander 

etal., (1984)] 

The magnetic moment per unit volume 11 is defined as the product .of the volume 

curr~nt I and the surface area vector ~ fi of the current loop 
I -

J.t==-I~fi (1.6.1) 
2c 

where fi is the outward unit normal to surface ~ and follows the right-hand screw rule. 

Evaluation of this magnetic moment does not depend on the analytical formalism, involving 

the conception of charged particles of classical electrodynamics and their motion. A particle 

of charge e, rotating in a magnetic field, is equivalent to a current. 

>~ I== eO (1.6.2) 
2n 

where Q is the gyration frequency. The orbit represents a loop of area ~ ( = n r 2 , where r is 

the radius of the loop). Then from equation (1.6.1) the magnetic moment per unit volume 

may be written as 
er 2 0 ,.. . 

J.t==-- n (1.6.3) 
2c 

The general formula for a magnetic moment per unit volume at a point may be obtained by 

summing over all the species of charges in the unit volume there. 

1. 7 Basic theory of magnetic moment generation related to inverse Faraday effect 

The inverse Faraday effect (IFE) and its relation with Faraday rotation effect was 

probably pointed out by Pershan (1963) in a crystalline medium due to propagation of 

circularly polarized waves. Vanderziel etal., (1965) observed the same effect experimentally 

in diamagnetic glass and also in several organic and inorganic compounds. The quantum 

mechanical origin of IFE in Crystals was also studied [Pershan etal., (1966)]. So far, in 

plasma the IFE was first reported by Pomeau and Quemada (1967) for a circularly polarized 

11 
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wave in terms of nonrelativistic electron dipole approximation. Steiger and Woods ( 1972) 
I 

I . . 

calc~lated the IFE in plasma and applied the results to the laser plasma interaction. Talin 

etal.,i (1975) explained the IFE as a consequence of the wave induced plasma polarization, 
! 

and ~valuated the effects of thermal motion on it. The relativistic motion of charges and also 
I 
I 

inho~ogeneity of plasmas has some impact on IFE [Abdullaev and Frolov (1981)]. Perhaps, 
I 

the ~ffect of ion motion in the IFE was first demonstrated by Chain (1981). For Strong 
I 

electromagnetic radiation, the same effect in wave induced plasma motion including the 

inter~ction of standing wave with cold plasma was evaluated by many authors [Chakraborty 
I 

etal.;(l984, 1990), Stamper (1991), Bera etal., (1992), Das etal., (1993), Bychenkov etal., 
! 

(199;3), Bhattacharyya (1994), Sheng and Meyer-ter-Vehn (1996; 1997), Berezhiani etal., 
! 

(199(), Haines (1997), Mason and Tabak (1998), Bhattacharyya and Sanyal (1999)]. 

: Considering the plasma as a system of N charged particles having mass mi, charge 

qi arid position vector r iwith respect to a given origin (the subscript i represents the i-th 

spec~es of particle and I varies from 1 to N) the angular momentum and the magnetic 
! 

monient expressions are 
i 

(1.7.1) 

1 qi 
f-1=[-q.(r.xr) = L,--L 
. 2c 1 1 2cm. 

1 

(1.7.2) 

whe~e the dot represents derivative with respect to time t. If j i is the surface density of 
' 

curr~nt of the i-th particle, then we have 
: 1 . 

f.1 = L 2 c( rixJi) (1.7.3) 

The field induced displacement r and charge current J are expressible as sum of the 

all t~e wave harmonics, including the zero harmonic and other mixed harmonics as well. 
I 

The~, in addition to a double harmonic, a zero harmonic obtains from the vector product rxj 

in w~ve plasma interactions. This zero harmonic moment is important when it has a sizeable 

~ ma~itude, and particularly when it grows exponentially in time. 
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We have studied the magnetic field generation due to IFE which is to be studied by 

using classical theory. The breakdown of classical theory is possible for strong magnetic 

fields. From classical point of view, the electron spirals about a magnetic field line. When 

the field strength is increased, the size of the orbit becomes smaller. If the fi~ld is so high that 

the orbit radius becomes of the order of magnitude of the de-Broglie wave length of 

electrons, the classical theory has to be replaced by quantum theory. In this thesis, we have 

not considered the case of so strong magnetic field. 

When the applied field is circularly polarized, the collective effects of the magnetic 

moments lead to the IFE field, which is the inverse of the Faraday rotation effects (rotation 

of plane of polarization of plane polarized light by magnetic field). A plane polarized light 

is a combination of two circularly polarized lights, one right circularly polarized (RCP} and 

other left circularly polarized (LCP). The magnetic field gives rise to asymmetry in the 

.propagation of these two circularly polarized components, when they reunite after passing 

through the magnetic field, to become plane polarized again, the plane of polarization is 

rotated. 

When a wave field passes through plasma it disturbs the charge particle trajectory. 

This disturbance is not symmetric in all directions. For the asymmetry, there will be some 

gain in angular momentum, which gives rise to a magnetic moment. Collective effect of the 

magnetic field arising from the inverse Faraday ·effect is important, because the 

nonoscillating part of this field is periodic and hence is necessary to study the magnetic 

moment density further. This rotational effect due to magnetic field causes asymmetry to the 

propagation. On the other hand, in IFE, the asymmetry in the perturbation of charge particle 

trajectories, due to electromagnetic and other wave fields, gives rise to the induced magnetic 

field. This moment field can be studied both from phenomenological and analytical point of 

view. The magnetic moment of a single particle of charge q is defined as 

11 == _l (rxj) (1.7:4) 
2c 

Where r is its displacement from a fixed origin and j ( = q r) is its current. This moment is 
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directly proportional to the angular momentum L ( = r x p, if p is the linear momentum). 

Specifically, 
e 

J.t=-L (1.7.1) 
2mc 

· For a plasma having several species of charge under the simultaneous influence of 

several force fields, the equation ( 1. 7.1) is generalized as 

(1.7.'6) 

a denotes the ath force field, P denotes the Pth species of charge, r f3a. is the displacement 

induced by the ath force field on the Pth species of charge; j 13a. is the surface density of 

current induced by the ath force field on the Pth species of charge. This field is identical to 

the field specified by Biot Savart's law which states that a current through a closed loop 

~ produces an axial magnetic field. 

Since electrons and ions move in opposite directions, the magnetic moment field due 

to electrons is in a direction opposite to that due to ions. So, one field is parallel to a laser 

beam and other is antiparallel. 

Charges are displaced from their original trajectories by waves. The bending of the 

particle trajectories by fields from the direction at timet to that at timet+ ot, there will be 

an infinitesimal contribution to r x j, where the wave induced displacement of a charge 

particle from its original trajectory is r, and the corresponding surface density of current is 

j. So, in a unit volume, at the point r, the sum of contributions to r x j from all the charges 

yields the magnetic moment of the IFE magnetization. For high frequency laser fields ionic 

motion may be ignored [Chakraborty etal (1992), Bhattacharyya and Sanyal (1999)]. But for 

low frequency, both electron and ion motion are important [Chakraborty etal., (1990), Bera 

etal., (1992)]. The analytical definition for 1-1 is useful in calculating the nonoscillating part 

of the magnetic moment per unit volume, due to the wave induced motion of the plasma 

constituents, in case of plasma interaction, ·and wave-wave interaction in plasma. 
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1.8 Importance of magnetic field studies in laser plasmas 

The major motivation for studying these self-generated magnetic fields stems from 

the fact that they could in turn affect the laser-plasma interactions and hence the physics of 

inertial confinement fusion (ICF) in a variety of ways. Many experiments [Stamper etal., 

(1971), Raven etal., (1979), Briand etal., (1985)] and several numerical simulations 

[Nuckolls (1973), Boyd etal., (1982), Wilks etal., (1992)] of laser-produced plasmas 

consider a single beam of laser focussed onto a planar target. For a reasonably uniform 

illumination, the tangential gradients are minimized and the complications due to magnetic 

fields are expected to be reduced. However, early target designs requiring high laser 

irradiance were found to be rather sensitive to nonuniformities in the laser irradiation in the 

underdense region (n < 1012cm-3
) where laser energy is absorbed. At higher laser intensities 

( <:: 1015 W/cm2 
), the direct effects oflaser radiation become significant and the production 

of magnetic fields depends on the laser polarization, as in the case of resonance absorption 

and on the local direction of the field momentum (Poynting flux). Besides uniform laser 
" intensity over the pellet surface, a radial direction for energy flux is required to estimate the 

quantity of the magnetic field. Small initial perturbation in the density or temperature may 

lead to the growth of magnetic fields by means of field generating instabilities [Max (1982), 

Duderstadt and Moses (1982)]. 

The performance of an ICF target can be affected by the magnetic fields in a number 

ofways. Fields generated in the underdense region because of nonuniform laser irradiation 

may inhibit the thermal transport and consequently reduce the implosion symmetry and 

ablation pressure. Also the large magnetic fields generated in the ablation region due to the 

composition discontinuities and shocks [Tidman ( 197 5)] contribute to a decrease of ablation 

pressure and a consequent degradation of the pellet performances [Brueckner and J orna 

(1974), Duderstadt and Moses (1982)]. 

The magnetic fields may have some beneficial effects also viz., resonance absorption 
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can be enhanced in the magnetized plasma [Thompson etal., (1975), Bezzerides etal., (1977), 

Woo etal., (1978), Kolodner and Yabldnovitch (1979)]. The magnetic fields produced in the 

underdense region may be convected toward the ablation region and amplified [Nishiguchi 

etal., (1984)]. These fields could inhibit hot electrons preheat of the fuel. The fields iflarge 

enough could even suppress the growth ofRayleigh-Taylor instability. Finally, the magnetic 

fields, amplified in the fuel by plasma compression, may lead to increase in the fusion yield 

[Jhon and Mead (1986)]. 

Incidentally, the inertial confinement fusion effort has evolved to the point that many 

laboratories all over the world are now conducting vigorous research programs using a 

variety of driver and target design [Motz (1979), Mulser (1980), Stamper (1991), Yamanaka 

(1_991), Key (1991), Hora (1991), Ruhl (1997)]. Most of the early implosion experiments 

used· exploding pusher targets based on simple glass micro balloons filled with D-T gas at 

high pressure. These targets have the advantage that they can yield relatively large number 

of neutrons with moderate scale drivers [Mirna etal., (1994)]. Earlier, Chase etal., (1973) 

have pointed out that these fields increase the sensitivity of neutron production and electron 

temperature, if the anomalous correction C A = 1 + ki is included, where C A is the instability 
I 

correction, k is an adjustable parameter, I is the lolal intensity of the laser light IT is the 

threshold intensity above which the instability occurs. Although thermonuclear ignition could 

be obtained with a sufficiently large exploding pusher target, the energy required to drive 

such a target is beyond the capabilities of any projected driver. 

Moreover, the high fuel compressions and the high implosion velocities can be 

achieved through high laser intensities in fusion experiments and have a significant role in 

laser fusion applications. A significant fraction of the incident light energy is converted into 

high energy of electrons. These fast energetic electrons degrade target performance by 

preheating the fuel core and make more complicated to understand the pellet implosion 

process [Max (1982), Kruer (1988), Mirna etal., (1994)]. 

Lateral energy transport in laser-produced plasmas was studied by irradiating planer 
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polystyrene foils with 0.53 11m wavelength, spatially nonuniform laser beams by Vick etal., 

(1995). In this experiment, the spatially resolved x-ray emission patterns and spectra were 

recorded to infer the temperatures, ionization states and time integrated hydrodynamic 

histories of plasma originating from tracer layers embedded in the targets. The conditions of 

the experiment was also simulated using a two-dimensional single-fluid hydrodynamic code. 

These experimental results agree with code-predictions which suggest that a moderate 

amount of ablation occurs in the nonirradiated region of the target. The constraints on energy 

transfer in inhomogeneous magnetized plasmas and on plasma stability within the context 

of quasi particle description has been derived. Bychenkov etal. (1995) studied a nonlocal 

linear theory of electron transport in plasmas with arbitrary electron collisionality. Closure 

relations for fluid equations are derived from a solution to the electron Fokker-Planck 

equation where electron collisions are considered in the limit oflarge ion-charge. They found 

out the nonlocal expression for electron transport coefficients; the electric conductivity and 

new transport coefficients related to the ion flow. Pomraning (1995) reported the 

development of a flux-limiting algorithm for radiative transfer in a Markovian mixture 

consisting of two immiscible materials. The flux-limited diffusion description developed here 

is applicable to general three-dimensional geometry. It is contrast to the earlier effort where 

algebraic difficulties prohibited explicit results except in a one-dimensional setting. Odagawa 

etal.,. (1993) experimentally investigated the separate confinement hetero-structure (SCH) 

~: layer thickness and the SCH band-gap wavelength dependence of the effective carrier 

recombination coefficient of strained InGaAs multiple quantum wall lasers .. The dependence 

is explained by the carrier transport between the SCH layers and the walls. Craxton etal., 

( 1977) showed that spontaneously generated magnetic fields can substantially reduce thermal 

conductivity in pellet atmospheres and give rise to localized hot spots, which may lead to the 

ablation of anomalously fast ions. It is reported [Max etal., (1978), Max (1982)] that electron 

crossfield transport is affected by laser generated megagauss magnetic fields. Mead etal., 

--+- [ 1964] reported that weak indications of lateral transport are found in laser produced plasma 
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and axial transport appears strongly inhibited. It is shown [Spitzer and Harm (1953)] that 

electron heat flux relates linearly to the electron temperature gradient. Experimental results 

in the context of laser-plasma interaction show that this leads to an overestimation of the' 

actual heat flow. It has been shown [Brueckner and Joma (1976)] that the absorbed laser 

energy appears as thermal energy of the absorbing layer, as kinetic energy of expanding 

plasma and as thermal and kinetic energy of the overdense plasma into which energy is 

transferred primarily by electron conduction. The penetration of energy into the overdense 

plasma is accompanied by a hydrodynamic refraction wave following the thermal conduction 

wave. Consequently, the energy deposited by the laser.is markedly depleted by the loss of 

energy to outward motion and expansion of plasma heated by the conduction wave and 

removed by the hydrodynamic refraction wave. The interaction of driver, target design and 

reactor design is so complex that it is impossible to say whether or not an economical ICF 

reactor can be designed, even if driver-target physics problems are solved. Despite this 

uncertainty, there is still a strong support for continued research and development ofthe·ICF 

concept for energy applications. Axial and lateral magnetic fields generated spontaneously, 

in laser-plasma interaction have great impact on driver energy deposition in the target, energy 

transport in dense plasmas and finally implosion, compression and thermonuclear bum in the 

process of ICF [Hughes (1975), Motz (1979), Mulser (1980), Yamanaka (1991), Duderstadt 

and Moses (1982)]. 

We have proposed the mechanism of simultaneous generation of poloidal and toroidal 

magnetic fields first for electron and then for electron-ion nondissipative plasmas. This 

mechanism originates from the transformation of kinetic energies of ordered motion of 

charged particles, in the presence of the wave, into the energy ofthe induced magnetic fields 

both in poloidal and in toroidal directions. Such toroidal and poloidal fields are d.c. over the 

fast laser time scale (i.e., 
2 

n ). But for measuring such fields in a laboratory the field should 
w 

be d.c. for longer time scales viz. laser pulse length (5ns, say) or hydrodynamics time scale 

(__!:__,where Lis the characteristic length and vthi is ion acoustic velocity). Even for such 
vthi 
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longer time scale our result in this chapter-2 do not show any qualitative change with the 

results of Chapter-3, because of the fact that the effects of ion motion and moderate laser 

intensity have been taken into account for the field generation studies. However, it may be 

pointed out that the assumptions for one-temperature two-cQmponent nondissipative plasmas 

would be important for an entirely underdense plasma but then the relevance to ICF is 

problematic. However, these assumptions may have some relevance with future ICF target 

studi,es.where a very long density scale length is important [Mead etal., (1984)]. 

Most of the magnetic fields generated in the laser produced plasmas are toroidal in 

nature. However, axial or -poloidal magnetic fields may also be generated by certain 

mechanisms. The poloidal fields are of much importance in unconventional laser fusion 

approaches that rely on therrhal insulation by magnetic fields [Daido etai., (1986), Hasegawa 

etal., (1986, 1988)]. The poloidal magnetic field could be beneficial in creating a spheromak 

like magnetic field, which could lead to better thermal insulation in ICF schemes [Daido 

etal., (1986), Hasegawa etal., (1986, 1988)]. Moreover, the combination of toroidal and 

poloidal fields set up by the laser may lead to the formation of a magnetic cage [Eliezer etal., 

(1992)] and that could be used for plasma confinement in a manner similar to tokamaks, 

toroidal pinches etc. [Bhattacharyya and Sanyal (1999)]. Such a configuration may serve 

well for magnetic confinement fusion (MCF) scheme . 

. With the advent of ultra-short pulse lasers, the wake-field generation in an underdense 

plasma is of current interest because of the fact that such fields play an important role in 

plasma accelerators [Dubinov etal., (1994), Gorbunov etal., (1996), Esarey etal., (1994, 

1997)]. The occurrence of such strong magnetic fields can affect the plasma behavior 

through hydro magnetic effects or from alterations of plasma transport coefficients in laser 

fusion scheme. 

1.9 Contents of the present thesis 

From the literature available, it appears that different mechanisms for the generation 
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of axial (poloidal) and lateral (toroidal) magnetic fields have been studied separately. 

However, no such mechanism has so far been reported which can describe a simultaneous 

generation ofpoloidal (axial) and toroidal (lateral) fields in laser produced plasmas. Perhaps 

this is the first thesis which shows the existence of their simultaneous generation and 

describes their occurrence in a systematic manner for different physical model in subsequent 

two chapters i.e., Chapter-2 and Chapter-3. 

In Chapter-2, we present a model for the simultaneous generation of axial and lateral 

magnetic fields in laser produced plasp1as. These fields are generated by the interaction of 

an intense laser beam with a one-component plasma consisting of electrons only. The plasma 

is assumed to be hot and collisionless. The thermal velocity is assumed to be small compared 

with the phase velocity of the incident radiation field. De bye length is taken to be small 

compared with the density scale length of the plasma. The intensity of the radiation fields 

should not exceed the threshold limit of power so that the phenomenon of self-focussing, 

self-trapping, self-phase modulation do not appear. The instabilities due to stimulated Raman 

scattering (SRS) and stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) are ignored. The width of the 

conversion layer is assumed to be much less than the laser wavelength and so inhomogeneity 

due to Landau damping can be neglected. 

The interaction of a laser beam with a plasma is described by the macroscopic 

behavior of an electron plasma, within the fluid model. For this purpose, the equations of 

continuity and momentum, along with the Maxwell equations are considered. Only a Kerr

type nonlinearity [Newell and Moloney (1992), Aliev etal., (1992)] is to be studied here and 

so, a simple perturbation technique [Bellman ( 1964 ), Ames ( 1965)] has been used here. 

Assuming the form of the electric field of first order, first order magnetic field, electron 

velocity and density, are found out. Then using the expressions for the first order electric and 

magnetic fields and other variables, the expressions of second order variables are found out. 

Then by using the expressions of the first and the second order variables the expressions for 
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the secular free third order [Chiao and Godine (1969)] variables are found out. From these 

variables, average angular momentum over'a time period 2rr:Jw is obtained. The average 

component of the angular momentum along the direction of laser is shown to give rise to the 

axial (poloidal) magnetic field. The resultant of components of angular momentum in the two 

directions perpendicular to the laser beam produces the lateral (toroidal) magnetic field, 

which is in the plane perpendicular to the laser beam. 

Numerical results show that the axial and lateral magnetic fields increase very slowly 

towards the critical density. It has also been observed that the maximum value of the lateral 

field· is well below the critical density surface, whereas the axial magnetic field has the 

maximum value at the critical density surface. Physically our mechanism implies that the 

kinetic energy of the ordered motion of electrons is transformed into the energy of the 

induced magnetic field in the presence of an electromagnetic wave. The field generation 

mechanism in our case is therefore a direct process because average nonlinear angular 

momentum of electrons has been calculated to obtain the magnetic fields. In contrast we 

obtain a mechanism like Inverse Faraday Effect (IFE) [Steigerand Woods(1972),Talin etal., 

(1975)] which is an indirect process of field generation. At high frequencies, the IFE is 

relevant over time scales shorter than twice the oscillation period of the driving wave. 

Beyond this time scale, the wave becomes unstable [Stenflo (1977)] and the IFE is not 

effective for producing magnetic field. However our mechanism of field generation is 

effective pven beyond the time scale where IFE is not effective. 

Our mechanism is also different from dynamo effect [zeldovich etal., (1983), Draglia 

(1987)]. In dynamo effect, the magnetic fields are produced in a cyclic manner, i.e., axial 

fields are produced for some time with the help of the lateral fields and vice versa, or in 

other words, it requires seed field for producing magnetic fields. But in our mechanism, both 

axial and lateral magnetic fields are produced simultaneously. This does not require any seed 

field. 

Also as the temperature gradient is ignored in our formulation, and so, it is different 
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from magnetic field generation due to thermoelectric effect [Stamper etal., (1971)]. Resonant 

absorption gives rise to a magnetic field in a plasma which was shown by Bezzerides etal., 

(1977) and many other authors. We .exclude this effect as our interest is in calculating 

magnetic fields in underdense plasma region. 

The mode conversion (i.e., electromagnetic mode to electrostatic mode) is possible 

even in the underdense region for thermal plasma [Kull (1981, 1983)]. We consider in this 

thesis a very small amount of energy of laser light converted into electrostatic field energy. 

It may be pointed out by Kull (19 81) that a full conversion of laser light is possible in an 

underdense plasma region through relativistic thermal effects. Such energy conversion is 

directly related to the width of the conversion layer. We must emphasize here that the mode 

conversion process established by Kull (1981, 1983) is crucial for our mechanism of 

simultaneous generation of poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields. Electrons move in the self-

~~- generated magnetic field and are trapped in a layer of thickness of the order of electron 

Larmor radius. Thus lateral field enhances lateral energy transport, but degrades axial energy 

propagation, which was shown by Max (1982). Then obviously axial field enhances axial 

energy transport from a critical surface to an ablation surface. Our results show that the 

lateral magnetic field dominates over the axial magnetic field in laser plasma interactions. 

Both the fields may have a considerable impact on uniform compression of ICF targets, 

which needs extensive studies for better understanding ofiCF processes. 

In Chapter-3, we extend the formulation presented in chapter 2 by considering the ion 

contribution along with the electron contribution for the spontaneous generation of magnetic 

fields both in axial and lateral directions simultaneously. We assume here a hot, nondissipa

tive, two-component homogeneous plasma. Our results show that toroidal (lateral) magnetic 

fields dominate over the poloidal (axial) magnetic field in the interaction ofNd-glass laser 

with this two-component plasma. The poloidal magnetic field induced by the electron current 

is just in opposite direction of the poloidal magnetic field induced by the ion current and 
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they nearly cancel each other. Hence, the resultant poloidal magnetic field is very low in 

magnitude. The induced toroidal magnetic field due to electron current is opposite to that due 

to ion current. But toroidal field for electrons are much stronger in magnitude than that for 

ions. These toroidal magnetic fields play an important role in energy transport. They enhance 

lateral energy transport, but inhibit axial energy transport, which degrades implosion [Mead 

etal., (1984), Shkarofsky (1980), Max etal., (1978)]. On the other hand poloidal magnetic 

field enhances axial energy transport a,nd hence are useful for implosion ofiCF targets. 

In one-temperature and two-component plasma, the thermal velocities for electrons 

and ions are given due importance. For making the problem simpler, the electron temperature 

is taken to be equal to the ion temperature. Moreover, the temperature is taken to be uniform. 

Gradient of }xes sure exists in the field equations [Kull (1983)] . Collisional frequency is 

assumed to be much less than the laser frequency (i.e., plasma is nondissipative ). The width 
~-i, 
, of the resonance layer is small compared with the laser wavelength and so, the phenomena 

occurring at the resonance layer may be neglected. Thermal velocity is small compared with 

the phase velocity of the radiation field and Debye length is small compared with the density 

scale length ofthe plasma. Plasma is assumed to be homogeneous. Very long density scale 

length and uniform temperature suggest that the laser beam energy be absorbed almost 
I 

completely in an underdense region of plasma. The intensities of the incident waves lie 

below the threshold value for the generation of inhomogeneities which give rise to self-action 

effects. The intrinsic nonlinear instabilities due to SRS and SBS are being neglected. All 

these basic assumptions were also used in Chapter-2. 

To describe the interaction of laser with plasma, we consider the macroscopic 

behavior of two-component plasma, based on fluid-theory. Equations of continuity and 

momentum are considered for electrons and ions along with Maxwell's equation. Equation 

of state for electrons and ions is also assumed. The perturbation technique of Chapter-2 is 

also employed in Chapter-3 to find the linear and nonlinear solutions of different orders. 

Once again in Chapter-3 a similar form of linear electric field is taken to evaluate first and 
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second order variables. It is found that first and second order solutions contain first and 

second harmonics respectively. This means that the second order wave field does not 

generate a magnetic field. Then third order variables are found out using which the electronic 

and the ionic nonlinear magnetic moments are calculated. This nonlinear magnetic moment 

gives the nonlinear angular momentum and hence, we have in turn induced nonlinear 

magnetization. The component of magnetization in the direction of a laser beam gives rise 

the poloidal magnetic field whereas the resultant of two other different components 

perpendicular to the laser beam generates the lateral magnetic field for a two-component 

laser produced plasmas. 

The kinetic energy of ordered motion of charged particles (i.e., electrons and ions) in 

the presence of an electromagnetic wave is transformed into the energy of the induced 

magnetic field both in axial and lateral directions. Such fields are unidirectional over the fast 

laser time scale. But for longer time scale viz. laser pulse length magnetic field value does 

not vary much. Varying different parameters of laser and plasma in our study, we have 

noticed the variation of poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields. Poloidal field reaches a 

maximum value near the critical density, but toroidal field is maximum at a point far below 

the critical density and decreases in magnitude while advancing towards critical density. The 

poloidal magnetic field shows no change with varying laser pulse length, but the toroidal 

magnetic field decreases with an increase in laser pulse length. With the increase in laser 

intensity, poloidal and toroidal fields both increase in the same manner. Poloidal magnetic 

field increases with an increase in laser wavelength and toroidal magnetic field increases 

very slowly with increasing a laser wavelength. 

When toroidal fields were experimentally observed, it was known that they enhance 

lateral energy transport. Electrons and ions get trapped in different layers· of different radii 

which are in order of electron and ion Larmor radii respectively. Ion's Larmor radius is 

greater than the electron's Larmor radius. Poloidal fields can trap both electrons and ions 

along the axis of the laser beam. So the rate of energy deposition due to poloidal magnetic 
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field in conduction regions should be increased which enhances energy transport from a 

critical surface to an ablation surface. As already mentioned it is speculated that the poloidal 

field combined with the toroidal field provide better insolation and hence a b~tter magnetic 

confinement in realizing magnetic confinement fusion (MCF) process. In conclusion of 

these, there must have many scopes in future for taking into account other contributions in 

the spontaneous generation of poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields for MCF and ICF 

studies. 

In Chapter-4, we consider another interesting problem arising spontaneously with as 

an effect of interaction of an intense laser beam with a plasma. This has been named by us 

as the spontaneous nonlinear Faraday rotation (SNFR). The highly nonlinear optical 

behavior of plasma medium was known early in the development of nonlinear optics. 

Various nonlinear optical effects in plasmas, such as harmonic generation, parametric 

amplification and stimulated Raman scattering were predicted. It is noticed that nonlinear 

birefringence occurs in the interaction of a laser beam of large intensity with plasma. We 

modify here the Faraday rotation effect in a laser produced plasma in a way which is 

completely different from the earlier work. Faraday rotation (FR) is a magneto-optical effect 

of birefringence. The theory of Faraday rotation has been developed for a plane polarized 

wave of very weak field intensity and is used in infinitely small amplitude wave 

approximation f~r the linear solution of the field equations in different media including 

plasma [Decoster (1978), Steiger and woods (1972)]. The magnitude of Faraday rotation is 

modified considerably for strong laser radiation. This modification is due to appearance of 

nonlinearly induced effect of intense laser fields in plasma. This effect dominates when 

electron motion is in the relativistic limit. 

Faraday rotation may induce magnetization in plasma which is known as inverse 

Faraday effect (IFE). It is produced by circularly polarized wave. For left circular 

polarization, the charged particles gyrate parallel to the direction of propagation and for right 
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circular polarization, the charged particles gyrate antiparallel to the direction of propagation 

of wave. A theory is developed which will be helpful in the study of the evolution of SNFR 

angles by induced birefringence and the effect of IFE, which is the evolution of induced 

magnetic field in the plasma. 

We have studied the magnitude of SNFR (spontaneous nonlinear Faraday rotation) in a 

plasma due to induced birefringence of electromagnetic waves. For this, the waves are 

assumed to be sinusoidal. The plasma is assumed to be cold and homogeneous consisting of 

two components-electrons and ions. The incident laser is so intense that the motion of 

electrons and ions becomes relativistic. First harmonic density fluctuation is not considered. 

But the second. order density fluctuation exists and its effect on SBS and SRS are visible in 

third order. So, these instabilities are neglected. The self-action effects arising from 

ponderomotive force and thermal instabilities are neglected as pressure variation and thermal 

velocities are ignored. 

Our formulation is based on the equations of fluid motion and Maxwell's equations. 

We start with a linearized wave form for electric field. For a magnetized plasma, the wave 

is treated as a superposition of left and right circularly polarized waves. The first order 

dispersion relations for two circularly polarized waves are amplitude independent. Nonlinear 

dispersion relations are found out from third order secular free field solutions. From these 

relations it appears that mutual exchange of energy occurs between two circularly polarized 

waves in the presence of magnetic field, and between two plane polarized waves of different 

amplitudes and phase difference 1t I 2leading to an elliptically polarized wave in the absence 

of magnetic field. 

If the refractive indices are nonlinear, FR angle will be the sum oflinear and nonlinear 

FR angles. The magnetic field should be the combination of the ambient magnetic field, if 

any, and the induced magnetic field which is spontaneous and a consequence ofiFE. 

We have performed a systematic study starting from linear dispersion relation to 

nonlinear dispersion relation. It has been shown that even in the absence of an initial 
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magnetic field, Faraday rotation exists in a high frequency nonlinear plasma. Nonlinearly 

induced birefringence corresponds to a nonlinear Faraday rotation angle, which enables one 

to estimate the .order of induced magnetization (IFE) for the propagation of polarized waves 

in an unmagnetized plasma. An initially applied magnetic field may enhance such 

magnetization. This work has already been reported by us [Bhattacharyya etal., (1998)]. 

In Chapter-5, we discuss the thermal conduction in laser produced plasmas and also 

show how transport phenomenon is affected due to the production of magnetic fields in laser 

produced plasma, particularly the effect of magnetic field on lateral heat flux. The corona 

consists of hot plasma which has been evaporated from the initially solid target during laser 

heating. It is in the corona that the laser light is absorbed by the target and the resulting 

thermal energy is conducted towards cold high density regions, where ablation occurs. 

Physical conditions prevailing in laser-produced plasmas are useful because the temperature, 

density and velocity profiles of the background plasma play a crucial role in determining 

whicl;l mechanisms of absorption and heat transport will prevail in a given expefimental 

situation. 

. In a steady state situation, the absorbed intensity must be carried away by heat 

conduction, which in a plasma is dominated by electrons. In laser-heated initially solid 

targets, the inward flow of thermal energy towards cold, high-density region produces a 

compensating outward flow of plasma kinetic energy toward lower-density regions. Because 

the coronal electron temperature (Te) is typically a few KeV or larger, thermal conduction 

in the underdense plasma tends to maintain a nearly uniform electron temperature 

distribution in space. Thus typical electron temperature scale lengths LT = Te /IVTel are very 

long for ne < nc where n e and n c are the electron plasma density and critical density 

respectively . The ion temperature in the corona is generally much lower than the electron 

temperature. Moreover, ions cool due to expansion but have no heat s.ource in the corona. Ion 

thermal conduction is small and electron-ion coupling is usually negligible. Thus ion 
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temperature and pressure are usually small relative to those of electrons and gradients in ion 

temperature have little physical impact. 

By conservation of momentum the cold remainder of the target gets a bigger inward 

push due to the rocket-effect. Conversely, inhibited heat flux leads to slower outward 

expansion of blow-off. The inner parts of the target then implode less vigorously. Theoretical 

calculation for electron heat flux in laser-produced one-component dissipative plasmas are 

given here along with some numerical estimation for C02 laser with plasmas. 

It is evident from our earlier discussions that the production of magnetic fields in laser 

produced plasmas is inevitable. Large scale d.c. magnetic fields have been observed in laser 

produced plasmas in Chapter-2 and Chapter-3. The mechanisms responsible for producing 

such fields are described in those chapters. In Chapter-4, the application of such fields are 

discussed in terms of SNFR (spontaneous nonlinear Faraday rotation). In Chapter-5, we will 

confine ourselves to study what kind of transport be important in presence of self-generated 

magnetic fields in laser produced plasmas. We have shown that such magnetic fields have 

some effect on lateral thermal conduction. 
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Chapter -2 

An Analytical Study of Spontaneous Generation of Magnetic Fields 

in a Laser Produced Plasma * 

2.1 Introduction 

The ~eneration of spontaneous magnetic field in laser-produced plasmas is an active 

area 'of re~earch. Theoreticians and experimentalists are busy in fmding out different 

mechanisms for producing self-generated magnetic fields in laser-plasma interaction 

prob~ems b'ecause of its immense importance for designing targets in inertial confmement 

fusion (ICF). The spontaneous generation of lateral magnetic fields of different magnitudes 

are reported through different mechanisms in the laser produced plasmas. Similarly, the 

genefation of axial magnetic fields is also reported through other different mechanisms. So, 
! 

both the axial and lateral magnetic fields give evidence for their simultaneous occurrence in 
' 

laser produced plasmas [Stamper (1991)]. But, so far, no such mechanism exists, other than 

the mechanism proposed by us [*], for evaluating the occurrence of simultaneous as well as 

spon~aneous generation of axial and lateral magnetic fields in laser produced plasmas. In this 

Chapter, om motivation is to explain the mechanism, which was first reported by us [*], 

more: clearly for spontaneous production of both the axial and lateral magnetic fields at a 

time 'in a very simple case for a C02 gas laser interacting with a one-component thermal 

~ plasma. The study for simultaneous as well as spontaneous generation of axial and lateral 

ma~etic fields in ·the laser produced plasmas would be important to understand the energy 

transport and therefore, the implosion physics of the ICF. This axial field combined with the 

*This Chapter is based on the article "Generation of Axial and Lateral Magnetic Fields in 

a Las,er-Produced Plasma" by B.Bhattacharyya and Urmi Sanyal, J.Plasma Phys. 66, pp.21-

30 (1,999). 
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lateral field may allow the construction of a new hybrid type of tokamak [Hasegawa etal., 

(1986)]. Such magnetic fields due to many component plasmas interacting with different 

lasers are to be studied in the next Chapter. 

2.2 Basic assumptions and equations 

A one-component plasma means that the plasma contains electrons only. The mobility 

of ions is very low because of its heavy mass and so it provides the neutralizing, static, 

uniform background of positive charges [Kaw and Dawson (1970)]. Therefore, the equation 

of momentum transfer and conservation of charged particles for electrons wou~ld be taken for 

our study. This plasma is assumed to be hot but the thermal velocity ( vth = , where 
. 

kB is the Boltzmann constant, Tis the electron temperature and m is the electron mass) of 

electron is small compared with the phase velocity (vq, = w!k, where wand k represent the 

frequency and wave number respectively) of the laser field. We also assume that the De bye 

length (\,= ~ where e is the electronic charge and n 0 is the background ion density) 

is small compared to the density scale length (L= Vn, where n is the electron density) of the 
no 

plasma. High frequency and small Debye length allows us to assume that the laser produced 

plasma is a one-component fluid. Moreover, the plasma is assumed to be collisionless (i.e., 

the collision frequency (v) is small relative to the wave frequency (w)). The incident light 

wave can parametrically excite electromagnetic waves in the plasma leading to a stimulated 

scattering of the laser [Liu etal., (1974), Forsulund etal., (1975), Nishikawa and Liu (1976)]. 

Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) involves parametric coupling of incident light with an 

ion acoustic wave and a back scattered electromagnetic wave. The stimulated Raman 

scattering (SRS) involves coupling of incident light wave with an electron plasma wave and 

a back scattered electromagneti~ wave. The phenomena of SRS and SBS are omitted in our 

studies [ Shen (1976) and Kruer (1988)] and hence the effects of their instabilities are 
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ignored in our calculations. Laser intensity should not exceed the threshold power limit so 

that powerful electromagnetic waves (i.e., lasers) cannot change the form of amplitude. 

Hence, the self-action effects such as self-focussing, self-trapping etc., can be-ignored [Max 

(1976), Shen (1976), Sun etal., (1987), Kruer (1988), Esarey etal., (1994)]. The width of the 

resonance layer is also assumed to be much less than the laser wavelength so that the 

inhomogeneity arises at the resonance layer can be jgnored [Kull (1981, 1983)], and also the 

inhomogeneity due to Landau damping has been neglected because of exclusion of the 

regions of resonance and Landau damping in our calculations. The thickness of the resonance 

layer or conversion layer and the length of the Landau damping region are also estimated in 

Appendix 2.A for a given laser and plasma parameters, and subsequently, the region of 

interest for magnetic field generation is identified. 

Under these assumptions, we start with the following basic equations: 

The equation of continuity is: 

ti+V.(nr)=O 

The equation of momentum is: 
·· · · e e · Vp 
r+(r.V)r+ -E+ -(rxH)+- = 0 

m m mn 
Also the four Maxwell's equations are: 

V.E =-4ne(n -n0 ) 

V.H=O 

VxE=- H 
c 

E . 
VxH=- -(4ne/c)n r 

c 

(2.2.1) 

(2.2.2) 

(2.2.3) 

(2.2.4) 

(2.2.5) 

(2.2.6) 

where E and H are the electric and the magnetic fields respectively. r is velocity of the 

electron of mass m and charge e, n and n0 are the electron and background ion densities 
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respectively, c is the velocity of light. The single dot and do~ble dots represent the first and 

second order derivatives with respect to time t respectively. 

The laser plasma interaction process is so fast that the process may be assumed to be 

isothermal. So, the equation of state can be written as 

(2.2.7) 

where p and T represent the plasma pressure and temperature respectively, and kB is the 

Boltzmann's constant. 

2.3 Perturbation scheme 

The perturbation technique [Bellman (1964), Ames (1965)] is used to fmd out 

the solutions of these basic equations (2.2.1) to (2.2. 7). In this technique, any variable <P can 

be expressed as 

(2.3.1) 

where <Po represents the value of <Pin unperturbed state, the first order (or linear) approxima

tion of <P gives it's linear (or fust order) solution and bears the subscript 1. The nonlinearly 

excite~ fields of second and third order approximations bear the subscripts 2 and 3 

respectively and so on. In this scheme, the nth order approximation <Pn (for n = 1, 2, 3, ... ) 

can be expressed as <Pr<Pn-r' rs; n and the condition for convergence is ( <P r/<P n-r) < 1. The 

parameter E is solely a mathematical artifice and that allows us to compare the degree of 

approximation in a convenient way. Using this perturbation approximation, all the physical 

variables used in the basic equations of (2.2.1) to (2.2. 7) can be expressed as 

E=O+EE1 +E2E2 +E3E3 + .......... . 

H=O+EHl+E2H3+E3H3+ ........ . 

r = O+Erl +E2 
r2 +E3r3 + ........... . (2.3.2) 

n=no +En1 +E2n2 +E3n3 + ........... . 

T=T0+ET1+E2T2+E3T3+ .......... . 

_. 1 2 3 + p-po +Ep +E Pz +E P3 .......... . 
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where E = (V
05
Jc )is the ratio of the electron quiver velocity (vosc) to the velocity of light 

c and is also known as an expansion parameter. Quiver velocity is an important parameter 

that characterizes the plasma's response to the incident laser because with this velocity the 

electron oscillates in the laser wave's electric field and is expressed as vosc=(eE/mw), where 

w denotes wave frequency and e stands for the magnitude of the laser electric field E. 

2.4 Linearized field equations and solutions 

Let the linearized solution of electric field propagating in the direction ofx-axis be 

(2.4.1) 

where a 1r=( ea11 /nicw ), a J. =( eajmcw ), P J. =( eb )mew) are dimensionless amplitudes of the field 

in longitudinal (bearing the subscript II ) and transverse (bearing the subscript 1_) directions, 

·--¥- 811 = ~~ - Wt and 8 J. = k J. X - Wt are phases in longitudinal and transverse directions 

respectively. ~1 and kJ. are the wavenumbers of waves of frequency single win longitudinal 

and transverse directions respectively. Also x, y, z are the respective unit vectors along the 

three coordinate axes and c. c. represents their respective complex conjugates. 

It is evident that the last two components arise directly from the laser field while the 

first component arises from the converted mode for thermal plasma [Kull (1981, 1983)]. In 

fact, the electromagnetic mode of p-polarized light can be converted into the electrostatic 

mode at the critical density nc, when its electric vector oscillates along the direction of the 

density gradient, i.e., E.'Vn * 0. This effect is known as resonant absorption [Kruer (1987)], 

and also produces a magnetic field in a plasma [Thompson etal., (1977), Bezzerides etal., 

(1977), Speziale and Catto (1978), Mora and Pellat (1981)]. We exclude this effect in our 

calculation because our interest is to calculate the magnetic field in underdense plasma 

regions. In the laser produced plasmas, Kull [(1981), (1983)] has shown that the mode 

conversion is possible even in the underdense region if the plasma be treated as thermal . He 

has also pointed out that the width of the conversion layer plays an .important role in such 
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conversion. Thus, the amplitude of the electromagnetic mode of the laser light will be 

modified in thermal plasma. Hence, the form of the linearized electric field (2.4.1) is 

properly written. Further, we add the following three assumptions that lead to the clear 

physical idea of using the electric field of the form written in the equation (2.4.1 ). 

(I) Let (v/w)(L/A1s ):=~0.01, which gives Llx<<1, where the width of the resonance layer is 

denoted by LlX = (v/w)L. Here, v, L, wand A1s are the collision frequency, the density scale 

.length, the frequency of the wave and the laser wavelength respectively. Hence, phenomena 

occurring at the resonance layer have been ignored. 

(ii) The homogeneity due to Landau damping has also been ignored, since k
11 

An <1, and 

kjk
11
<<1, where k11 =k0E

112/P is the electrostatic wave number, k_j_ =k0 E
112 is the 

electromagnetic wavenumber and k0 = w/c is the vacuum wavenumber, the velocity ratio p 
= vth /c<<1 and 

~·- the dielectric constant of the plasma E = 1-w/lw2
', where wP is the plasma frequency. 

(iii) The laser wavelength A1s is greater than the electrostatic wavelength Aes, and the thermal 

vel~city vth and the Debye length An are small compared with the phase velocity v<l> of the 

radiation field and the density scale length L of the plasma respectively. The effect of plasma 

inhomogeneity may therefore be neglected. 

Hence, using a typical value of the plasma temperature of 3 ke V, the dimensionless 

amplitude of the electrostatic mode a 11 can easily be estimated, quantitatively, of the order 

of 1 o-3 
. This leads us to conclude that about 3. 8% of the laser light is to be converted here. 

It may also be mentioned that full conversion of laser light is possible, even in underdense 

region, through relativistic thermal effects [Kull (1983)]. Moreover, the justification for 

ignoring Landau damping has been explained in Appendix 2-A. 

Applying perturbation technique, as stated in (2.3 .2), in (2.2.1) to (2.2. 7), we have 

the following first order equations for continuity as: 

il
1 

+n0 (V. r1) = 0 (2.4.2), 
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.,l_ _,.,.-

and for momentum as 

r + ~E + Vp1 = 0 
1 m 1 mn 

0 

and then for Maxwell's equations as 

V.E
1 

= - 4rte n
1 

and fmally for the equation of state as, 

(2.4.3), 

(2.4.4) 

(2.4.5) 

(2.4.6) 

(2.4.7) 

p1 = kB T0n1 + kBno T1 (2.4.8) 

It is assumed that the laser plasma interaction process is isothermal. So, the perturbed 

temperature T1 is to be treated as zero i.e., there is no change of temperature in plasma during 

interaction process. Hence, the first order equation of state (2.4.8) can be written as 

P1 = kB Toni (2.4.9) 

Multiplying the operator V on both sides of the equation (2.4.9), we have 

Vp 1 = kB T0 Vn1 
(2.4.10) 

Using (2.4.10) in (2.4.3), we have 

(2.4.11) 
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Using equation (2.4.1) in the equation (2.4.6), we have the solution of the first order 
' 

magnetic field as 

H -mew["( ~ i(k.Lx-wt) --p -i(k.Lx-wt)) --- y n p e -n e + 1 2c J. J.. J.. J.. · 

" ( i(k.cx-wt) -- -i(k.cx-wt))] 
z nJ..aJ..e -nJ..aJ..e (2.4.12) 

From equation (2.4.4), we get the first order electron density (n1) as 

_ c· I ) iCk~x-wt) -- -iC~x-wt) n1 - - m0 2X [ n
11 
a

11 

e -n
11 
a

11 

e )] (2.4.13) 

w
2 ~· 4rce

2n, 
where, X= ~, and wP = is the plasma frequency. 

w m 

Taking the cross product of the operator V with (2.4.12) and also using the time 

derivative of (2.4.1 ), the equation (2.4. 7) can be solved easily. We have the first order 

velocity of electron ( r 1) as 

2.5 Linear dispersion relation 

Combining the equations (2.4.6) and (2.4.7),we get 

- c2VxVxE1= E1 - 4n e Do r 1 

Rewriting the equation (2.4.11 ), we liave 

2 
e v Vn .. _ _ E _ th ( 1) 

r1- - 1 --
m 2 n0 

~ 
where vth = ~ -----;----
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Combitring the equations (2.5.1), ~(2.5.2) together with the equation (2.4.4), we have 

(2.5.3) 

Using the equation (2.4.1) in (2.5.3) and then equating the coefficients of e ie .L for one 

of the transverse components [say, y component of (2.5.3)] we have 

n 2-1+X=O .L (2.5.4) 

and also taking the coefficients ofe ie~ for its longitudinal component, i.e., x-component of 

(2.5.3), we get 

n
11

2VZ-1+X=O (2.5.5) 

where n.L= (k.Lc/w), n
11
= (k

11
c/w), and VZ= (v1h

2/2c2
) 

Equations (2.5.4) and (2.5.5) are known as the linearized dispersion relations for 

transverse and longitudinal modes respectively. It is to be noted that the dispersion relations 

(2.5.4) and (2.5.5) are independent from their wave amplitudes. So, there is no exchange of 

energy between the longitudinal and transverse modes. Hence, they are independent of each 

other in linear case. It may also be noted that the longitudinal mode depends on V, i.e., on 

the thermal velocity and consequently on plasma temperature. But, the transverse mode is 

independent of thermal velocity and hence of plasma temperature. Both the modes depend 

on plasma frequency ( wp), that means they depend on the density of the plasma. 

2.6 Second order equations and solutions 

Using the perturbation approximations (2.3.2), we write, similarly, the second order 

equations for continuity, momentum and Maxwell as the following 
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(2.6.1) 

(2.6.2) 

(2.6.3) 

(2.6.4) 

(2.6.5) 

(2.6.6) 

The terms containing perturbed temperatures T 1 and T 2 in the second order equation 

of state are neglected because the process is treated as isothermal i.e., the change of 

temperature be zero. Hence, we have the second order equation of state as 

(2.6.7) 

From (2.6.5) and (2.6.6) we have 

(D2 +c2 V V. - c2 V 2)E2 - 4nen0D r 2 = SE2 (2.6.8) 

Using the relations (2.4.9) and (2.6.7), the equation (2.6.2) can be written as 

(2.6.9) 
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_ __._ 

Eliminating~ from (2.6.9), by using (2.6.1), we get 

(2.6.10) 

Solving equations (2.6.8) and (2.6.10), we have the second order electric field (E2) is, 

in one hand, as 

E2 = (1/~2)[ {D2-(vth2/2)V V. }SE2+4n:elloD SR2] 

and, on the other hand, the second order electron velocity( r 2 ) is 

r
2 

=(1/~2)[D2 +c2 W. ~c2V 2 )SR2 - (elm) DSE2] 

where ~2 denotes an operator and has the form 

.6.2 = (D2+c2 V V. -c2V2
) (D2-v1h

2/2 V V) +wP2D2 

(2.6.11) 

(2.6.12) 

Simplifying (2.6.11), we get the expressions for second order field variables as 

E =·(mcw)[~{p 2 2i(k~x-wt)_-p ---"2 -2i(k~x-wt)+P ( 2_n.2) 2i(kj_x-wt)_ 
2 1 

2 
e X II <XII e II <XII e J_ <X J_ 1-' J_ e 

-p (---"2 fF) -2i(k>-wt)} ~ {p i(k~+kj_x-2wt)_ -p-- -i(k~+k)x-wt))} 
a - e + y all a e all a e 

J_ J_ J_ J_ . . J_ 

-(~ ){2(V 2n1~ -1)-(V 2n
11

2 
+ 1)} 

where P = __ X ________ _ 
11 

2{4(V 2n
11

2 
-1)+X} 

nX 
p = J_ 

J_ 2 { 4(V 2n ~- 1) +X} ' 
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and 

also where, ~' P .1' and P are the complex conjugate of P
11

, P .land P respectively. 

J._-
And also simplifying equation (2.6.11) we get the second order electron velocity 

. -(c){"[Q 2 2i(k~x-wt) Q """""'2 -2i(k~x-wt)) Q( 2_R.2) 2i(k.lx-wt) 
r 2 -

2 
X II ex II e _ + II ex II e + .1 ex .1 1-' .1 e + 

) 

where 

n 
Q.l = .l ' 

{4(V2n; -l)+X} 

--~ 

and 
n 

Q = II 

2{(n
11 
+n J 2-4+ X} 

also where, Q
11

, Q.l, and Q are the complex conjugate of Q
11

, Q.l, and Qrespectively. 

Solving (2.6.5) together with (2.6.13), we get the second order magnetic field(H2) as 

(26.15) 
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~-

(n +n) 
where S = P 11 

..L also where S are the complex conjugate of S. 
2 

Solving (2.6.3} along with (2.6.13), we get the second order electron density(n2) as 

2P n 2P n 
where S = 11 11 and S = ..L ..L 

II X ' ..1. 

(2.6.16) 

X 

also where, S
11 

and S _]_ are the complex conjugate of S 11 and S _1respectively. 

It is evident that the linearized solutions ( stated in section 2.4) contain the first 

harmonic terms. But, the second order solutions given above contribute only second 

harmonic terms. Hence, in absence of the first harmonic terms the nonlinearly excited second 

order fields do not contribute d.c.magnetic field. Moreover, in our calculations, we have 

ignored plasma inhomogeneity, field fluctuations and collisional effects. Thus, second order 

solenoidal wave fields do not generate any d. c. magnetic field. Hence, the nonlinearly excited 

third order fields with secular free first harmonic solution correct upto third order [Chiao and 

Godine (1964), Chakraborty etal., (1984)] are to be explored for possible magnetic field 

generation in our studies here. 

2. 7. Third order equations and solutions 

-~ Similar to the sees. 2.5 and 2.6 of this chapter, we have third o,rder equations of 

continuity for electron as 

~ +n0(V.r3 ) =-V.(n/2)-V.(ni1) 

and the same order equ
2
ation of momentum as 

.. e E vthV c· V). c· v)· e c· H) e c· H) r3+- 3+- ~=- r2. rl- rl. r2-- rlx 2 -- r2x 1-
m 2n

0 
me me 
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and also the set of Maxwell's equations of third order is as follows 

V.E3 = -4ne ~ (2.7.3) 

(2.7.4) 

(2.7.5) 

(2.7.6) 

Finally, the third order equation of state can be written in a modified form as 

(2.7.7) 

The perturbed temperaturesTl' T2, and T3 lead to zero values because our interest is to 

)'-- study the isothermal process only. 

From the above equations (2.7.5) and (2.7.6), we get 

(D2+c2 V V. - c2VZ)E3 - 4nen0D r
3 

= SE3 (2.7.8) 

where SE3 = 4 neD ( n 1 r 2 +nzi-1) is the source of nonlinear plasma current. 

Using (2.4.10), (2.6.7), and (2.7.7) in the equation (2.7.2) can be rewritten as 

(2.7.9) 

Now, eliminating ~ from the equations (2. 7. 8) and (2. 7.1 )we have 

(2.7.10) 
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-+ 

The first two terms of SR3 are the sources of nonlinear convective derivative of 

momentum, the third and fourth terms of SR3 are due to Lorentz forces but, the last three 

terms of the same are the nonlinear sources arising out of the pressure gradient. 

Solving these two equations (2. 7. 8) and (2. 7.1 0), we get the expression for third order 

electron velocity as 

(2.7.11) 

where, the operator .6.3=(D2+c2 V V. -c2V2
) {D2-(vth2/2) V V. }+w/D2

]. 

Simplifying all the terms of (2.7.11), we get the third order electron velocity as 

r ( 2 _n,2)- i[(2kj_ -k~)x-wtJ _ r (,_-oz _ p:z) -i[(2kj_ -k~)x-wtJ 
+ 12 a_[_ t-'_t_ aile 12 a_[_ 1-'_t_ aile 

+ r ( 2 _p,.2)- i[(2kj_ -k:j_)x-wtJ -r (~ _ p:z) -i[(2kj_-kj_)x-wtJ) 
23 a_[_ 1-' _[_ a_[_ e 23 a_[_ 1-' _[_ a_[_ e 

+r 2"A i[(2k~ -k)x-wt] r ~ P. -i[(2k~ -kj_ -k~)x-wt] 
32 all 1-' _[_ e + 32 all 1-' _[_ e 

+ all other third harmonic terms (2.7.12) 
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-..... ( _:_ s Qilj_ _ Q(n
11

+n) s 
-r - ---- -r - -

13 2 2' 14 2X 2X' 

It may be pointed out that third order electron velocity is combination of first as well 

as third harmonic terms. These third harmonics have a very weak nuclear response [~hiao 

and Godine (1964) and Chakraborty etal., (1984)] in the nonlinear phenomena. So, we 
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neglect all third harmonic terms in our subsequent studies for the angular momentum of 

electrons. Since, the plasma is nondissipative (i.e., the collision frequency vis very much 

less than the wave frequency w ), we then drop the bar from our calculations and writing them 

in terms of trigonometric functions, the simplified form of electron velocity with first 

harmonic terms correct upto third order( i.e., retaining only the first harmonic terms and 

neglecting third harmonic terms as stated above) can be written as 

(2.7.13) 

Integrating the equation (2.7.13, we get the electron displacement in terms of first 

harmonic , correct upto the third order as 

(2.7.12) 

2.8 Angular momentum and magnetization 

We know that the angular momentum can be expressed as 

L =(2c/e) /-1, (2.8.1) 
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where 11= (112c)(rxj) (2.8.2) 

The relation (2.8.2)is known as nonlinear angular momentum of electron motion. We drop 

here the subscript 3 from this and subsequent calculations. Also, j represents the electron 

current density and can be expressed as 

j=-er (2.8.3) 

Hence, combining (2.8.2) and (2.8.3), we have the nonlinear angular momentum as 

L=- (rxr) (2.8.4) 

Putting the values of r andr, from the equations (2.7.11) and (2.7.12) respectively, 

in the equation (2.8.4), we have 

L=XL +yL +zL 
X y Z 

= x(r t -t r ) + y" (r t -t r ) + z(r t -t r ) . yz yz zx zx xy xy (2.8.5) 

Therefore; the nonlinear induced magnetization can be written as 

M=(41teflo/c) L. (2.8.6) 

If we make average of angular momentum L of electrons over fast frequency time 

scale (2n/w), we get average value ofL as (L). 

It is evident that the x-component of angular momentum is ( 4nenofc )(Lx) that gives 

rise to the average axial or poloidal magnetic field in the direction of wave propagation as 

(MP). So, 
4nen 

(M ) = 0 (L ) 
p C. X 

(2.8.7) 

where 

<L > = r t -t r 
X y Z y Z 

=-( C2/w )[r31 a/+r32<X112+r3l <X .L
2-p .L2)]. [r 21 <X112+r 22 <X11 2 +r 2l <X .L

2-P j_2)] <X j_p .L, 

The resultant of the y-component (L) and the z-component (L) of angular momentum 

L gives rise to the value of the nonlinear angular momentum in a plane perpendicular to the 
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direction of a laser beam. This resultant angular momentum produces the toroidal (lateral) 

magnetic field which is denoted by (M1). So, 

4rt:en 
(M) = 0 J<L )2 + (L )2 

t c y z 
(2.8.8) 

where 

<L > = r t -t r y Z X Z X 

and 

<L > = r t -t r 
Z X y X y 

It is observed that without applying any external magnetic field , we get finite MP and 

M1 values in the interaction of the laser with the plasma. This magnetic field must have 

generated within the system. So, our mechanism produces both the axial and lateral fields 

spontaneously and simultaneously. This mechanism is a direct process to get induced 

magnetic fields, because here the field is calculated from the nonlinear angular momentum 

via nonlinear electron velocity and displacement. 

2.9 A simple numerical example 

_j__ For a simple numerical estimation, we have taken a C02 laser of wavelength 10.6 

lllli, pulse length 5 nsec and power flux 5xl014 W/cm2
, with a p·lasma of temperature 3keV 

and density 0.5 Nc (Nc=critical density) for a spot radius of 8011m. These data have been 

chosen arbitrarily from the available literature. Hence, quantitatively, the parameters are 

a
11
=0.00109, a .L=0.154, p .L=0.077, 

VZ= v th 
2

/ (2 c2
) = 0.0421, X= w/1 w2 = 0.492. 



The magnitude of the axial magnetic field is found out to be 

MP= (M) =560 gauss. (2.9.1) 

The direction of the axial magnetic field lines here will be away from the target, 

because the field value ~ is positive. Similarly, the magnitude of the lateral magnetic fields 

M1= (<My>2 +<Mz>2Y1
·
2 = 450 KG (2.9.2) 

It follows that the lateral magnetic field is much greater than the axial field. Hence, 

the former dominates over the latter in laser plasmas. More results have also been elucidated 

with illustrations in the next section. 

2.10 Results and discussions 

Numerical estimations of the lateral and axial magnetic fields have been obtained for 

a laser intensity of 5xl014 W cm-2 and a thermal power flux of 5(1+z)nkT(i1R/2-r) W/cm2 

_.)...-- for a one-component plasma of temperature 3keV and density 0.5 Nc (where Nc is the critical . 
density), where z= effective ion charge for a copper target, kT = electron temperature in e V, 

-r= laser pulse length in nsec, n= density of plasma in cm-3 and i1R = spot radius in !liD. 

Numerical results show that axial magnetic field increases with plasma density which is 

shown in fig. 2.1(a) . So, this field must have the maximum value at the critical density 

surface which is the future scope of experimentalist to prove it experimentally or by 

simulation. The variation of toroidal field with the laser intensity is shown in fig: 2.2(b) 

~ which shows that the maximum value of the lateral field is well below the critical density 

surface, which is consistent with experimental results [Stamper etal., (1971), Raven etal., 

(1979)] and also with numerical results [Boyd etal., (1982)]. 

Kull [1981, 1983] has shown that the mode conversion is possible even in the 

underdense region for thermal plasmas and width of the conversion layer plays an important 

role in such mode conversion. Then amplitude of the laser light is modified in a thermal 

plasma. Hence, our assumption of linear electric field of equation (2.4.1) is justified. 

The electromagnetic mode of a p- polarized laser can be converted to the electrostatic 
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mode at critical density when its electric vector oscillates along the direction of density 

gradient. This effect is known as resonance absorption [Kruer(1987)]. Resonance absorption 

gives rise to magnetic field in a laser produced plasma [Thompson etal., (1975), Bezzerides 

etal., (1977), Woo etal., (1978), Speziale and Catto (1978), Kolodner etal., (1979), Mora and 

Pellat (1981)]: We consider an underdense plasma to estimate the magnitude of the magnetic 

fields. So, our mechanism is different from resonance absorption. However, this mechanism 

plays an important role in production of magnetic fields in laser plasmas only when the effect 

of the resonance layer [Kull (1981)] is taken into our studies. 

Our results are consequences of the inverse Faraday effect (IFE) [Pomeau and 

Quemada (1967), Stieger and Woods (1972), Talin eta1.,(1975), Abdullaev and Frolov 

(1981)] because in an IFE process the kinetic energy of the ordered motion of partiCles in the 

presence of an electromagnetic wave is transformed into the energy of the induced magnetic 

field. The field generation mechanism in our case is a direct process, because to calculate the 

induced magnetic fields, we have calculated the average nonlinear angular momentum of 

electrons via the nonlinear electron velocity and its displacement, whereas the IFE is an 

indirect process of field generation. At high frequencies, the IFE is also relevant over time 

scales shorter than twice the oscillation period of the driving wave field, beyond which the 

wave becomes unstable [Stenflo (1977)]. 

Dynamo [Parker (1979), Dragila (1987), Zeldovich etal., (1983)] effect gives rise to 

_..J._ the axial and the lateral fields in a cyclic manner, but not simultaneously. But our method is 

to calculate both the fields generated simultaneously. So, it is different from dynamo effect. 

Field generated by our method is also different from that due to the thermoelectric 

.(i.e., \l Nx\l T) effect [Stamper etal., (1971), Stamper (1991)], because the temperature 

gradient in the plasma region of interest has been ignored. One may consider a very long 

density scale length and uniform temperature when the beam is absorbed ·in the plasma 

region, which may be the case in future ICF targets. 
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The electrostatic mode (i.e., the wake field) generation in underdense plasma is also 

of current interest at the advent of ultra short pulse lasers because such field has an important 

role to produced a plasma-based accelerator [ Gorbunov etal., (1996), Dubinov etal., (1996), 

Esarey etal., (1997)]. Such wake field is also important for the production of magnetic fields 

in laser plasmas. All these will be studied elsewhere. 

The electrons move along the magnetic field and get trapped in a layer of the order of 

Larmor radius. So, the lateral field enhances lateral energy transport but degrades axial 

energy propagation [Mead etal., (1984), Max etal., (1978), Bernstain etal., (1978), Nuckolls 

(1974), Max (1982)]. Hence, phenomenologically, it should be stated that the axial field 

enhances axial energy transport and degrades lateral energy transport. Therefore, the rate of 

energy deposition in conduction regions would increase by the axial field which enhances 

the energy transport from a critical surface to an ablation surface. But our results, and also 

the figs. 2.1(a) and 2.1(b ), dictates that the lateral field dominates over the axial field in laser 

plasma interactions. Hence, both the fields should have great impact on uniform compression 

of ICF targets. Therefore, it is the time to study thoroughly to understand which field inhibits 

and which one accelerates energy transport processes for effective implosion and also to 

study to what extent these fields are important in ICF research. 

It may be speculated that the combination of toroidal and poloidal fields set up by the 

laser may lead to the formation of a magnetic cage [Eliezer etal., (1992)] which could be 

. ...-.l used for plasma confmement in a manner similar to tokamaks, toroidal pinches etc. The · 

configuration would be sustained by the laser beams and may also be heated by them 

[Hasegawa etal., (1988)]. 
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· 2.A. APPENDIX: Electrostatic wave and Landau damping [Kull (1981 and 1983)] 

It is fact that the fluid description neglects Landau damping of an electrostatic wave in 

laser plasmas, but in Vlasov-Maxwell the my, it can be shown easily from the dispersion 

relation that the Landau damping exists outside the resonance layer ( t,X) and the distance 

over which the electrostatic wave can freely propagate in a reasonable order of magnitude. 

By taking the dispersion relation [Krall and Trivelpiece (1973)]# in the following form 

. 2 
cu . (aF ./au) 

D(cu,k)= 1-~ ( ~)j e,l du = 0 
k 2 u-cu/k 

(2.A-1) 

all symbols have their usual meanings [Krall and Trivelpiece (1973) ]. 

Generally, (2.A: 1) deals with complex number such that 

D ( cu, k) =Dr ( cu ,k) + i D i ( cu, k) (2.A-2) 

where the subscripts r and i represent the real and imaginary part of the dispersion relation · 

(2.A-1) respectively. Let the complex wavenumber and complex frequency be 

k =k +ik r 1 
and cu =cu +cu. 

r 1 
(2.A-3) 

Assuming the imaginary parts to be small i.e. 

and (2.A-4) 

and expanding (2.A-2) and then separating the real and imaginary parts we get 

(2. A-5) 

(2.A-6) 

where 
2 w . (aF ./au) 

D (cu,k)=1-~(~)j e,l du 
r k2 U- U) /k 

r r 

(2.A-7) 
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I 

)f-

c 

u} . ap . (w /k ) 
D.(w,k)=-rc:E(~)( e,l r r) 

I k2 au 

where c is the Landau contour [Krall and Trivelpiece ( 1973) ] . 

For mode conversion analysis we take the frequency as 

w =w· w. =0 
r ' 1 

and also assuming the distribution function is Maxwellian then we have 

m . 
1 

m .u 2 

f .=L:( e,1 )3 2exp (- e,1 ) 

e,l 2rcKT . 2KT . 
~1 ~1 

(2.A-8) 

(2.A-9) ; 

(2.A-10) 

and neglecting ion terms, which are small by me'm~ the integral of (2.A-7) may be evaluated 

explicitly for fluid approximation as 

2 k2 
D = E- vthe r 

r 2 
w 

(2.A-11) 

(2.A-12) 

where (2.A-11) is the real dispersion relation which follows directly from the equation 

_ __.t (2.5.5), if the ion distribution is dropped, and (2.A-12) gives the dispersion relation for 

imaginary effect. 

One then readily obtains the expression for real wavenumber as 
kofE 

k=
r V 

and for imaginary wavenumber as 

- 1 ~ ( 3 ) ( 1 3/2 k.= w -[- exp --)] 
I Ve{E p 8 E E 
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)r-

2 
wpe 

where k0 is the vacuum wavelength and E = 1 --
2 

and Ve=vth/c. 
w 

Therefore, the wave amplitude then decreases by the factor exp ( -ljr) where the 

damping argument 1jJ is of the form 

ljr = JKi dz (2.A-15) 

For a linear profile E =z/L, we have the damping argument as 

(2.A-16) 

kL 
which is to be a linear function of(-0 

-) only when the density is fixed. 
. ve 

Moreover, for the same profile we have the following 

Jk dz = ( 3:. )~312 
r 3 

(2.A-17) 

Let n be the number of the electrostatic wavelength, which can be expressed easily as 

n=(l/3n)~312 (2.A-18) 

For typical numerical estimation as used in sec.2.9; we have the thickness of the 

resonance layer ~x"" 0. 8f1m and the number of electrostatic wavelength be n""2 '· Hence, for 

the linear profile E"" 0.2 :the length of the region of Landau damping be approximately 

24 !l m microns whereas the magnetic field region would be 55 !l m . Hence, our result 

_ __.(_ would be modified if plasma inhomogeneity due to resonance and Landau damping effects 

are included i.e. if the entire region of plasma are considered. All these will be studied 

elsewhere. 

#The equation (2.A-1) is similar to the equation (8.3.11) if the electrostatic case be retained 

only and the function F e,i be the integral of the distribution function of fe,i defmed in Krall 

and Trivelpiece (1973). Moreover, the equations (8.6.11) and (8.6.12) may be expressed as 

(2.A-7) and (2.A-8) respectively for real ( wr) and real (kJ 
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Chapter-3 

A Mechanism for Simultaneous Generation of Magnetic Fields 

in a Laser Produced Plasma : Inclusion of Ion Motion 

3.1 Introduction 

In Chapter-2, we have discussed a mechanism of simultaneous generation of magnetic 

fields both in axial and in lateral directions in an electron plasma. In this chapter, we shall 

extend the previous work of Chapter-2 by including the ion contributions. The incident laser 

field is a transverse mode of vibration. The field generation mechanism here relies on the 

linear conversion of at least a part of this laser energy into the energy of the induced 

magnetic field which is longitudinal in nature. The mechanism involves. COJ.?.Version of 

ordered kinetic energy of the charged particles in the presence of the electromagnetic field 

into the energy of magnetic ,fields in both poloidal ( axial ) and toroidal ( lateral ) directions. 

The entire process is observed in the underdense region of plasma. Mathematical techniques 

remain same as that in Chapter-2 to evaluate spontaneous and simultaneous generation of the 

axial (poloidal) and lateral (toroidal) magnetic fields for a hot, nondissipative , two

component plasma involving both electrons and ions. 

3.2 Formulation of the problem 

(A) Basic assumptions :The motions of both electrons and ions are important. The 

electrons and ions are assume4 to be equal and uniform in the plasma of our interest. So, the 

temperature gradients for electron and ion plasma do not exist. Thus the thermoelectric effect 

[Stamper etal., (1971), Stamper and Ripin (1975)] can be ignored even for two component 

This Chapter is based on the article entitled "Model for Generation of Toroidal and Poloidal 

Magnetic Fields in a Laser Produced Plasma" by B. Bhattacharyya, Urmi Sanyal and S. V. 

Lawande , Physical Review E (2000) (in Press). 
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plasmas. The collision frequency v is assumed to be much lower than the laser frequency w 

(vI w << 1) so that the plasma is essentially nondissipative, even 

though both the species of electron and ion are present. The width of the resonance layer is 

--..l defined as .t.X""(v/w)L, where L= density scale length. If .t.X is small, we can neglect the 

phenomena occurring at the resonance layer [Thompson etal., (1975), Mora and Pellat 

(1981), Woo and DeGroot (1978)] . Thermal velocities of electrons and ions are small 

compared with the phase velocity of laser field. The internal energy of electrons and ions 

consists of the kinetic energies and their Coulomb interaction energy. In the hot plasma, the 

ratio of average ion energy and ionization energy is much greater than unity. Kinetic theory 

establishes relationship between temperature and average kinetic energy. All the particles do 

not possess the same velocity. Electrons being smaller in size and mass than the ions, have 

much greater thermal velocities than the ions. The effect of plasma inhomogeneity may be 

neglected as the Debye length is less than the density scale length. 

We have assumed long density scale length and uniform temperature of the plasma 

so that energy of the laser is absorbed mainly in the underdense region of plasma. Powerful 

electromagnetic waves change the form of amplitude which are called self-focussing and 

self-trapping of the waves. The threshold power of laser for initiating self-focussing is larger 

for smaller pulse length. Below this power limit, self-action effects are insignificant [Max 

(1973), (1976)]. When an intense laser beam is incident on a plasma, the following 

observations would be made: (1) the laser is absorbed, (2) coherent scattering occurs and (3) 

molecular vibration is excited. These changes lead to decay instabilities, known as 

Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) and Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS). These 

instabilities are also being neglected in our case [Shen (1976), Kruer (1987)]. We have 

considered only Kerr type nonlinearity [Aleksic etal., (1992), Newell and Moloney (1992)]. 

A perturbation scheme [Bellman (1964 ), Ames (1965) ], which has been used in Chapter-2, 

is also to be used here to find out the induced magnetic field resulting from the interaction 

of intense laser field with a two component, one temperature and nondissipative plasma. 
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(B) Basic equations : Under the above assumptions, we start with the equations of 

continuity for electrons and ions as, 

ne + V.(ner e) =0 

n. + V.(n.r.)=O 
I . I I 

The equations of momentum for electrons and ions are, 

.. (. \7). e E e (. H) V'Pi 0 ri+ ri.v ri-- --- rix +--= 
m. m.c m.n. 

I I I I 

and the four Maxwell's equations are 
:H 

VxE = -(-) 
c 

VxH =(E)+ 4 rce (n.r. -n r ) 
C C 1 1 e e 

V.H=O 

(3.2.1) 

(3.2.2) 

(3.2.3) 

(3.2.4) 

(3.2.5) 

(3.2.6) 

(3.2.7) 

(3.2.8) 

A where ne and ni are the densities ofthe electrons and the ions respectively, re and ri are the 

respective velocities of electrons the ions, me and 'mi are the mass of electron and the ion 

respectively, Pe and Pi are electron and ion pressures respectively and all other symbols have 

their usual meanings. 

The interaction process is so fast that it can be assumed to be isothermal. Then 

equation of state for electrons is 
(3.2.9) 
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r-

and that for ions is 

P-=n- k8T I I I 

(3.2.10) 

where k
8 

is Boltzmann constant and Te and Ti are temperatures of electrons and ions 

-~ respectively. 

-~ 

The perturbation technique, similar to Chapter-2, is used to find out the solutions of 

these basic -equations (3.2.1) to (3.2.10) in different orders for studying the nonlinear 

phenomena in a laser produced two-component, one temperature and nondissipative plasma. 

3.3 First order equations and solutions 

The first order equations of continuity for electrons and ions are as 

ilel +no(V.rcl)=O 

nil +n0(V.ril) =0 

and that of momentum equations for electrons and ions are as 

r + _!_E + V'Pct = 0=0 
el 1 

me menO 

and, so, the first order Maxwell equations are written as 
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(3.3.2) 

(3.3.3) 

(3.3.4) 

(3.3.5) 

(3.3.6) 

(3.3.7) 

(3.3.8) 



Also, the first order forms of the equations (3.2.9) and (3.2.10) are written as 

p e 1 = kB T 0 ne 1 + kB no T e 1 "" kB T 0 ne 1 (3.3.9) 

(3.3.10) 

where T 0 is the unperturbed plasma temperature and would be treated constant, whereas, the 

perturbed electron temperature Te 1 and ion temperature Til are neglected because our study 

is confined to isothermal processes. It is evident from the relations (3 .3 .9) and (3 .3 .1 0) that 

the temperature in the tangential direction, but not in the direction of propagation of laser. 

This would help us to avoid thermoelectric effect [Stamper etal., (1971)] in the magnetic 

field evolutions. 

Multiplying by the vector operatorV on both sides of (3.3.9) and (3.3.10), we have 

(3.3.11) 

and (3.3.12) 

Using the relations (3.3.11) and (3.3.12) in the equations (3.3.3) and (3.3.4), 

respectively, we have 
Vn .. e E 2 el O r 1 +- 1 +vthe--= 

e m 2n 
e 0 

(3.3.13) 

(3.3.14) 

Let the first order electric field be assumed as in (2.4.1 ), namely, 

E
1 

=(Mcw/2e)[xa
11
ei 8

n +(ya_L-izPJei8
-'-] +c.c. (3.3.15) 

wherea
11

(=a
11

e/Mcw), a_L(=eaJMcw), P_L(=ebJMcw). a 
11 

is the dimensionless 

amplitude of the longitudinal electric field, a j_ and P j_ are that of transverse electric fields, 

8 _L = k _LX - W t and 8 II = k
11 
X - W t are the phases of transverse and longitudinal field 

respectively. k j_ and k
11 

are the respective transverse and the longitudinal wave numbers, w 
mm. 

is the frequency of the wave. M( = e 1 
) is the mean mass, :X, y and z are the unit 

me+mi 
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vectors along the three mutually perpendicular directions, the term c.c. represents the 

complex conjugate. In eqn. (3 .3 .15), the last two terms in the third bracket arise directly from 

the laser fields while the first component arises from the converted mode for a thermal 
' I 

plasma' showed by Kull [ (1981), (1983)]. It may be noted that the initial field as stated in 

equation (3.3.15) is the same to that of equation (2.4.1) for electric pulse. Therefore, the 

physical justifications of the equation (2.4.1) led down in Chapter-2 would be tht; same as 

that of the equation (3.3.15). Hence, the reason for using (3.3.15) will not be mentioned in 

this Chapter again. 

When light is incident on a spatially homogeneous plasma, electrostatic waves are 

generated whenever the light has a component of electric field E along the density gradient 

Vn .. When a p-polarized light ( with E parallel to the plane of incidence) is incident e,I . 

obliquely on density gradient, then the component of the light electric field parallel to Vn . 
e,1 

of plasma cart drive plasma waves. Near ne,i = n = nc, the critical density, E becomes very 

large and will resonantly excite these waves. Hence, an energy transfer mechanism occurs 

from light into the waves and through the damping of waves into the electron and ion 

temperatures. This process is known as resonance absorption. But we have ignored this 

absorption because we are finding fields in underdense region of plasma. Further it may be 

pointed out that the mode conversion is possible even in the underdense region for thermal 

plasma and the width of the conversion layer plays an important role in such conversion. So,_ 

-'~ the amplitude of the electromagnetic mode oflaser light will be modified in a thermal plasma 

[Kull (,1981, 1983)] and, hence, the linear form of the electric field (E1) be chosen as 

(3.3.15)~ Moreover, our analysis is confined only in the region where the effect of resonance 

layer and the Landau damping effects are not important as mentioned in Chapter-2. 

Solving (3 .3. 7) together with (3 .3 .15) we have the linearized magnetic field as 

HI= (Mcw/2e)[(iyp.L + zcxJn.Lei
8
J.+c.c.] (3.3.16) 

where n.L= (k.Lc/w), and the term c.c. represents the complex conjugate. 
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Solving (3.3.3), (3.3.4), (3.3.8) together with (3.3.15) and (3.3.16) we have the 

linearized density for electron as 

nil= I (nof2)( Gecx
11 
e i81 + c. c.) (3.3.17) 

and the ion density as 

n el = i (nof2)( Gicxll e i
8

D + c. c.) (3.3.18) 

where ,Gi = [2(X -1) + V/n
11

2 ]/[n
11
(Vi2

- V/)J. 

Solving (3.3.3) or (3.3.13) we have the linearized electron velocity as 

(3.2.25) 

where 

and also, solving (3 .3 .4) or (3 .2.14) we have the linearized ion velocity as 

(3.2.26) 

where 

A 3.4 Linear dispersion relations and preliminary analysis 

Using the above set oflinearized equations and their solutions, we have the linearized 

dispersion relation for transverse waves as 

where n.~. = (k.~.c lw), XP=Xe+Xi, Xe= wP/ /w2 ,Xi= wpi2 /w2
, wP/ = 4TI n0 e

2 
/me, 

wi = 4TI n0 e
2 /mi ,Me= M /me,Mi = M /mi. 
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Also the dispersion relation for longitudinal wave is 

V 2 2 y2 2 y2 2 y2 2 n · n · n n 
(1- i II ) (1- e II ) = X. ( 1 _ e II ) +X ( 1 _ i II ) • 

2 2 1 2 e 2 

y2 2 y2 2 y2 2 y2 2 

or, (~-1')( enll 1) + X.(~-1)+X (~-1) =0. 
2 2 1 2 e 2 

(3.4.2) 

where nil= k[[c /w, V/= vth/ /c2
, Vi2 = vthi2 /c2

, vth/ = 2kBTo /me, vthi2 = 2kBTO /mi. 

From the two dispersion relations (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) we see that the two relations are 

not coupled. So, we c·onclude that there occurs no exchange of energy between the 

transverse and longitudinal mode of wave. The first order solution is a linear solution. So, 

no exchange of energy is possible in linear case between transverse and longitudinal modes. 

The two vibration modes are independent of wave amplitudes. The transverse vibration is 

independent of the thermal velocities i.e. temperature has no direct effect on thermal 

velocities. Temperature of plasma affects the longitudinal vibration directly. 

3.5 Second order field equations and solutions 

Applying the perturbation technique, given in Chapter-2, the second order equations 

are written for the continuity equations of electron and ion as 

(3.5.1) 

ili2 + noCV .ti2) + V.(nil til) = 0 (3.5.2) 

and for the momentum equations of electron and ion as 

(3.5.3) 

(3.5.4) 
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After operating V on both sides of the second order equations of state for electrons 

and ions, deduced from (3.2.9) and (3.2.10), we have 

and 

The second order Maxwell equations are as below 

ii2 
VxE = -(-) 

2 c 

(3.5.5) 

(3.5.6) 

(3.5.7) 

(3.5.8) 

(3.5.9) 

(3.5.10) 

Solving the above set of second order equations (3.5.1) to (3.5.10), by using the first 

order solutions given in the equations (3.3.16) to (3.3.26), we have the solutions of the 

·---- second order variables as below: 

The nonlinear excited second-order electric field E 2 is 

Ez =i(Mcw/2e)[x(~llo::ll2e2ifl~ +~j_(o::_/-Pj_2)e2ifl~ )+~(:yo::j_ -izPj_)o::lleiCfl_~_+es)] -c.c. 

(3.5.11) 

where ~II= -2(P11/Q 111 ), ~j_ = -2(P1)Q1j_), ~ = 2(P-1/Q1) and also 

p 111 =X GI [ (Viznllz/2) - 1 ][ (V /nllz/2) - 1] + (X/4 )[ (V e2nll2/2) - 1] '];ill 

+ (X/4)[ (Vi2nll2/2) - 1] '!;ell 
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Q 111 = 4 [(Vi2n 11
2/2)- 1 ][(Ve2n 11

2/2)- 1] + XJ(Ve2n 11
2/2)- 1] + Xe[(Vi2n

11
2/2)- 1] 

P 1 _~_ = -(X/4)[(Ve2n/12) -1]-ri_~_ +(X/4)[(Vi2n/12) -1]-re_~_ 

Q1 = 4 [(V.2n 2/2)- 1 ][(V 2n 2/2)- 1] + X.[(V 2n 2/2)- 1] +X [(V.2n 2/2)- 1] 
L I L e L I e _1_ e I _1_ 

G = (112)(M.G +MG.) 
I e e I 

The expression for the second order magnetic field H 2 is, 

~ H
2 

= - (Mcw/2e )[ (y p _~_- iza _~_ )~a 11 ei(e.L +Bn)] + c.c. (3.5.12) 

Also the velocities of electrons ( r e2 ) and of ions ( ri2 ) have the forms 

and 

ri2 = (c/2)[x((ll all2e 2i8• + ( (a _1_2- p /)e 2ie.L ) + ( (ya _j_- izP _j_) all e i(e.L +Bn)] + c.c. (3.5.14) 

P. = -4X.G 
I I 

pell = - [ 4 {(Vi2n/12) - I}+ XJ -cell + Xe -rill + 4Xe[ (Vi2nll2 /2) - 1] GI 

P = -[4{(V.2n 2/2)- I}+ X.]-r +X -r. 
eL I _L I eL e I_L 
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pi II = - [ 4 { (V e 2 n j_ 2 I 2) - I} + Xe] 't" iII + Xi 't" e II + 4 XJ (V / nll2 I 2) - 1 ] G I 

P. = - [ 4 { (V 2 n 2 I 2) - I} + X ] 1". + X. 1" lj_ e j_ e I_!_ 1 ej_ 

. .....t The excited electron and ion densities are 

- ' I . 2 2i8~ s ( 2- A 2) 2i8.L ) 
Ne2 - CNo 2)[ sell (XII e + ej_ a j_ 1-' j_ e +c. c. 

and 

S = n n ej_ 'lj_ j_ 

(3.5.15) 

(3.5.16) 

It is evident that the linearized solutions (given in Sec. 3 .3) contain first harmonic 

terms. But the second order solutions (derived in this section) contribute only second 

harmonic terms. Hence, in absence of the first harmonic terms the nonlinearly excited second 
. \ 

order fields do not contribute d.c. magnetic field. Moreover, in our calculations, plasma 

inhomogeneity, field fluctuation, and collisional effects have been ignored. Thus, the second

. order solenoidal wave field does not generate a magnetic field. Hence, the nonlinearly 

excited third order field variables are to be explored for possible magnetic field generation 

by our mechanism. 

3.6 Third order field equations and solutions correct upto first order 

Using perturbation technique, the third order equations of continuity for electron and 

ion become 

(3.6.1) 

(3.6.2) 
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Similarly, the third order equations of momentum for electron and ion are 

(3.6.3) 

2 

.. e E vthi n (. m. (. m. e (. H ) ri3 -- 3 +-
2
· vni3 =- ru. v Jri2- ri2' v Jril + -- rux 2 

mi n0 mic 

2 2 2 
e . vthi 2 vthi vthi 

+-(r.2xH
1
)---n.1Vn. 1+--n.1Vn.2 +--n.2Vn.2Vn. 1 (3.6.4) me I . 3 I I 2 I I 2 I I 1 

i 2n0 2n0 2n0 

The third order Maxwell equations to be written as 

(3.6.8) 

Also the third order equations of state for electron and ion ml:1-y also be expressed, by 

taking the operator V on both sides, as 
\ 

2 
P 3 n 1Vn 2 ne 2Vne 1 ne 1Vne 1 n~ =k T e e +k T k T v B 0 

2 
B 0---- B 0---

n 2 3 
o n0 n0 n0 

(3.6.9) 
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and 

' 2 
P n. Vn.

2 
. n.

2
Vn.

1 
n- 1Vn. 1 v~ =k T 11 I +k T I I -k T I I 

BO 2 BO 2 BO 3 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

(3.6.10) 

~.-

From equations (3 .6.1) to (3 .6.1 0) we get three basic partial differential equations as 

(3.6.11) 

2 
2 vthi . e 

(D1 --
2 

graddtv)Dli3--D1E3 = NLI 
m. 

I 

(3.6.12) 

2 
2 Vthe . e 

(D1 -- graddtv)Dle3 +-D1E3 =NLE 
2 me 

(3.6.13) 

where NEE, NLE, NLI have nonlinear forms as: 

NEE= 4neD1[(ni/i2-ne/e2) +(niiu-neiel)] (3.6.14) 

NLE= 

(3.6.15) 

.J..- NLI = - Dt[(r.l.V)r.2+(r.2.V)r.l- _e_(r.lxH2)--e-(r.2xH1)] + 
1 1 1 1 M.c 1 M.c 1 

I I 

2 2 2 
vthi . . . vthi nil . 

+-
2 

graddtv(ni1 ri2 +ni2ri1) + D 1--
2 
[--\/nil +ni2 \/nil+ nil Vni2] 

no 2n0 no 

(3.6.16) 

The terms in the right hand side of NEE are due to plasma current for electrons and ions. The 

first two terms in the right hand side of NLE and NLl are coming from convective 

derivatives of momentum equations of electrons and ions respectively, the third and fourth 

terms ofNLE and NLI represent the Lorentz force for electrons and ions respectively. The 
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fifth terms 'of NLE and NLI are the respective derivatives of the continuity equations for 

electrons and ions. The last three terms of NLE and NLI are due to pressure gradient of 

electrons and ion respectively. Solving (3.6.11), (3.6.12) and (3.6.13) by Cramer's rule and 

--4,._. retaining only first harmonic terms, the· following expression for nonlinear velocity of the 

electron ( t e3 ) is as 

A { 2 i(28 -{:} ) ( 2 p 2) i (:) 2 j(:) } +y R ex. ex. e ~ .l +'R ex. - ex. e .l+'R ex. ex. e .l "''21 II _j_ "''22 _j_ _j_ _j_ "''23 II _j_ 

-I·zA{R' rv 2 ~ ei(2 (:)~-(:)J+'R (ex. 2 -~ 2 )~ ei8.l+R rv 2 ~ ei(:).t} +CC. (3617) 
31""11~-'_j_ "'~2 _j_ 1-'_j_ 1-'_j_ 33""11~-'_j_ . . . 

and that of the ion ( ri3 ) 

A { 2 i(28 -{:}) 2 p 2) j(:) 2 j(:) } + y T ex. ex. e 11 .l + T (ex. - ex. e .l + T ex. ex. e .l 21 II _j_ 22 _j_ _j_ _j_ . 23 II _j_ 

(3.6.18) 

where values of all R's and T's are written in the Appendix 3.A, and we will drop the 

subscript 3 in the subsequent sections. It is a fact that the nondissipative plasma 

approximation demands the real values of wavenumber (k) and frequency ( c.u) of the radiation 

fields which entrusts to avoid field fluctuations and collisional effects in our calculations. 
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3.7 Nonlinear angular momentum and magnetization 

The total nonlinear magnetic moments for electrons and ions tum out as 

(3.7.1) 

·~.. where lle and 11i are the nonlinear electronic and ionic magnetic moments respectively and 

can be expressed as 

(3.7.2) 

where j e and j i are the nonlinear current vectors due to electrons and ions respectively. The 

expressions of je and ji are given by 

(3.7.3) 

The nonlinear electron and ion velocities r e and r i are given in (3 .6.17) and (3 .6.18) 

respectively and their displacements re and ri are defined in (3.A-1) and (3.A-2). The 

nonlinear angular momentum for two-component plasmas is given by 

(3.7.4) 

It is evident that the nonlinear angular momentum L comprises of L e [ = - ( 2 c I e) lle)] 

due to the electrons and Li [ = (2c/ e )(Jli)] due to the ions. 

So, the nonlinear induced magnetization in laser plasmas, averaged over the fast ~aser 

frequency time scale (i.e.2n/w) can be expressed as 

(3.7.5) 

where <M e > and <M 1> are the averaged induced magnetization for electrons and ions 

j., respectively. 

The total averaged induced poloidal magnetic field for electrons and iohs in the 

x-direction (i.e., the direction of the wave propagation or, in other words, the direction of the 

laser beam) can be expressed as 

M = (<M > + <M. >) p ex IX 

where, <Mex> = -( 4neNofc)<J.l.ex> = (2rr:e 2Nofc 2)<Lex> and 

<Mix> = ( 4rr:eNofc)<J.l.ix> = (2rr:e2No/c2)<Lix>, 
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and also where, the average value ofthe x-cornponent ofLe <Lex> can be expressed as 

and the average value of the x-component ofLi denoted by <Lix> can be written as 

· (L. ) =r. r. - r. r. 
IX IY IZ IZ IY 

The resultant of both y- and z-components of induced magnetization for electrons and 

ions turns out to be the total toroidal magnetic fields. It will be in a plane perpendicular to 

the direction of laser beams. The resultant toroidal magnetic field can be expressed as 

1 

Mt = [(<Miy>)2 + (<Miz>)2 + (<Mey>)2 + (<Mez>)z]z 

where, <Mey> = -(4TieN0/c)<~ey> = (2Tie 2N0/c 2)<Ley>, 

<Mez> = -( 4TieN0/c)<~ez> = (2Tie 2N0 /c 2)<Lez> and also 
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(3 .. 7.7) 



<M. > = (4rceN0/c)< ... > = (2rce 2N
0
/c 2 )<L. > 

IZ t"'1z · IZ 

where, we also have 

and 

<L > = r f -r f ez ex ey ey ex 

<L. > = r. f. - r. f. 
lJ IZ IX IX IZ 
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and 

Ll.z = r.3 t.3 -r.3 t.3 I X I y I y I X 

3.8 Numerical results and graphical illustration 

'The, numerical estimations of both the toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields have been 

made for the Nd-glass laser with wavelengths in Jlm, pulse lengths in nsec, and intensities 

in W/cm2
. The thermal power flux is 5 ( 1 + 1/Z)'(NkB T)(.b.R/-r) WI cm 2

, where 

Z, kB T, -r, N and R are the effective ionic charge number, the plasma temperature in e V, the 

laser pulse lengths in nsec, the density in em -3 and the spot radius R in Jlm, respectively. The 

region of our interest has been assumed to be composed of slabs, and the length .b.R of each 

slab is so chosen such that the temperature in that slab is fairly constant and the mean value 

of the density can reasonably be taken. The induced magnetic fields have been calculated on 

the basis of those values of temperature and density. Numerical results .show that the 

_.,i. _ induced toroidal magnetic field is not maximum at the critical density but well below it, as 

in Fig.3.l(a). These results are consistent with the experimental results [Raven etal., (1979)] 

and numerically computed results [Boyd etal., (1982)]. But, Fig.3 .1 (b) tells us that the 

position of the peak value of the poloidal fields is near the critical density, which is yet to be 

verified either by experiment or by simulation. The magnitudes of toroidal and poloidal fields 

are different in different plasma expansion regions. So, their Larmor radius effects on the rate 

of energy deposition in conduction regions would be different and hence, the effect of energy 

+ transport from a critical surface to an ablation surface is not uniform. More studies are 
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needed for energy transport due to such fields. Fig. 3.2(a) shows that the toroidal field 

decreases with increasing pulse length but the poloidal field has no change as shown in Fig. 

3.2(b). Fig. 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) show that magnetic fields will increase with increasing laser 

intensities. These results agree with earlier results [Stamper etal., (1972), Mora and Pellat 

(1981), Yabe etal., (1983), Raven etal., (1979), Bezzerides etal., (1977), Briand etal., (1985), 

Bychenkov etal., ( 19 84 ), Chakraborty etal., ( 19 8 8), Bhattacharyya ( 1994 ), Bhattacharyya and 

Sanyal (1999)]. Fig. 3.4(a) points out that toroidal fields increase very slowly with increase 

in the wavelength, but poloidal fields increase exponentially as shown in Fig. 3 .4(b ). A rough 

sketch in Fig.3.5 shows the region of the underdense plasma where our model for generation 

of magnetic fields may be valid. It is better to point out here that out of 80 J.lm density scale 

length the thickness of the resonance layer is of the order of one micrometer and the length 

of influence of Landau damping is approximately 24 J.lm. Hence, the typical length of the 

region of interest for field generation is about 55 J.lm only. These results have been discussed 

in the Appendix 2.A of Chapter-2. In fact, one can modify our results by incorporating the 

effects of resonance layer and Landau damping. 

3.9 Few important remarks 

This mechanism spontaneously generates both the axial and lateral magnetic fields 

simultaneously in a two component, nondissipative, homogeneous plasma where no 

_.,( temperature gradient exists. Here also kinetic energy of the charged particles (electrons and 

ions ) is transformed into the energy of the induced magnetic field in plasma. This is caused 

by the interaction of intense laser with a plasma. Without applying any initial magnetic field 

the field is generated here. So, it is called self-generated magnetic field. Such fields are 

unidirectional over fast frequency time scale (2TI/w ). But in laboratory, we require longer 

time to measure this field. Longer time scale means the laser pulse length or hydrodynamic 

time scale, where this time scale is L/vthi ,where Lis the characteristic length, vthi is thermal 

-4-- velocity of ion. 
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Since moderate laser intensity is assumed here and ion contribution is also considered, 

the magnetic field value does not change much even over the longer time scale. 

We might compare our mechanism with the inverse Faraday effect (IFE). In IFE, 

energy of the electromagnetic wave is converted into the energy of the induced magnetic 

field. IFE is an indirect process of field generation because in IFE, the field of circularly 

polarized waves cause electrons and ions to gyrate in orbits whose radii depend on radiation 

intensity, the wave frequency and plasma density. This ,gyration of charged paf!:icles induce 

a magnetic moment. For left circularly polarized waves, magnetic moment is parallel and for 

right circularly polarized waves, magnetic moment is anti parallel. When the dispersion rates 

of two components (left and right) diffe:J;, a residual induced magnetization occurs. This field 

is due to IFE. But our mechanism of magnetic field generation is a direct process because 

here magnetic field is calculated from average nonlinear magnetic moment of electron and 

~ ion through their velocities and displacements. In dynamo effect, magnetic fields are 

produced cyclically, one field after another. But our mechanism produces both the axial and 

lateral magnetic fields simultaneously. Temperature gradient is not considered here and so, 

thermoelectric effect is neglected. Plasma is assumed to be of uniform temperature in our 

case. Inhomogeneities due to Landau damping is ignored. 

Uniform compression is necessary for inertial confinement fusion. Self-generated 

magnetic fields may have serious effect on heat flux which has major role in energy transport 

~ and hence compression of target. Ions and electrons get trapped in a layer of radius ofthe 

order of Lartnor radii. Larmor radius for ions are greater than that for electrons. Strong 

toroidal field enhances lateral energy transport, but degrades axial energy transport, which 

affects energy deposition on the conversion layer and implosion ofiCF target is affected by 

it. But axial magnetic field similarly can enhance axial energy transport, which helps in 

energy deposition on conversion layer. But for that, strong axial magnetic field must be 

generated. In our mechanism poloidal magnetic field is generated without applying any 

· external field. In our case, axial field is very weak in comparison to lateral field. But we have 
~*' 
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seen that axial field can be increased appreciably by increasing the laser wavelength and the 

laser intensity and the density of the plasma. 

But increase in intensity of laser produces inhomogeneities in plasma which cause 

many complications like self -focussing, self -trapping and self-phase modulation which are 
-, 

undesirable. Increasing laser intensity without producing self-action effects is another field 

of future research. Density cannot be increased indefinitely, because after critical density 

laser cannot penetrate the plasma. Laser wavelength can be increased, because it does not 

harm our mechanism. So, increasing the laser wavelength, we can produce large axial 

magnetic ·field. This field enhances the energy transport from the critical surface to the 

ablation surface. Hence, the energy distribution in conduction region due to the magnetic 

field is important. The self- generated fields in both the directions may produce a magnetic 

cage to provide insulation in ICF scheme similar to spheromak. 

In our case only 3.8% of the incident laser radiation is converted into induced 

magnetic field energy. This conversion should be improved for producing larger induced 

magnetic field. It might be interesting to investigate the possibility of increasing the 

conversion rate of Kull' s mechanism. 
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3-A APPENDIX - First harmonic terms correct up to third order 

Integrating (3 .6.17) and (3 .6.18) the expressions for the displacements of electron and ion can 

be written, by retaining only first harmonic terms correct up to third order, as the following 

_.(c)["{R 3 i8u R ( 2_R2) i(28.L-8u) R ( 2 R2) i8u} 
re3 - 1 2 w x . 11 <XII e + 12 <X .L P .L <XIIe + 13 <X .L + P .L <XII e 

,.. . 2 i(28 -8) ( 2 p 2) i8 2 i8 } +yR a ae n .L+R <X- cte .L+R <X ct.e .L 
.L~ 1 II 1- .L~2 1- 1- 1- .L~3 II 1-

.,..{ 2p i(28-8) ( 2 p2p i(28-8) 2p i8} -1z R <X e n .L + R <X - ) e .L .L + R <X e .L ] + c c 3 1 II 1- . 3 2 1- 1- 1- 3 3 II 1- • • 

(3.A-1) 

and 
_.(.c)["{T 3 i8 11 T ( 2_R2) i(28.L-8u) T ( 2 R 2) i8u} 

ri3 - 1 2 w x 11 a,, e + 12 <X .L P .L a,,e + 13 <X .L + P .L ~II e 

,.. { 2 i(28 -8) 2 p 2 i8 2 i8 } + y T a <X e u .L + T (a - )a e .L + T <X <X e .L . 21 II 1- 22 1- 1- j_ 23 II 1-

- iz { T31 a,,2 p .L e i(28n -8) + T32 (<X .L 2 - p /) p .L e i8 .L + T33 a,,2 p .L e i8 .L}] + c.c. 

(3.A-2) 

where R1 1 = p 1 / Q 11' R12 = pi/ Q 12 ' 

PI1 = [Aei {nii2(Vi2/2)-1 +X) +XeAil-

Me(oii +ri1){n,~(Vi2/2)-1}] 

P12 = [Ae2 {(2n.L -n
11
f(V/12)-1 +Xi}+ XeAi2 -

Me(o21 +r21 ){(2n.L -n11 f(Vi2/2)-1 J] 

PI3 =[Ae3 {n/(Vi2/2)-1 +X) +XeAi3] 

Q
11 

= [{n
11

2(Vi2/2)-lf {n11
2(ve2/2)-lf + 

Xe {n,,\vi2/2)- I} +Xi {nii2(Ve2/2)- I}] 
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Qiz = [ { nllz(vizl2)- I} {nllz(V/12)- I} + 

xJn1~(Vi2 12)- d +xi {n1~(Ve2 12)- d], 
Q13 =[{n

11

2(Vi212)-d + {n
11
\V/12)-d + 

Xed n1~ ( V i2 I 2) - I} + Xi { n1~ ( V /I 2) - I} ], 

R3I = p3IIQ3l' R3z = P3/Q32' R33 = P3/Q33' 

p3I = Pzp Pn = Pzz• P33 = -Pz3; Q3I = Qzl' Q32 = Qzz' Q33 = Q23' 

also we have 

s I I = [Ail { nil\ v e 2 I 2) - 1 + xJ + xi Ae I + 

Mi(a 11 +r11 ){n1~(Ve2 12)-d], 

S12 = [Aiz {(2n_J_ -n
11

)
2(V/12)-1 +X) +XiAez + 

Mi(a21 +r21 ) {(2n_J_ -n
11
?CVe212)-1 }], 

SI3 = [Ai3 {ni~(Vezl2)-1 +X) +XiAe3] 

L
11 

= [{n1~(Vi2 12)-d {n1~(Ve212)-d + 

xe { ni~(Vi2 12) -1} +xi { ni~(Ve2 12) -1}]' 

L 12 = [ { (2n_~_ -n
11

)
2(Vi2 12)- d {(2n_~_ -n

11
f(V/ 12)- I} + 

Xe { ( 2 n _~_ - n
11 

)
2 ( V i2 I 2) - 1 } + Xi { ( 2 n _~_ - n

11 
f ( V e 2 I 2) - I} ], 

' 
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2 2 2 
L

21 
=[n

11 
-l+Xi+Xe], L22 =[nj_ -l+Xi+Xe], L23 =[nj_ -1 +Xi+Xe], 

T3t = S3/L31' T32 = S3/L32' T33 = S3/L33' 
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Chapter- 4 

Spontaneous Faraday Rotation in a Laser Produced Plasma 

4.1 Introduction 

Plasma is a highly nonlinear optical medium. With high-power pulsed lasers, 

nonlinear optical effects in plasmas are easily observable. They are hardly avoidable in laser 

heating of plasmas and in laser induced fusion work. As a charged fluid, a plasma is readily 

perturbed by external fields. So, extremely strong and complex response of intense laser 

fields can yield many nonlinear optical phenomena in plasmas [ Bloembergen (1972), Svelto 

(1974), Shen (1976), Stix (1992)]. Such nonlinear effects arise from the nonlinear optical 

response of the plasma constituent to the applied fields. 

It is well known that when a ray of light is made incident on a crystal of Iceland Spar, 

--*·it is refracted into two rays. One is called the Ordinary ray (0-ray) while the other is known 

as the Extraordinary ray (E-ray). Both rays are plane polarized whose vibrations are 

perpendicular to each other. This phenomenon in which a single incident ray is refracted into 

two rays is called double refraction or birefringence. Such phenomenon is inevitable when 

a ray of light enters into anisotropic media because, it instantaneously splits up into two 

separate components which travel with different polarizations. These two rays are 

· consequently reflected to different extent, and follow different paths that lead to rotation of 

plane of polarization. In isotropic media, this effect is not observed because the plane of 
~ . 

polarization remains unchanged. Nevertheless, when a ray of light enters into the same 

medium in presence of a static magnetic field, the medium no longer remains isotropic and 

eventually it shows the birefringence properties (Faraday effect and Cotton-Mount effect). 

This Chapter is based on the paper "Spontaneous Faraday Rotation due to Strong Laser 

Radiation in a" by B. Bhattacharyya, P. Mulser and Urmi Sanyal, Physics Letters A, 249, 

pp 324-329(1998). 
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Moreover, strong electric field can induce double reflection or birefringence in normally 

isotropic medium (Kerr effectand Pockels effects). For example, an elliptically polarized 

wave will be treated as the superposition of two plane polarized waves having different 

amplitudes and phase difference n/2. If it propagates in either an electro-optically (Kerr 

effect) or a magneto-optically (Faraday effect) active isotropic (or anisotropic) medium, an 

intensity induced rotation of their plane of polarization will be observed. Chiao and Godine 

[1969] showed that an intense elliptically polarized light wave undergoes rotation in Kerr

active molecular medium, This rotation has also been observed first in liquid in the 

pretransitional' behaviour of the field induced molecular alignment in isotropic nematic 

substance [Wong and Shen (1974)]. We now study the nonlinear corrections of an 

electromagnetic wave, in particular laser light in a plasma phenomena logical employing the 

birefringence properties leading to magneto optical Faraday effect and induced 

._.._ magnetization. 

• 

Plasma acts as an optically active medium. When a constant magnetic field acts 

parallel to the direction of propagation of a monochromatic transverse wave in cold 

nondissipative plasma, the wave is also split into two waves of different wave numbers in 

the plasma. This Is the effect of birefringence in a magnetized plasma. Of these two waves, 

one (ER) rotates 

anti clockwise and the other (EL) does clockwise. ER is right circularly polarized wave (or 

Extraordinary) wave, EL is the left circularly polarized wave (or Ordinary wave). If the 

observer is looking anti-parallel to the applied field, electrons appear to gyrate anti clockwise 

whereas ions gyrate clockwise. If the resultant electric field of ER and EL is received by a 

polarized antenna then the plane of polarization is found to be rotated through an angle <I>. 

This angle <I> is known as a Faraday rotation angle. 

A plane polarized wave can be resolved in a plasma into two circularly polarized 

waves with different plane of polarizations that, consequently, follow the different dispersion 

rates and, subsequently, tum out to be induced magnetic fields in plasma. On the other hand, 
~ 
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if the plane of polarization of those waves remain same, i.e., their dispersion rates are equal, 

then the induced magnetization will cancel each other [Ginzburg (1963), Krall and 

Trivelpiece (1973), Shen (1991), Stix (1992)]. This induced magnetic field is called Inverse 

Faraday Effect (IFE) [ Pomeau and Quemada (1967), Stiger and Woods (1972), Talin etal., 

(1975), Abdullaev and Frolov (1981), Chakraborty etal., (1990), Bera. etal., (1992), 

Bhattacharyya ( 1994 ), Horovitz etal., ( 1995), Sheng and Meyr-ter-Vehn ( 1996)]. In plasmas, 

the rotating electric field of a circularly polarized wave drives the electrons and the ions into 

circular orbits, and the velocity of which is proportional to the electric field of the wave. So, 

the magnetic moment is proportional to the radiation intensity. Therefore, the magnitude of 

the induced fields can be estimated from magnetic moment. In this chapter, we will develop 

a theory useful for the study of the evolution of nonlinear Faraday rotation by the method of 

birefringence and the evolution of the induced magnetization in the presence as well as in the 

absence of ambient magnetic fields in a plasma. 

In Chapter-3, we have discussed the mechanism of spontaneous and simultaneous 

generation of the axial (poloidal) and lateral (toroidal) magnetic field for a cold, nondissipa

tive, two-component plasma consisting of both electrons and ions. However, we have not 

considered the relativistic effect. In fact, electrons and ions become relativistic in laser 

induced plasma [Mulser (1980), Hora (1991), Kruer (1988), Mirna etal., (1994)]. So, the 

generation' of magnetic fields, in particular lateral fields, due to relativistic effects in plasmas 

~ have been studied here [Bhattacharyya and Chakraborty (1979), Pukhov and Meyer-ter-Vehn 

(1996)]. 

4.2 Formulation of the problem 

(I) Basic assumptions and relevant equations:- We have assumed that the waves are 

sinusoidal, i.e., the perturbed field variables are harmonic in nature. The plasma is assumed to 

be cold, i.e., thermal velocities of electrons and ions are much less than the velocity of light 
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such that vthe,i <<c, where vthe and vthi represent the thermal velocities of electrons ~md ions 

respectively, and cis the velocity of light. Plasma is also to be assumed homogeneous with 

mobile electrons and ions. The incident laser is an electromagnetic wave of such high 

intensity that the motion of electrons and ions becomes weakly relativistic, but the power of 

the radiation does not exceed the threshold power limit for the appearance of self-focussing 

and self-trapping mechanisms [Chiao etal., (1994), Shen (1976), Max (1976, 1982), Kruer 

(1988)]; also, the difference between the velocities of electrons and ions is much less than 

the velocity of the light , so that, the instabilities of the system can be minimized. We also 

assume that there is no first harmonic density fluctuation due to interaction of waves with the 

plasma. Nonlinearly excited second harmonic density fluctuation exists and its effect on 

stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) will be visible 

only in an order higher than three [Newell and Moloney (1992), Kruer (1988)]. So, these 

effects are neglected. Self-action effects arising from ponderomotive force and thermal 

instabilities are neglected because pressure variation and thermal velocities are ignored. Two 

circularly polarized waves propagate parallel to the direction of static and uniform magnetic 

field. The problem of nonlinear propagation of an intense wave is solved in closed form [ 

Maker and Terhune (1965), Chiao and Godine (1969), Decoster (1978)], in so far as the 

wave processes remain quasi-monochromatic [Arons and Max (1974), Chakraborty etal., 

(1984)]. Under the above set of assumptions and using the fluid model, we get the following 

basic equations:-

The equations of momentum for electron and ion as, 
a e e 

[- + (v .V)]p = --E- -(v xH) -v (v -v.) at e e m me e e e 1 
e e 

a e e 
[- + (v .. V)]p. = -E + -(vxH) -v.(v.-v) at I I m. m. C I I e 

I I 

the continuity equations for electron and ion as, 
an 
_e + V.(ne V e)=O at 
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(4.2.2), 

(4.2.3) 



an. 
-

1 + V.(n.v.) =0 at I I 

~ and the four Maxwell's equations as, 
1aH VxE =---
c at 

1 aE 4ne 
VxH = -- + --(n.v. -n v) 

cat C II e e 

V.H =0 

(4.2.4) 

(4.2.5) 

(4.2.6) 

(4.2.7) 

(4.2.8) 

where the subscripts e and i represent the species of electrons and ions respectively; Pe, v e, ne , me 

~ stand for relativistic momentum, velocity, density and mass of electrons with negatively charge e 

respectively; Pi , vi , ni, mi are those of ions having~ositive charge e. E , H, c are the electric field, 

the magnetic field and the velocity oflight respectively; ve and vi are the collision frequencies of 

electrons with ions and ions with electrons respectively. 

For weak relativistic effect, i.e., when ve,? << c2 holds, then the relativistic momentum 

for electrons and ions can be expressed as 

Pe,i = me,i ve,i (1- ve}/c2 y'~>~me,i ve,i (1- ve}/c2 
). 

Hence, the equations (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) can be written as 

2 
av aveve e e 
_e + (v .V)v +--- = --E- --(v xH) -v (v -v.) at e e at 2C 2 me me C e e e I 

(4.2.9) 

2 
avi a vi vi e e . 
- + (v .. V)v. +--- = -E + -(vxH) -v.(v.-v) at I I at 2C 2 mj mj C I I e 

(4.2.10) 

(II) A method using rotating complex coordinates:- From general terminology, any 
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----- ---------------, 

vector A (say) can be written as 

A= Ay + iAz and A = AY- iAz (4.2.11) 

where AY and Az are the transverse components of the vector A and so, the propagation 

~ vector along x~axis. In fact, apparently, the first relation of ( 4.2.11) is the complex conjugate 

of its second relation, and vice-versa. Nevertheless, phenomenological, A and A act 

respectively as the left and right circularly polarized components of the vector A-· 

Using the relations ( 4.2.11 ), in the equations ( 4.2.9) and ( 4.2.1 0), we have the electron 

momentum equation as 

2-
av e . a ie a ve v e 
_e +-E +v (v -v.)-tQ v = -v -v· --v H--(--) at me e e I e e ex ax e me C ex at 2 C 2 

(4.2.12) 

a . L 
v e - . - - . - a - le - a v eve 

_e +-E +v (v -v.)+tQ v = -v -v +-v H--(--) at me e e I e e ex ax e meC ex at 2 C 2 
(4.2.13) 

and also the ion momentum equation as 

2-
avi e . a ie a vi vi 
- --E +v.(v.-v )+tQ.v. = -v. -v.+-v. H--(--) at mi I I e I I IX ax I mi C IX at 2 C 2 

(4.2.14) 

a . L 
vi e- - - . - a- te - a vivi 

- --E +v.(v.-v )-tQ.v. = -v. -v.--v. H--(--) at mi I I e I I IX ax I mi C IX at 2 C 2 
(4.2.15) 

Further, using the relation ( 4.2.11 ), the transverse components of ( 4.2.5) can be written as 

aE +_!_ aH = 0 ax c at 
aE _ 1 aH _ 

0 ----
ax c at 

(4.2.16) 

(4.2.17) 
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... 

Similarly, the transverse components of ( 4.2.6) give 

. aH I aE 4rce 
1---- =--(n.v.- n v) ax C at C I I e e 

(4.2.18) 

. aH I aE 4rc e - -
1-+--= ---(n.v.-n v) ax C at C I I e e 

(4.2.19) 

Moreover, the longitudinal part of the momentum equation (4.2.9) for electron is 

av 
~ +~E = te (v H-vH)-v (v -v.) at me X 2 me C e e e ex IX 

(4.2.20) 

and the same for ions be written, from ( 4.2.I 0), as 

avix e . ie - -
---E == ---(v.H-v.H) -v.(v. -v ) at m. X 2m.C I I I IX ex 

I I 

(4.2.2I) 

Also the longitudinal component of ( 4.2.6) gives 

(4.2.22) 

Simplifying the equations (4.2.7) and (4.2.8) for longitudinal components, we have 

and 

aE 
- = 4rce(n. -n ) 
a 1 e 

X I 

aH =O 
ax . 

4.3 Linearized equations and solutions 

(4.2.23) 

(4.2.24) 

The above set of equations from ( 4.2.I2) to ( 4.2.24) (i.e., the equations from ( 4.2.3) 

to (4.2.IO) along with (4.2.11) are to be solved by the successive approximation scheme 
~-
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[Bellman (1964), Ames (1965)) which has already been elucidated in Chapter-2. We then 

have the first order equations of continuity for electrons and ions as 

an 1 a.vex 1 _e_+n =0 
at 0 ax 

an.1 av. 1 
_I_ +n __ IX_ = 0 at 0 ax 

and the same order momentum equations for electrons and ions are 

ave1 e .. 
-- ,_ -E1-IQ v 1 +v (v 1-v.1) = 0 at m ee ee I 

e 

av ' e- . 
_e_1 +-E1+iQ v 1+v (v 1-v.1) = o at m e e e e I 

e 

avi1 e . -
-· - -E1-t0.v.1+v.(v.1-v 1) = 0 at m. I I I I e 

I 

avil e - ·n - - -
----E1 -I:.~.v. 1 +v.(v. 1 -v 1) = 0 at m. I I I I . e 

I 

We also have the first order Maxwell's equations as 

aE1 i aH1 ----=0 ax c at 
- -

aE1 i aH1 --+--- =0 ax c at 
aH1 iaE1 .4nen0 --+--=-I (v. -v ) ax C qt 'C I1 e 1 

- -
aH1 i aE1 . 4nen0 _ _ 
----=1 (v. -v ) ax c at c 11 el 

(4.3.1) 

(4.3.2) 

(4.3.3) 

(4.3.4) 

(4.3.5) 

(4.3.6) 

(4.3.7) 

(4.3.8) 

(4.3.9) 

(4.3.10) 

Now, we start with the linearized wave solution of the electric field [Krall and 
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~' 

Trivelpiece (1973) ]$ 

E mew{(" .")( iS ~ -i~) (" "")(- -i8 n.. i81)} = -- y+IZ ete r+tJe + y-IZ ete r+tJe 
1 2e 

(4.3.11) 

where a = ( ea/mcw ), ~ = ( eb/mcw) are the dimensionless amplitudes of the two circularly 
mm. 

polarized waves of the electric field,m = e I is the reduced mass. Phase of these waves 
m +m. 

are taken as er = ~ x- wt and 81= k1 x- wt , ~here ~and k1 are the wave numbers of right and 

left circularly polarized waves respectively and w is the wave frequency. The form of these 

two waves would be chosen such that they reduce to an elliptically polarized wave in an 

unmagnetized plasma with same phase (i.e. e I= e r ). But, for a magnetized plasma, they will 

be treated as left and right circularly polarized waves with different phases el and er 

respectively. 

Using the relation (4.2.11), the equation (4.3.11) can be rewritten as 

E _ mew(- -i8r n.. i81 ) --- ae +tJe 
I 2e 

E- _ mew( i8r A -i81) --- ae +tJe 
I 2e 

(4.3.12) 

(4.3.13) 

Solving the equations (4.3.7) and (4.3.8) together with the relations (4.3.12) and 

(4.3.13), respectively, we have the linearized magnetic fields as 

H . mew(-- -i8r n.. i81) = 1-- n ae + n tJe 
I 2e r 1 

(4.3.14) 

H
- . mew ( ·_ i8r -A -i81) = -1-- n ae +n tJe 

1 e r I 
(4.3.15) 

-

where nr,l = (kr,lc/w ), nr,l = (kr,lc/w). 

Using the relation (4.3.12), in the equations (4.3.3) and (4.3.5), we have 

av e .-8 ·e e1 ·n E - -I ~ I ---I:~.~ v +V v -v v. = -- = cwM [ae r+ e 1] at e el e ei e II m I e 
e 

(4.3.16) 
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and (4.3.17) 

Solving equations ( 4.3 .16) and ( 4.3 .17), we have the linearized velocity of electrons as 

and that of ions as _ -ie 
{M.(1- Y -iZ )+iM Z.}ae r {M.(1 + Y +iZ )-iM Z.}Ae ie1 

v. = ic[ _ 1 e e e 1 + 1 e e e 1 P ] 
11 (1-Y -iZ )(1+Y.-iZ.)+Z Z. (1+Y +iZ )(1-Y.+iZ.)+Z Z. e e 1 1 e· 1 e e 1 1 e 1 

where, Ye = (Q/w), Yi = (0/w), Ze = (v/w), Zi = (v/w), Me= mime, Mi= mimi 

In short, the equations (4.3.18) and (4.3.19) can be rewritten as 

- • (C- - - ier C A i61) 
Vel -,- -IC 1ae + 2pe 

and. 

where 
- {M (1+Y.-iZ.)+iM.Z} c = e I I I e 

1 (1- Y -iZ )(1 + Y.-iZ.)+Z Z.' e e 1 1 e 1 

{M (1- Y.+iZ.)-iM.Z} c = e I I I e 
2 (1+Y +iZ )(1-Y.+iZ.)+Z Z.' e e 1 1 e 1 

- {M.(1- Y -iZ )+iM Z.} C= 1 e e e1 
3 (1- Y -iZ )(1 + Y.-iZ.)+Z Z.' e e 1 1 e 1 

(4.3.18) 

(4.3.19) 

(4.3.20) 

"(4.3.21) 

Similarly, substituting (4.3.13) in the equations (4.3.4) and (4.3.6) and solving them, 

~ we get the following expressions of the complex conjugates ofve1, and vi1 as 
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•)h 

(4.3.22) 

and 
- . _ . (C ier C- p: -i81) vi1 -- IC 3ae + 4 pe (4.3.23) 

where, 
- {M.(1 + Y -iZ )+iM Z.} C= 1 e e e1 

4 (1 + Y -iZ )(1-Y.-iZ.)+Z Z.' e e 1 1 e 1 

C
1 

= {Me(l+Yi+iZ)-iMiZe} 

(1-Y +iZ )(1+Y.+iZ.)+Z Z.' e e 1 1 e 1 

- {M (1- Y -iZ )+iM1.Ze} C =: e . e e 
2 (1+Y -iZ )(1-Y.-iZ.)+Z Z.' e e 1 1 e 1 

and 
{M.(1- Y +iZ )-iM.Z} C=- 1 e e 1e 

3 
· (1-Y+iZ)(1+Y.+iZ.)+ZZ. e e 1 1 e 1 

It may be noted that the wave is transverse and so the solenoidal conditions V. E
1 

= 0 

implies V.(v~l' vii' H 1) = 0. Consequently, from the first order equations (4.2.20) to 

(4.2.24) together with (4.3.1) and (4.3.2), we have the first order electron and ion densities 

as ne 1 = 0 and ni 1 = 0 respectively. Hence, there is no change in densities of electrons and 

ions in the linearized approximation that agrees well with our basic assumption. 

4.4 Linear dispersion relation 

Combining the equations ( 4.3. 7) and ( 4.3 .9), we have 

(4.4.1) 

and also combining the equations (4.3.3) and (4.3.5) we get 

(4.4.2) 
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Eliminating (vil- ve1) from (4.4.1) and (4.4.2), we have 

a2Er 2 a2Er 2 2 a2Er a . a . -
--- c -- + (w +w.) -- /[(--10 +v )(-+10+v-)- v v.]- 0 2 2 pe p1 2 at e e at I I e I at ax at 

(4.4.3) 

__.. 
Putting El = ae -i8r +be iB, in equation ( 4.4.3), and then collecting the coefficients of like 

powers of eiB, and also ofe -iS. from both sides of(4.4.3), we get 

2 (Xe +X) 
n1 =1----------------------

{(1 + Ye +iZe)(l- Yi+iZ)+ZeZJ 
(4.4.4)' 

and 
-2 (Xe +X) 
n =1----------------------
. r {(1-Ye-iZe)(l+Yi-iZ)+ZeZJ 

(4.4.5) 

Similarly, after simplifying the equations (4.3.4), (4.3.6), (4.3.8) and (4.3.10); we get 
)' 

2- 2- 2-a Er 2 a Er 2 2 a Er a . a . 
-- c -- + (w +w.) --· /[(--10 +v )(-+10+v-)- v v.] = 0 2 2 pe p1 2 at e e at I I e I at ax at 

(4.4.6) 

and also using E
1 

= ae iBr +be -i~ in ( 4.4.6) and then collecting the coefficients of like 
-is -ie 

powers of e rand e 1 from both the sides of ( 4.4.6), we get 

n 2 = 1- (Xe +X) 
r {(1-Y +iZ )(l+Y.+iZ.)+Z Z.} · e e 1 1 e 1 

( 4.4.7) 

(4.4.8) 

The relations (4.4.4), (4.4.5), (4.4.7) and (4.4.8) are known as dispersion relations in 

linear approximation of the propagation of two circularly polarized electromagnetic waves 

in a magnetized dissipative plasma. These are amplitude independent dispersion relations. 

Ignoring the collisional effects (or the dissipation terms) i.e. Ze = Zi ~ 0, then the 

,.._ dispersion relations reduce to, 
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2 (X +X.) 
n =1- e I 

r (1-Ye)(1+Y) 
(4.4.9) 

n 2 = 1- (Xe +X) 
1 (1+Ye)(1-Y) 

(4.4.10) 

The above relations (4.4.9) and (4.4.10) are also known as the linearized dispersion relations 

of right and left circularly polarized electromagnetic waves respectively in a magnetized and 

collisionless plasma. 

4.5 Second order field equations and solutions 

The second order equations for continuity of electrons and ions are derived from the 

equations (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) respectively by an approximation scheme [Bellman (1964)] 

used in the earlier Chapter-2: 
)--

ane2 ave2x 
--+n--=0 at 0 ax 
an.2 av.2 
--~ +n _l_x =0 

at 0 ax 

' 

(4.5.1) 

(4.5.2) 

Similarly, from the equations ( 4.2.9) arid ( 4.2.1 0) the second order momentum equations of electrons 

arid ions can be. written as 

(4.5.3) 

(4.5.4) 

arid also the second order Maxwell's equations reduce to 

· aE · 
~ =4rcen

0
(v 2 -v.2 ) at ex IX 

(4.5.5) 
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)-

(45.6) 

(4.5.7) 

Simplifying the equations (4.5.3) and (4.5.5), we have 

(4.5.8) 

and also from equations (4.5.4) and (4.5.5), we have 

(4.5.9) 

Simplifying the equations (4.5.8) and (4.5.9), we have the equation for second order velocity 

of electrons as . 

[(D2+wp/+veD)(D2+wi+vp)-(wp/+veD)(wp/+vp)Jve2ic 

= (D2+wi+vp)SEV2+(wpe2 +veD)SIV2 (4.5.10) 

and that of ions as 

[(D2+wpe2 +veD)(D2+wP/ +vp)-( wpe2 +veD)( wP/ +vp)]vi2x 

= (D2+wP/+veD)SIV2+(wp/+vp)SEV2 . (4.5.11) 

The terms ofSEV2 and SIV2 can be simplified as: 
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Solving the equation ( 4.5.1 0), we get the second order velocity of electrons as 

(4.5.12) 

c; = 4- (Xe +X)+ 2i (Ze + Z), and e 11 is the complex conjugate of e 11 . 

Similarly, the second order velocity of ions can be derived by solving ( 4.5 .11) as 

(4.5.13) 

where e 22 = [(~ )(e1 nL- e 2nR)(Xi -2iZ) + (~. )(e3nL- e 4 nR)(Xe -2iZe -4 )]( ~) 
e 1 '":1 

and e22 is the complex conjugate of e22. 

Solving the equations (4.5.1) and (4.5.2) together with (4.5.12) and (4.5.13), we get 

the second order electron and ion densities as 

(4.5.14) 

and 
n i(B +8 ) - - - -- - i(8 +8) 

n. = -~[e (n +n)aRe r 
1 +e (n +n)aRe r 

1 ] 12 g 22r II-' 22r II-' (4.5.15) 

It is evident that the second order calculations for E2 and E2 are as simple as those of 

the first order fields. Moreover, the dispersion relations in the second order do not show any 

new aspect because of the fact that the linearized solutions contain first harmonic terms in 
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one hand and on the other hand the second order solutions contribute only second harmonic 

terms. So, we consider the third order equations corrected upto first order in the next section 

for studying nonlinear dispersion relations. 

4.6 Derivation of nonlinear dispersion relation 

Using the relation (4.2.11), the third order m~mentum equations for electrons and ions can 

be written as 

a 2-a ' e vel e a velvel 
(- -iO +v )v -v v. +-E =-v ---t--v H-at e e e3 e 13 me 3 e2x ax me c e2x 1 at 2c 2 

(4.6.1) 

-2 a . - - e - avel . e a velvel 
(-+tO +v )v 3-v v.3+-E3 =-v 2 ---t--v 2 H1

- ----at e e e e I me e X ax me C e X at 2C 2 
(4.6.2) 

a 2-a e Vii . e a Vii Vii 
(- +iO. +v.)v.3-v.v 3--E3 =-v.2 --+t--v. H- -· --at I I I I e mi I X ax mi C J2X } at 2C 2 

(4.6.3) 

a -2 a . - - e - Vii . e . a Vii Vii 
(--tO. +v.)v.3-v.v 3--E3 =-v.2 --- 1--v.2 H1- ----at I I I e m. I X ax m. C I X at 2C 2 

I I 

(4.6.4) 

The first, second and third terms of the right hand side of(4.6.1) and (4.6.2) represent the substantial 

derivatives of electron momentum, Lorentz force and relativistic effect of electrons, respectively, 

whereas all terms on the right hand side of'(4.6.3) and (4.6.4) refer to ions. 

-+ Also, using the same relation (4.2.11), the third order Maxwell's equations can be written as 

1 aH3 aE3 ----=0 
c at ax 

1 aE3 . aH3 4 TC e no 4 TC e 
----t--+ (vi3- ve3) =- --(ni2vil-ne2vel) 
c at ax . c c 
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-
1 aE3 • aH3 4nen0 _ _ 4ne _ _ 
--+1--+ (v.3 -v 3) =- --(n.2v.I-n 2v I) 
cat ax C I e C II ee 

(4.6.8) 

where, the right-hand side of ( 4.6. 7) represents the sum of plasma currents of electrons and ions 

whereas their c9mplex conjugates are represented by the right-hand side of (4.6.8). 

From equations (4.6.5) and (4.6.7) weget 

(4.6.9) 

4ne a 
where, NR3 =- ---(ni2v.1-ne2ve1) 

. c at I 

and from equations ( 4.6.6) and ( 4.6.8) we have 

(4.6.10) 

-- 4ne a - -
where,NR

3 
=- ---(n.2v.1-n 2v 1) 

cat 11 ee 

Let 

Eliminatingve
3 

andvi
3 

from the equations (4.6.1), (4.6.3) and (4.6.9), we ·get an equation of 

third order electric field as 
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. a2 a2 a . a . a2 
[(--c2-){(- -10 +v )(- +10. +v.)-v v.}+(w' +w .)-]E3 at 2 ax 2 at e e at I I e I pe pi at-

=[(~ -iQ +v )(~ +iQ. +v.)-v V
1
-]NR3 +-4nen0~{(~ +iQ.)NE

3 
-( ~ -iQ. )NI

3
} at e e at I I e 1 at at I at e 

(4.6.11) 

Similarly, eliminatingve3 andvi3 from the equations (4.6.2), (4.6.4) and (4.6.10), we 

get the equation of E3 i.e. the complex conjugate of order E3 as 

a2 . a2 a a a2 -
[(--c 2-){(- +iQ +v )(- -iQ. +v.)-v v.}+(w +w .)-]E

3 Ot2 ax 2 at e e at I I e l pe pi Ot2 

= [(~ +iQ +v )(~ -iQ. +v.)-v v.]NR
3 
-4nen0~{(~ -iQ.)NE

3 
-( ~ +iQ )NI

3
} at e eat I I Cl at at I at e 

(4.6.12) 

)t, It is evident from equations (4.6.11) and (4.6.12) that the nonlinear sources contain 

two parts, one of which is relativistic and the other is non-relativistic. The non-relativistic 

part contains Lorentz force, plasma current and convective derivative terms, whereas, 

relativistic part contains only relativistic effects. 

Now, we have to find out the nonlinear secular free solutions [Bellman (1994)] of first 

harmonic fields correct upto third order [Chakraborty etal., (1984)]. The nonlinear secular 

free solutions of first harmonic fields correct upto third order means that only first harmonic 

terms are to be retained and terms containing higher harmonics are to be neglected because 

"+ the nuclear responses at these higher harmonics are extremely small [Chaio and Godine 

(1969)]. 

Using the nonlinear phases 81=k1+x-wt and 8r=kr_x-wt in (4.6.11) and then 

retaining only first harmonic fields correct upto third order, we have the following two 

relations 

(n1
2
+-1){(l+Ye+iZe)(1-Yi+iZ)+ZeZi} +(Xe +X) 
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(4.6.13) 

= X[-l(C
22

C
4

+C
11

C
2
)(n +n

1
){(1-Y -iZ )(1+Y -iZ )+Z Z.}]A~ei(ez-Gz) g· r e e e e etP 

(4.6.14) 

-
k1+c _ k c 

where, n1+ =-- and nr- __ r_-_ and, more precisely, we have n1+ =n
1 
+nd

1 
and 

U) U) 

i-- iir- =iir +ndr, where nd1 and llclr are the nonlinear corrections of n1 and iir respectively. 

In fact, the first two terms ofthe right-hand sides of(4.6.13) and (4.6.14) come from 

the non-relativistic corrections, whereas, the relativistic corrections represent the last two 

terms of(4.6.13) and (4.6.14). 
- -

Similarly, Using the nonlinear phases 8r =kr+x- wtand 81 =k1+x- wt in (4.6.12) and 

retaining also the first harmonic terms correct upto third order from, we have two more 

relations as 

(nr:-1){(1-Ye -iZe)(1 + Yi-iZ)+ZeZJ +(Xe +X) 
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(4.6.15) 

-
k c k c 

where, n = ~ and ii1 = -
1
--, we also have n = n + nd andii1 = n

1 
+nd1 and the terms ndr r+ W - W r+ r r -

and nd1 are the nonlinear corrections of nr and ii1 respectively. 

The relations (4.6.13) and (4.615) are known as nonlinear dispersion relation ofleft 

and right circularly polarized electromagnetic waves in a magnetized dissipative plasma and 

their complex conjugates are (4.6.16) and (4.6.14) respectively. They are amplitude 

dependent dispersion relations. When an ambient magnetic field is present in a plasma, the 

plane polarized wave can be assumed to be consisting of left and right circularly polarized 

waves. On the other hand, the wave comprises of elliptically polarized waves in an 

unmagnetized plasma. 
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Neglecting dissipative terms (i.e., Ze = 0 and Zi = 0) and retaining only the nonlinear 

correction terms nd1 and ndr in the equations (4.6.13) and (4.615), we have, after a little 

algebraic calculations, the intensity dependent nonlinear dispersion relations as 

(4.6.17) 

and 

(4.6.18) 

where nr(ri) and n1(ri) are nonlinear terms due to ·relativistic effects for right and left circularly 

polarized waves respectively. The nonlinear non-relativistic terms for the same are nr(ni) and 

n1(ni) respectively. Their expressions are the following. 

X - -
nr(nl) =- 16n ~ [(CzzC4 + C11C2)(nr +nl)~+ -2Cltilicz-Me)(l + Y)-

r + 

X - -
ni(ni) = 16nt~- [(CzzC3 +Cl1C1)(nr +ni)~+ -2CltnrCct +Me)(l-Y)-

2C22nr(~ +M)(l + Ye)]cxae i(Elr-er) 

X - - - i(El -8) 
nl(rl) = Snr~- [{C1C1Cz(l-Y)+C3C3C4(1+Ye)}cxcxe r r 

+0.5{C{Cz(l- Y) + ciC/1 + Ye)}~~e i(Ell-Ell)] 

where~±= (1 +Ye)(l+YJ, X= WP
2/ui, w/= 4ne2nofm . 

(4.6.19) 

(4.6.20) 

(4.6.21) 

(4.6.22) 

. . Similarly, two other nonlinear dispersion relations for na1 and llclr can also be 

derived when the bar quantities are used. Since the plasma is undamped, i.e., collision 

frequencies are ignored, we can drop the bar from all quantities and may treat them as real. 

It is evident that the expressions nd1 and ndr are coupled by the nonlinear sources i.e., 
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convective derivative, Lorentz force, plasma current and relativistic momentum of charged 

particles. Moreover, They are intensity dependent. Therefore, there exists a mutual exchange 

of energy between two circularly polarized waves in presence of a magnetic field, and an 

elliptically polarized wave in absence of a magnetic field, with plasma nonlinearities. 

The Faraday rotation(FR) angle <I? can be defined as 

w 
<I> = -(n -n )L 

2rcc I r 
(4.6.23) 

where n1 and nr are refractive indices of the polarized wave or waves, L is the characteristic 

gradient scale length of plasma and other quantities have their usual meanings. 

It is evident that if the refractive indices n1 and nr are linear and the relation (4.6.23) 

is used to measure the FR angle <I>, then the corresponding angle would be the linear FR 

angle. Subsequently, the amount of magnetic field can be estimated easily. In linear case, 

the magnitude of such magnetic field would be exactly equal to what was supplied from 

outside during the experiment. However, if there is no supplied magnetic field at the 

beginning, then it would be observed that in linear approximation . n1 and nr , given in 

equations (4.4.10) and (4.4.9) respectively, are equal which turns out to be zero FR angle. 

On the other hand, if the refractive indices are nonlinear, then the net FR angle is the sum of 

linear (<I> linear) and nonlinear( <I> nonlinear) FR angles. Its concomitant magnetic field should 

be the combination of the ambient magnetic field (which is equal to the magnitude of the 

magnetic field taken during experiment) plus the induced magnetic field (which is 

spontaneous and a consequence of the inverse Faraday effect, IFE) [Stiger and Woods 

(1972), Talin etal., (1975)]). 

To understand the linear and nonlinear induced birefringence, to calculate the linear 

(<I? linear) and nonlinear( <I? nonlinear) FR angles, and also to obtain the induced magnetic field 

for the interaction of high frequency laser fields with a magnetized two-component 

nondissipative plasma, we have done a systematic study starting from the linear dispersion 
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relations of ( 4.4.9) and ( 4.4.10) to the nonlinear dispersion relations of ( 4.6.17) and ( 4.6.18) 

respectively. Subsequently, it has been shown that even in the absence of magnetic field the 

FR angle exists in some high frequency nonlinear plasma phenomena. High frequency means 

that higher powers of Xe,i and Ye,i can be neglected. 

Case-1. In the linear limit for high frequency laser (i.e., Xe,i <<1 and Ye,i <<1) in 

magnetized (Ho* 0) and unmagnetized (H0= 0) plasmas; simplifying relations (4.4.9) and 

( 4.4.1 0), we have the linear dispersion relations of left and right circularly polarized waves 

in the magnetized plasma as 

and 

n1 = 1-{(~ + X)/2}+{(~ + X)/2}(Ye- Yi) 

nr = 1-{(~ + X)/2}-{(~ + X)/2}(Ye- Yi) 

and for the unmagnetized plasma (4.6.24) and (4.6.25) reduce to the form 

n1 = 1- { (Xe + X)/2} 

nr = 1- { (~ + X)/2} 

(4.6.24) 

(4.6.25) 

(4.6.26) 

(4.6.27) 

Using the equations (4.6.24) and (4.6.25) in relation (4.6.23), the linear FR angle(<I>1inear) 

IS 

<I> linear = ( w~ y / 2rtc )L (4.6.28) 

from which follows [Krall and Trivelpiece (1973)]$ 

(4.6.29) 

where V ct = 2 rr. e 3 n0 I m 2 e c 2 w2 is known as the Verdet constant of the medium [Krall and 

Trivelpiece ( 1973)]. 

It is evident that <I>Iinear mainly depends on the behaviour of electrons of the plasma 

due to the fact that it varies with the electron plasma frequency wpe and the electron cyclotron 

frequency Qe. Moreover, it is independent of the intensity of the waves. On the other hand, 

ifwe take equations ( 4.6.26) for n1 and (4.6.27) fornr to study FR it is obvious that <I> linear 

=0 holds because the refractive indices of n1 and nr in ( 4.6.26) and ( 4.6.27), respectively, 

are exactly equal, i.e., the dispersion rates of the given polarized waves aie the same. It 

follows that the linear FR ( <I>Iinear) angle in the absence of a magnetic field will not exist, 
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in agreement with the FR phenomenon. 

We are interested in studying the unmagnetized plasma behaviour and so, our next 

analysis in this chapter will be confined to that aspect only. 

Case-II. In a non-relativistic limit, for high frequency (Xe,i<<1 and Ye,i <<1) in an 

unmagnetized CHo = 0) plasma; simplifying equations (4.6.19) and (4.6.21) we have the non

relativistic dispersion relations of the polarized waves as 

n I(ni) = (Xl'viM/16) (MeXi + MiXe)cx2 

nr(nl) = (Xl'viM/16) CMeXi + Mi~)P2 
. 

(4.6.30) 

(4.6.31) 

Using equations ( 4.6.30), ( 4.6.31) and ( 4.6.23), we find the nonlinear non-relativistic 

Faraday rotation angle is found out to be 

(4.6.32) 

From the above expression, it is clear that even in the absence of a de magnetic field, 

a finite FR angle exists for an elliptically polarized wave but it will disappear when circularly 

polarized waves are considered, i.e., ex= p. It may also be noted that it is intensity dependent 

and both, electrons and ions, are dominating with the equal order of magnitude because the 

ratio of MeXi and MiXe is unity. 

Case-III. In the relativistic limit, for high frequency laser fields (X . « 1 and Y .) in 
· e1 e1 

an unmagnetized plasma (H0=0); the dispersion relations (4.6.20) and (4.6.22) may be 

written as 

n ICri) = (X) [(Me3 + M/)(2cx2 +P2){1 + 0.5(~ +Xi)}cx2-4(Me3Ye-M/Yi)P2
] 

8 

n r(rl) =- (X) [(Me3 + M/)(cx2 + 2P2){1 + 0.5(~ +Xi)}P2-4(M/Ye-M/Yi)cx2
] 

8 

( 4.6.33) 

(4.6.34) 

From the above two relations (4.6.33) and (4.6.34) we may write the nonlinear relativistic 

FR angle <I>rel-FR as 

<I>rel-FR = ( wLX )[3(Me3 + M/)(cx2 +P2
){ 1 + 0.5(Xe + X)}-4(Me3Ye- Mi3Yi)(cx2-P2

)] 
. 16rcc 

(4.6.35) 
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It is evident from relation ( 4.6.35) that in relativistic limit the FR angle exists in the 

absence of magnetic :fields. It is dominated by electron motion over an order of magnitude ( M I M. )3 
, e 1 

that is equivalent to (mi I me)3
. Moreover, it persists even for circularly polarized waves 

(i.e., for ex=~) and can be written in simplified form from the relation (4.6.35) as 

(4.6.36) 

For numerical results, in context of our weak relativistic model [Max (1982)], we may 

assume that laser has an energy level of 100 J with lOOps (full width and half maximum) 

pulse focussed on a target of spot radius 40 J.lm. It produces the laser irradiance I = 2x 1016 

Wlcm2
, which gives ci =0.097. We also assume that the laser has a lJ.lm wavelength which 

yields the frequency w = 1.886xl0 151s. Further, we take the plasma density in such away that 

Xe =0.01, and also choose the characteristic length L which equals to twice the spot radius. 

Then the relation ( 4.6.36) gives approximately the relativistic FR angle (<I> rei-FR ) as 0.27 

radians which turns out to be the angle of rotation = 15.5 degrees. It is expected that such 
I 

angle of rotation can be measured in the laboratory in future. 

In conclusion, nonlinearly induced birefringence corresponds to a nonlinear FR angle, 

which enforces one to estimate the order of induced magnetization (i.e., IFE effect) for the 

propagation of the polarized waves in an unmagnetized plasma. An ambient magnetic field 

may help to enhance such magnetization. Parametric and resonance effects may also play an 

important role for enhancing Faraday rotation angles and hence magnetic fields. All these 

will be studied elsewhere. 

$Relation (4.10.6) and (4.10.9) of Krall and Trivelpiece (1973) correspond to equations 

(4.3.11) and (4.6.29) respectively. 
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Chapter-S 

. Effect of Self-Generated Magnetic Fields on Electron Heat Flux in Laser 

. Produced Plasmas 

I 

5.1 Introduction 

Th,ere are three energy transport mechanisms, such as, classical electron thermal 

conductio~, hot (suprathermal) electron transport and radiation transport. The presence 
' 

of both hot and cold electrons can lead to plasma instabilities which produce a turbulent 

state in th
1

e plasma corona, teriding to inhibit the thermal conduction process. A well

ordered large-scale d. c. magnetic .field slows electron transport along magnetic field, 

when the electron Larmor radius is less than the collisional mean free path. Under this 
I 

condition, the step size for random walk of electrons across the field becomes Larmor 
. . . 

radious instead of collisional mean free path. So, an well-ordered megagauss magnetic 

fields play an important role on transport inhibitation. But, the magnetic fields inhibit 

transport of hot electrons in one hand, and on the contrary it is harder to inhibit cold.er 

electrons pn the other hand. As a result, the megagauss (MG) range magnetic fields 
i 

produced 1Jy the laser plasma interaction processes are capable of inhibiting significantly 

the lateral (toroidal) and the axial (poloidal) transports for both thermal and suprathermal 

• electrons. Hence,,the study of thermal conduction of electron heat flux is important to 

understand the imp lotion phenomena in laser fusion plasmas, because of the fact that the 

ablative processes are modified in a great extent in presence of such fields [Max etal., 
I 

(1978)]. Mead etal., (1984) have reported that weak indication of lateral transport are 

found in laser produced and axial transport appears strongly inhibited due to laser 

generated MG magnetic fields. But, it is fact that the transport into high-density material 

in presenc~ of such fields is more difficult to understand its inhibition properties related 

to the implotion physics of laser irradiated targets [Max (1982), Duderstadt and Mose 

(1982), Kl:uer (1988)]. However, the constraints on energy transfer in an inhomogeneous 

and magnetized plasma were derived easily from plasma stability within the context of 
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quasi-particle discription. Bychenkov etal., (1995) have developed a nonlocal linear 
' 

theory of, electron transport in plasmas with arbitary electron collisionality. Closure 

relation for fluid equations are also derived from a solution to the electron Fokker-Planck 

-~ equation, • where electron collisions are considered in the limit of large ion charge. 

Moreover, electron transport coefficients, the electrical conductivity and a new transport 

coefficients related to ion flow have been derived [Bychenkov etal., (1995)] 

In this Chapter, we have calculated here analytically the amount of heat flux 

emmited for one-component, one-temperature , nonrelativistic magnetized plasmas. It is 
' 

observed ,that for C02 laser of 10.6 11m wavelength with 5nsec pulse and irradiance of 

1015 W/cm- 2 with 4.5 KeV electron plasma, the lateral heat flux of electron thermal 
' 

· conductio~ increases exponentially , but the axial heat flux of electron conduction has no 
I 

significant role. Hence, our study is confmed to estimated the effect of magnetic fields 

on lateral heat flux only, and consequently we develop the plasma transport due to self

gen~ratedmagnetic fields in laser'irradiate targets. 

5.2. Formulation of the problem 
! 

(A) Basic assumptions The classical transport is defined as that due to electron and 

ion Coulomb collisions excluding the effects of various micro-instabilities and small scale 

magnetic :fields. Its coefficients are genearlly calculated for a sufficiently collisional 
I 

_. plasma. It;is fact that the ion motion is very small with respect to the electron motion. So, 

the electrons are moving in a static ion background and the plasma then be considered as 

a one-component plasma~ The distribution fimction becomes a Maxwellian in a time of 

the , ordei of the collision time. Hence, all the plasma quantities must not change 

sigiJ.ificantly during collision time. In an underdense plasma collision time is large. So, 

between 'two collisions, we can use collisionless plasma· equations. We use basic 
' 

equations_ of Chapter-2 and the self-generated magnetic field in that process modify the 

_ _,.. transport ,coefficients in both axial and lateral directions. 

~e most important effect of thermal motion lies in transport phenomena: transport 

of heat, tpatter and momentum. Heat transport is called thermal conduction. In steady 
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state situatio.p, absorbed intensity is carried away by heat conduction, which in a plasma 

is dominated by electrons. Ablation process 'is regulated by it [Max etal., (1982)]. The 

transport coefficients of a fully ionized plasma have been computed by many authors. A 

_...., method for obtaining the transport equations from the kinetic equations is given in details 

in the monograph by Chapman and Cowling [1960]. Magnetic fields in MG range are 

generated internally in the laser plasma and tend to inhibit thermal conduction in the 

direction perpendicular to strong magnetic field [Winsor etal., (1973)]. Here we have 

demonstrated the effect of lateral thermal conduction due to increase of the lateral 

magnetic field. The effect on axial thermal conduction due to the same will not be 

analysed here. 
I 

> (B) Basic equations: Plasma and laser in this case are taken in a physical state, 

same as in Chapter-2. Self-generation of MG range magnetic fields in laser produced 

plasmas is studied separately, where vector product of displacement and velocity gives 

MG range magnetic fields without the application of any external field [Stamper etal., 
' 

(1971), Chakraborty etal., (1988), Briand etal., (1985)]. Using this velocity in transport 

equations we get electron flux. Transport equations for a simple plasma comprise the 

equations of continuity, motion and heat balance [Braginskii ( 1965 ) ] . 
! 

The, electron heat flux (q) made up of two analogue parts, namely; electron heat 

~- . flUX ( qu ) alld electron thermal flUX ( qT) and Can be written aS 

q=qu+qT, (5.2.1) 

where, qu is due to the existence of a relative velocity along with collisional effect, and 

qT is due to the presence of electron thermal gradient. 

But we have taken plasma of uniform temperature. So, qT be treated zero value. 

The effect of temperature gradient (i.e. qT * 0) will be considered in future. Assuming, 

Z = 1, and for high magnetic field (Qv >> 1, where Q is the electron gyrofrequency and 

-..r vis the electron collision frequency) the electron heat flux can be written as, 

qu = 0.71nTeu
11
+ (3/2)(nT)/(Qv)[hxuJ (5.2.2) 

where h (;=BIB) is the unit vector in direction of the magnetic field (B). II and 1. refer 
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to the dir~ction of B-field. · u, n, T are the plasma velocity, density and temperature 

respectively. e is the electronic charge. 

Rewriting the equation (:;.2.2) in component wise, we have 

(5.2.3) 

(5.2.4) 

where the subscripts x, y and z represent the components of the variables along the three 
I 

co-ortinate axes. 

In fact, by changing the laser intensity and plasma density, we can observe the 

change in :lateral heat flow and magnetic field. Then we can say that internally generated 

magnetic field affect heat flux. Lateral heat flux increases with increasing density when 

intensity remains constant. While keeping plasma density constant, the intensity is varied, 
I 

lateral heat flux increases continuously with increasing intensity. Numerical results along . . 

with graphical representation oflateral electron heat flux with laser intensity have been 

discussed in the next section. 

5.3 Results and discussions 
' 
I 

To. understand plasma transport, in particular; electrn heat flux of theremal 

conduction in laser irradiated targated, we explain the numerical results for a target with 

radius of :so!lm interacted with a carbon-di-oxide laser of 10.6 .11m wavelength, 5nsec 

pulse length and of laser intensity 1015 W/cm2
• It is evedient from our earlier studies in 

Chapter-2 :that the change in plasma density gives the change in self-generated magnetic 
I 

fields and consequently, the lateral heat flux will be changed significantly. Moreover, it 

is observ~d that for changing intensity of incident laser beam, the lateral the magnetic 

-+ fields will be changeand and subsequently the lateral heat flux will be changed 

importantly. 

As we are here dealing with internally generated magnetic fields and their effects 
: 
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+ 

on lateral transport, the lateral heat flux will depend- upon laser and plasma parameters, 

which is natural. This is reflected in numerical results. We have taken the variation of 

heat flux With plasma density and laser intensity. Absolute value of heat flux in lateral 

direction increases with density. Absolute value of lateral heat flux increase with laser 
' ' 

intensity while magnetic field in lateral direction also increases with laser intensity. So, 

it is clear that internally generated magnetic field specially in this way enhances heat 

flow. Enhanced lateral heat flow due to magnetic fields is consistent with the work of 

Max etal., (1978). From the numerical results we can conclude that with increasing self

generated magnetic fields in laser produced-plasma, transport in toroidal direction 

increases.: The variation of lateral trsnsport with plasma density and laser intensity is 

shown in figs.5.1(a) and 5.1(b) respectively. From fig. 5.1(a) we can conclude that lateral 

transport increases almost linearly with plasma density when laser intensity remains 

constant. Similarly, from fig. 5.1 (b) we can conclude that the lateral transport increases 

with increasing laser intensity exponentially when plasma density remains constant. The 

variation of axial heat -transport with the internally generated axial magnetic field can be 

studied in .future. 
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Generation of axial and lateral magnetic fields 
in a laser-produced plasma 
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The generation of axial and lateral magnetic fields due to the interaction of 
intense laser fields with a plasma is investigated analytically. For a C02 laser of 
10.6 pro wavelength and 5 x 1014 W cm-2 power flux with a plasma of 
temperature 3 keV, the numerical results show that the magnitude of the 
lateral magnetic field dominates over the axial field, and the peak value of the 
lateral field is at less than the critical density, whereas the axial magnetic field 
peaks at the critical density level. This axial field combined with the lateral field 
may allow the construction of a new type of tokamak, and may also be 
important for studying energy transport in laser-fusion schemes. 

1. Introduction 
Both experimental and theoretical efforts have been directed towards the 
investigation of self-generated magnetic fields in las~r-produced plasmas 
because of their numerous applications in inertial-confinement fusion (ICF) and 
other related fields. Various mechanisms have been proposed for the generation 
of lateral (toroidal) magnetic fields in laser-produced plasmas. Large-scale 
lateral fields can be produced by the thermoelectric process (Stamper et al. 
1971), hot-electron ejection from the focal spot (Raven et al. 1979) and radiation 
pressure (Mora and Pellat 1981). Sources of small-scale lateral magnetic fields 
are the dynamo effect (Witalis 1974), resonant absorption (Bezzerides et al. 
1977), filamentation (Greek et al. 1978) and Weibel instability (Malte et al. 
1987). 

Also, there have been reports of the generation of axial (poloidal) magnetic 
fields of megagauss strength in laser plasmas due to the dynamo effect (Briand 
et al. 1985), rippled surface irregularities (Kitagawa et al. 1986), ion acoustic 
turbulence (Dragila 1987), and induced magnetization arising out of the 
nonlinear optical response of the plasma (Chakraborty et al. 1984, 1988; 
Bhattacharyya 1994). Axial magnetic fields of gigagauss strength may also be 
produced (Sudan 1993) owing to electron currents driven by spatial gradients 
and temporal variations of the ponderomotive force. Stamper (1991) has 
reviewed the various applications of such magnetic fields in laser-fusion 
plasmas. From the available literature, it appears that the generation of axial 
magnetic fields and that of lateral magnetic fields have been reported 
separately, together with supporting mechanisms. However, no attempt has so 
far been made to describe the generation of axial and lateral fields 
simultaneously in laser-produced plasmas. 

In this paper, we present a model for the simultaneous generation of axial and 

.. -. 
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lateral magnetic fields by the interaction of an intense laser beam with an 
electron plasma. The kinetic energy of the electrons in the presence of the wave 
is transformed into the energy of the induced d.c magnetic fields in both axial 
and lateral directions. The term 'd. c.' here means that the fields are 
unidirectional when averaged over the time period of the wave (i.e. over the fast 
laser frequency time scale 277/ w). 

The paper is organized as follows. The formulation of the problem is discussed 
in Sec. 2. Linearized solutions and dispersion relations are discussed in Sec. 3, 
and nonlinear solutions and field variables in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5, the nonlinear 
angular momentum components have been calculated separately in order to 
estimate the magnitudes ofthe fields. In Sec. 6, the numerical results along with 
the graphical representations of variation of fields have been elucidated. In Sec. 
7, few remarks and discussions have been added to point out the importance of 
simultaneous generation of those fields on energy transport in laser fusion 
schemes and also the possibility of formation of a new type of tokamak out of 
those fields in future. 

2. Formulation of the problem 
The plasma is assumed to be a collisionless and hot electron fluid. The mobility 
of the ion fluid has been ignored. The thermal velocity vth and the De bye length 
An are small compared with the phase velocity v"' of the radiation field and the 
characteristic density scale length L of the plasma respectively. The intensity 
of the radiation fields should not exceed the threshold power limit for the 
appearance of self-action effects such as self-focusing, self-trapping and self
phase modulation. The instabilities due to SRS (stimulated Raman scattering) 
and SBS (stimulated Brillouin scattering) are ignored. Moreover, the width ilx 
of the conversion (resonance) layer is assume to be much less than the laser 
wavelength i\18 , and so inhomogeneity due to Landau damping can be 
neglected. 

To describe the interaction of a laser b~am with a plasma. we consider the 
macroscopic behaviour of an electron plasma. Hence the equations of continuity 
and momentum together with the usual Maxwell equations ean be written as 

N+V·(Nt) = 0, 

.. (" ~). e E e . H) VP O r+ r·v r+- +-(rx + _u= , 
m nw nuv 

c(V xE)+H = 0, 

c(V x H)-E+4?TeNt = 0, 

V·E+4ire(S-N0 ) = 0, 

V·H=O, 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

where N0 • E, H and c are the ion density, electric field, magnetic field and 
velocity oflight respectively, and t i_;, the velocity of the electron of mass m and 
charge e. 
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In order to close the above set of equations, one needs to specify the equation 
of state for electrons. For isothermal process, this can be written as 

P = yNKT, (7) 

where y, K and T are the specific-heat ratio, Boltzmann's constant and the 
electron temperature respectively. 

F?r finding the secular-free solutions of the field equations, a perturbation 
method (Bellman 1964) has been used in which the field variables ifJ (say) can 
be expressed as . 

i 
(8) 

where ¢0 represents the unperturbed state of ¢, and the first-order ap
proximation ¢1 represents its linear solution. The nonlinearly excited nth (n = 
2, 3, .... )-order approximations can be expressed as f/Jn, where ¢n = ¢r¢n-r for 
r ~ n and the condition for convergence is ¢n/¢n-l < 1. The quantity e is 
the t(Xpansion parameter (Bellman 1964; Ames 1965). 

L€ft us assume that the linearized electric field has the form 

where 

ea 
au=~. mwc 

(9) 

subscripts II and _I_ indicate the effects oflongitudinal and transverse oscillations 
of the laser fields respectively. In (9), the last two components arise directly 
from the laser field while the first component arises from the converted mode 
for a, thermal plasma (Kull1981, 1983). This form .for the electric field requires 
further explanation and justification, which will be given in Sec. 5. 

! . 

I 

I 
3. Linearized solutions and dispersion relations 
Using the relation (8) in (1)-(7), the linearized equations for the electron plasma 
can be found. On solving these linearized equations, together with (9), we have 

N Noan . {} 
1 = X nusm li· 

The linearized dispersion relation ~or a. transverse mode is 

n1-1+X= 0, 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 
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and that for a longitudinal mode is 

nftf12-1+X=0, 
where 

2 
X= (JJP 

2' (JJ 

(14) 

It should be noted that the dispersion relations (13) and (14) are independent 
of each other and free from wave amplitudes. There is no exchange of energy 
between transverse and longitudinal waves during their propagation in a 
plasma. Moreover, the dispersion relation (13) is free from thermal effects, 
whereas the other relation (14) depends on the thermal velocity of the charged 
particles. 

4. Nonlinear solutions and field variables 
The second-order field variables can also be obtained easily along with the first
order fields. Hence, by using the first- and second-order field variables, it is 
found that the nonlinear third-order electric field satisfies 

(e2 -tyv~h) VV ·E3 + ( -e2 Y'2 +w~) E 3 +E3 

= 47TeN0[(t2 ·V) t 1 - (t1 • V)t2 -~(t1 X H2)-~ (t2 X H 1 ) 
. em em 

(15) 

The right-hand side of (15) consists of nonlinear terms, which appear exclusively 
owing to the presence of various nonlinear effects in plasmas. The first two 
terms arise from the convective derivative, and the next two terms from 
Lorentz forces, the fifth to seventh terms enforce thermal effects, and the last 
term gives the plasma current. 

Retaining the first-harmonic terms corrected up to third order (Chakraborty 
et al. 1984), the nonlinear electric field can be foui1d from (15). The nonlinear 
electron velocity can then be derived as 

t 3 = e[x(f11 cxflsin8
11
+f12 (cxj_ -f33Jcx

11
sin(28.L -8

11
)+f13(cxj_ +/3'l_)cx

11
sin8

11
) 

+ y(f 21 IX~ IX 1. sin{] 1. + f 22 IX~ IX 1. sin(26lll- 6l 1.) + f 23(et}_-(Ji) IX l. sin (J 1.) 

- z(r 31 cxfl f3 .L cos e 1. + r 32 cxrr fJ1. cos(2e
11

- e 1.l + r aa(cx'l_- /3D f3 .L cos e 1.lJ. (16) 

The expression for the nonlinear displacement turns out to be 

+ y(f 21 IX IT et 1. cos (J 1. + f 22 X~ et .L cos(28
11

- (J 1.) + f 2,3(cxi- j]l) et 1. cos 8 1.) 

- z(r 31 et[ (1 .L sin (j l. + f'3 2 X~ (1 l. sin(2{JII- (J 1.) + f'33(Xl- (J'i_) (1 .L sin{] 1_)], ( 17) 
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r = r12+<T12 
12 (2n.L- n 11 )

2 J12-1+X' 

r _ -T14(n1-1) + 0"13 .: 
21 - n:i_-1+X ' 

0"14 
r22=(2 )2 1 X' n

11
-n.L - + 

r = -714(n[-1)+<Tl3 
31 n1-1+X r 32. = - r 22· r 33 = - r 2a 

<Tn = l(Qn nu +Su), <T12 = !(Q.L nu +Sn), 

u 13 = !Qn
11

, <T14 = !S
11
X, <T15 = !S.LX, 

Q _ (4n11/X2)(J12n~+1)+2n11/X 
II- 4(J12n~-1) +X ' 

4n.L 
Q.L = 4(J12n1-1)+X' 

n 
Q = 2[(n11 +n.L)2 -4X]' 

S - 2lflnll n- X , 
S.L = 2P.L n .L 

X ' 

(n11 /X)[2(J12n[-1)- (J12n[+ 1)] 
2[4(Fnw-1) +XJ 

5. Nonlinear angular momentum and magnetization 

25 

The nonlinearly induced magnetization in a laser-produced plasma can be 
expressed as 

I 

(M) = 47TeNo (L) c , (18) 

where: (L) is the angular momentum of electrons averaged over a time period 

/ 
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27Tjw, and L has the form (2cje)Jl, where Jl = r xj, and j = -et. The axial and 
lateral components of the angular momentum are 

x [r11 a~+r12(ai +fii)+r23(ai -fii)]a
11
al.. 

The average x components of the angular momentum, (Lx), give rise to the 
axial (poloidal) magnetic field (Mp), which is along the direction of the laser 
beam. The resultant of the y and z components of the angular momentum 
produces the lateral (toroidal) magnetic field (Mt), which is in the plane 
perpendicular to the laser beam. It is evident that the average angular 
momentum and hence the induced magnetization is of sixth order in the 
amplitudes of the laser fields. 

6. Numerical estimations 

For a simple numerical estimation, we have taken a C02 laser of wavelength 
10.6 p,m, pulse length 5 ns and power flux 5 x 1014 W cm-2, with a plasma 
temperature of 3 ke V in the region of 0.5Nc, where Nc is the critical density for 
a spot radius of 80 p,m. These data have been chosen arbitrarily from the 
available literature. Hence, quantitatively, the parameters are 

a
11 

= 0.00109, al. = 0.154, fJ1. = 0.077, 

Jl2 = yvf
2
h = 0.0421, 

2c 

2 

X= (u~ = 0.492. 
(J) 

Equation (16) together with the above Yalues gives the magnitude of the axial, 
magnetic fidd as 

Mp = (Mx) = 560 G. 

The directi(Jn (Jf the axial magnetic field lines here will be away from the target, 
because the fitld· value MP is positive. Similarly, the magnitude of the lateral 
magnetic fidd is 

Mt = ((My) 2 +(M2 )
2

)
1

'
2 = 450 kG. 

It follows that the lateral magnetic field is much greater than the axial field. 
Hence the former dominates over the latter in laser plasmas. 

7. Results and discussion 

Numeric-al •:st:mations of the lateral and axial magnetic fields ha,-e been 
obtained for a laser intensity of 5 x 1014 W cm-2

. and a thermal power flux of 
5(1 + 1/Zl(SKTi(!iR/2T) W cm-2

, where Z, KT, T, Nand fiR are the effective ion 
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Figclre 1. Variation of (a) the lateral field Me and (b) the axial fieldMP with the density ratio 
. NfNc at]= 5 x 1014 W cm-2, T = 5 ns and A= 10.6 p,m. Note the different units (MG and kG) 

in (a) and (b). 

charge for a copper target, the electron temperature in e V, the laser pulse length 
in ns, the electron density in cm-3 and the spot radius in p,m respeetively. 
Numerical results show that the axial and lateral magnetic fields increase very 
slowly towards the critical density as in Figs 1(a) and (b). Figure 1(a) shows that 
the maximum value of the lateral field is well below the critical density surface, 
which is consistent with experimental results (Raven et al. 1979) and also with 
numerically computed results (Boyd et al. 1982). However, Fig. l(b) shows that 
the axial magnetic field should have its maximum value at the critical density 
surface, which is yet to be verified either by experiment or by simulation. 

0 1ur results are consequences of the inverse Faraday effect (IFE) (Steiger and 
Wo9ds 1972; Chakraborty et al. 1990), because in an IFE proces::~ the kinetic 
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energy of the ordered motion of particles in the presence of an electromagnetic 
wave is transformed into the energy of the induced magnetic field. The field
generation mechanism in our study is a direct process (because, to calculate the 
induced magnetic fields, we have ca-lculated the average nonlinear angular 
momentum of electrons via the nonlinear electron velocity and its dis
placement), whereas the IFE is an indirect process of field generation. At high 
frequencies, the IFE is also relevant over time scales shorter than twice the 
oscillation period of the driving wave field, beyond which the wave becomes 
unstable (Stenflo 1977). 

Our results are different from those due to dynamo effects because both 
toroidal (lateral) and poloidal (axial) fields occur simultaneously rather than 
acting cyclically (i.e. poloidal helps to produce toroidal, and vice versa). They are 
also different from those due to the thermoelectric effect (\IN x \IT) because the 
temperature gradient in the plasma region of interest has been ignored. One 
may consider a very long density scale length and uniform temperature when 
the beam is absorbed in the plasma region, which may be the case in future ICF 
targets. 

The electromagnetic mode of p-polarized laser light can be converted to the 
electrostatic mode at the critical density Nc, when its electric vector oscillates 
along the direction of the density gradient, i.e. E · VNe =F 0. This effect is known 
as resonant absorption (Kruer 1987), and also gives rise to a magnetic field in 
a plasma (Bezzerides et al. 1977). We exclude this effect in our calculation 
because our interest is in calculating the magnetic field in underdense regions. 

Kull (1981, 1983) has shown that mode conversion is possible even in the 
underdense region for thermal plasmas, and has also pointed out that the width 
of the conversion layer plays an important role in such conversion. Thus the 
amplitude of the electromagnetic mode of the laser light will be modified in a 
thermal plasma. Hence the linearization of the electric fields, as in (9), is 
justified. Moreover, we have made the following assumptions. 

(a) We have taken (1'/w)(Ljt\1,) ~ 0.01, which gives !}.xjA.18 ~ 1, where the 
\\'idth of the resonance layer~;;:= (1'/w)L, l' is the collision frequency and L 
is the density scale length. Hence phenomena occurring at the resonance 
layer haYe been ignored. · 

(b) The inhomogeneity clue to Landau damping has also been ignored, since 
k

11
A.v < 1,andk.L/k

11 
~ 1,where/:

11 
= k0e1

'
2//fistheelectrostaticwaYenumber, 

k.L = k0e112 is the electromagnetic wavenumber and k0 = wjc is the vacuum 
wavenumber, If= r 1h/c ~ 1 and e = 1-w~jw2 • 

(c) The laser waYelength i\. 15 is greater than the electrostatic wavelength i\.es' 
and the thermal velocity v1h and the Debye length An are small compared 
with the phase velocity vrp of the radiation field and the density scale length 
L of the plasma respectively. The effect of plasma inhomogeneity may 
therefore be neglected. 

Hence, assuming a typical value of the plasma temperature of 3 keV, the 
dimensionless amplitude of the electrostatic mode a

11 
can be estimated 

quantitatively to be of the order of 10-3 . This leads us to conclude that about 
1% of the laser light is conYr:-rted here. It should be mentioned that full 
conversion of laser light is po;;;;iblf~, e,-en in an underdense region, through 
relati,-istic thermal effeets (Kull HJB1). 

_,k. 
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Electrostatic-mode (i.e. the wake-field) generation in an underdense plasma 
is also of current interest, with the advent of ultrashort-pulse lasers, because 
such fields play important roles in plasma-based accelerators (Esarey et al. 
1994). Such wake fields are also important for the production of magnetic fields 
in laser, plasmas (Sheng et al. 1996). These will be studied elsewhere. 

Electrons move along the magnetic field and become trapped in a layer of 
thickness the order of the Larmor radius. Thus the lateral field enhances lateral 
energy transport but degrades axial energy propagation (Max 1982). Hence, 
phenomenologically, it should be stated that the axial field enhances axial 
energy transport and degrades lateral energy transport. Therefore the rate of 
energy ,deposition in conduction regions will increase owing to the presence of 
the axial field, which enhances the energy transport from a critical surface to 
an ablation surface. But our results (Fig. 1) dictate that the lateral field 
dominates over the axial field in laser-plasma interactions. Hence both fields 
should,have great impact on uniform compression of ICF targets. 

It may be speculated that the combination of toroidal and poloidal fields set 
up by the laser may lead to the formation of a magnetic cage that could be used 
for plasma confinement in a manner similar to tokamaks, toroidal pinches, etc. 
Such a configuration would be sustained by the laser beams, and may also be 
heatedby them. 
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Abstract 

: Theoretical stu~e~ on intense laser radiation interacting with plasma reveal an induced nonlinear birefringence which turns 
\out to be sponta\leous Faraday rotation. Here, this rotation is called nonlinear Faraday rotation (NFR). The expressions 
i for the nonlinear refractive indices of the laser fields are calculated both in relativistic and non-relativistic limits for a 
! two-component plasma. The NFR angles due to nonlinear induced birefringence are. derived in ·the absence of externally 
jimposed magneti? fields. It is shown that, in the relativistic limit, the electr~n motion plays an important role in producing 
1NFR and so in the generation of induced magnetic fields.© 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
; 
I , 
1PACS: 42.25.Lc; 42.65.-k; 52.40.Nk 
I , 

Faraday rotation (FR) is a magneto-optical effect of birefringence. The theory of FR has been developed for 
a plane polarized wave of very weak field intensity and is used in infinitely small amplitude wave approximation 
for the linear s~lution of the field equations in material media including plasmas [ 1,2]. The magnitude of FR 
is c~nsiderably modified with strong waves. We are not aware of any appropriate theoretical investigation of 
the r:nodification of the FR (called NFR) effects along the line developed in this paper. The most important 
factor influencing the value of FR is the appearance of the nonlinearly induced effect of intense laser fields in 
plasmas. It is sh9wn that the NFR effect exists even in the absence of an ambient magnetic field in the plasma, 
and dominates ·due to the electron motion in the relativistic limit of the order of (m;/me) 3, where me and mi 
are the electron 11nd ion masses, respectively. 

An important1 aspect of the Faraday effect in plasmas is the induced magnetization, which is known as 
the inverse Faraday effect ( IFE) [ 1-3], produced by a circularly polarized wave. It is the consequence of 
g-yration of charged particles, which for left circul~ polarization is parallel and for right circular polarization is 
anti-parallel to the direction of propagation. The theory developed in this paper will be useful for the study of 
(a) the evolution of NFR angles by the method of induced birefringence; and (b) the complimentary effect of 
IFE and induced magnetization in the plasma. 

· 0: leave from the Department of Mathematics, University of North Bengal, India. 
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To study the magnitude of NFR in a plasma due to nonlinearly induced birefringence of the electromagne-tic .i.. 
waves we have assumed the following [ 4,5]. The waves are sinusoidal i.e. the perturbed field variables are 
harmonic in nature. The plasma is cold (i.e. Vme,; « c, where Vme and Vmi represent the thermal velocities of 
the electrons and the ions, respectively, and c is the light velocity) and homogeneous with mobile components 
of electrons and ions. The incident electromagnetic waves are so intense that the motion of electrons and ions 
becomes relativistic. There is no first harmonic density fluctuation due to the interaction of the waves with the 
plasma. However, a nonlinearly excited second harmonic density fluctuation exists and its effect on stimulated 
Brillouin and Raman scattering will be visible only in an order of approximation higher than three, and hence, 
those effects can also be neglected. The self-action effects arising from ponderomotive forces and thermal 
instabilities are also neglected because pressure variation and thermal velocities are ignored. 

Under the above set of assumptions the fluid motion can be written as 

Bne,i -- + \7(ne ;Ve ;) = 0, Bt ' ' 

(:t + (ve; · \7)) Pe,i = =j=eE=j= (efc)(ve; X H), 

and the field equations of Maxwell reduce to 

o2E a 
c?\7

2 
E = at2 + 4'7Te at ( n;V; - neVe). 

_2 z azH 4 . (" c.-\7 H = -· -2- + ?Tee v X (n;u;- neue)], 
Bt . . 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

where the subscripts e and i represent the species of electrons and ions of negative and positive charges 
respectively; p, v and n stand for their relativistic momentum, velocity and density, respectively; E and H 
denote the electric and magnetic fields. Vector quantities are easily recognized as such from the context and 
are not set boldface. 

For weak relativistic effects, i.e. when v;; « c2, one has the relativistic momentum for electrons and ions as 
- 2 2 • Pe.i -me,;( 1 - ve,;/2c ) Ve,i· 

We start with the linearized wave solution of the electric field of the form [ 6] 

£1 = ~;ew [(.9 + iz)(ae;o, + pe-;e,) + (.9- iz)(ae-ie, +Pe;"')], (5) 

where a = eafmcw and f3 = ebfmcw are the dimensionless amplitudes of the two circularly polarized waves 
of the electric fields; m = mem;/(me + m;) is the reduced maSs. For convenience we have chosen the phase 
of those waves as 8, (= k, · x- wt) and 81 (= k1 • x- wt), where k, and kt are the wave numbers and w 
is the wave frequency. The form of those two waves would be chosen such that they reduce to an elliptically 
polarized wave in an unmagnetized plasma with the same phase (i.e. 0, = Ot). But for a magnetized plasma 
those will be treated as left and right circularly polarized waves with different phases of(), and 81, respectively. 
The quantities with a bar mean the complex conjugate of the corresponding quantities without a bar. 

Let a vector ¢ be represented as 

¢==. = ¢x ± i¢y. 

With the aid of relation (6), Eq. (5) can be rewritten as 

new .-0 .
0 E_ = --(ae' '+ [Je' '), 

e 
new ·o - .-1 E_ = --(ae', + [Je-'1'). 

e 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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In linear Jpproximation the propagation of two circularly polarized electromagnetic waves in magnetized plasma 
turns out to be determined by the amplitude-independent dispersion relations 

n2 = 1 - x. + X; ' 
r · (l-Y.)(1+Y;) (9) 

2 1 . Xe +X; 
nl =· -• (l+fe)(l-Y;) 

(10) 

where nr,l == kr,tc/w; Xe,i = w~.,;/w2 ; Ye,i == lle,;/w; lle,l = eHo/cme,;; w~e,i = 47Te2no/me,i· 1\vo other dispersion 
relations <;>f n~ and n[ can also be obtained in the same way. , 

The sedond-order calculations for E+ and E_ are as simple as those of the first order. Moreover, the dispersion 
relations derived from the second-order approximation have not shown any new aspect for interpretation. So, 
we start "Yith the third-order differential equations for E+ and £_ in the following, 

i 

[ (D~- c2Di) (D,- ille) (D, +ill;)+ (w~e + w~~)DllE+ = (D,- ille) (D1 + i111)NR3+ 

+47Teno(D1 + ill;)NE3+- 47TenoD1(D1 + ille)N/3+, (11) 

[(D~- c2D;)(D1 + ille)(D1 - ill;)+ (w;e + (J);1)D;]E_ = (D, + ifle)(D,- in;)NR3-

+47Teno(D1- ill;)NE3- - 47TenoD1(D1 + ifle)N/3-• ( 12) 

where D1 := ajat,D; = a2 jat2,Dx = ajax,D2 = a2jax2 and 
. X 

- NR3±. == -47TeD,(n,'2Vii±- ne2Ve!±), 
. . . . 2 2 

NE3± := Ve2xDxUet±. =F (Iejcme)Ue2xH1±- D,(ue,tUe,t±/2c ), 

N~J±: = -V1'2xDxVn± ± (iejcm;)Vi2xHt±- D 1(vf,1u;,l::r-/2c2
). 

The r.h.s. of NR3± is due to the plasma current of electrons and ions. The first, second and third terms of the 
r.h.s. side -of NE3± are the substantial derivatives of electron momentum, Lorentz force and relativistic effect 
of electrons, respectively, whereas all terms on the r.h.s. of Nh:± refer to the ions. 

It has ~!ready been pointed out that the left and right circularly polarized waves of equal frequencies and 
different wave numbers are taken when an ambient magnetic field is present in the plasma but they are 
basically treated as an elliptically polarized wave in an unmagnetized plasma. The various nonlinear effects of 
the polarized waves can be studied from Eqs. ( 11) and ( 12). Solving Eqs. ( 11) and ( 12) correctly up to third 
order [ 3-5], we obtain the intensity-dependent nonlinear dispersion relations in the following form, 

ndt =! nt(nl) + llJ(rl), (13) 

ndr = nr(nl) + nr(r/)' . ( 14). 

• __.-__-- ~ 'l\ \. '-""\.)d . I . . . ffi d h I' I . . . ~' h where llr(nl) ~e the nonlmear terms ue to non-re ativtstic e ects, an t e non mear re ativistlc terms 10r t e 
same .are nr(rll and llJ(rll• respectively. Their expressions are 

i 
I X - - -

nr(nl).= -
16

nr[+ [ (C22C4 + CuC2) (nr + nt)[+- 2Cn"iit(C2- Me) ( 1 + Y;) 

- 2c22ntC C4 - M;)( 1 - Ye) ]fijjei<o,-o,>, (15) 

nr(rl) 
1

"= - gi:X {[ Ct C2C2( 1 + Y;). + C3C4C4(1- fe) J.B/3ei(o,-ii,) 
~+nr 

+ 0.5[C?Ct (I+ Y;) + CfC3( 1- fe) ]aaei(o,-ii,>}, (16) 
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X ~ - -
nt(nl) = -

6 
l: [ (CzzC3 + Cu CI) (nr + nt)S+- 2Cunr(Ct +Me) (1-:- Y;) 

1 1!["' ·-

- 2Cnn,(C3 + M;) (1 + Y.,)]aaei<e,~o,>, 
X - - "(11 8> 

nl(rl> = --t:-{[CtCtCz(l-Y;) +C3C3C4(1 +Ye)]aae' ,~' 
8!,~111 

+ 0.5[C}Cz(1- Y;) + CfC4(1 + Y.,) ]f37Jei(l1t~'01>}, 

where 

Ct = -(1 +Y;)MefS+, 

C3 = -(1- Ye)M;/s+• 

Cz = (1 + Y;)Me/s~. 
c4 = CI + Ye)M;/s-. 

Cu = [(Ctnt-Czn,)(X;-4)Me+ (C3nt-C4nr)XeM;](4-Xe -X;), 

C22 = [(C3n1- C4n,)(X; -4)M; + (C1n1- Czn,)X;Me] (4- Xe- X;), 

327 

(17) 

(18) 

f± =(I =f Y.,)(l ± Y;),Me,; = m/me,;, and also X= w;/w2,w; = 4'll"e21lf)/m. Similarly, two other nonlinear 4 
dispersion relations for ndt and nd, can also be derived when the bar quantities are used. Since the plasma is 
undamped, i.e. collision frequencies are ignored, we can drop the bar from all quantities and may treat them as 
real. 

It is evident that two dispersion relations of ndt and nd, are coupled by the nonlinear sources of convective 
derivative, Lorentz force, plasma current and relativistic momentum of charged particles. Moreover, they are 
intensity dependent. Therefore, there exists a mutual exchange of energy between two circularly polarized waves 
in the presence of a magnetic field, and an elliptically polarized wave in the absence of a magnetic field, with 
plasma nonlinearities. ·· 

The FR angle cP can be simply defined as 

liJ 
cP = -

2 
(nt- n,)L, 

'TTC 
(19) 

where n1 and nr are the refractive indices of the polarized wave or waves, L is the characteristic gradient scale 
length of the plasma and the other quantities have their usual meanings. i 

It is evident that if the refractive indices n, and n, are linear and relation (19) is used to measure the FR 
angle cP, then the corresponding angle would be the linear FR angle. Subsequently, the amount of magnetic 
field can be estimated easily.- In the linear case, the magnitude of the magnetic field would be exactly equal to 
what was supplied from the outside during the experiment. However, if there is no supplied magnetic field at 
the beginning then it would be observed that in the linear approximation n1 and n, are equal which turns out to 
be zero FR angle. On the other hand, if the refractive indices are nonlinear then the FR angle will be the sum 
of linear ( cPiinear) and nonlinear ( cPnonlinear) FR angles. Its concomitant H-field should be the combination of 
the ambient magnetic field (which is equal to the magnitude of the magnetic field taken during the experiment) 
plus the induc~d magnetic field (which is spontaneous and a consequence of IFE [ 3]). 

To understand the linear and nonlinear induced birefringence, to calculate the linear ( cPiinear) and nonlinear 
(<~~nonlinear) FR angles, and also to obtain the H-field for the interaction of high frequency laser fields with a 
magnetized two-component nondisslpative plasma we have performed a systematic study starting from the linear 
dispersion relations of (9) and (10) to the nonlinear dispersion relations of ( 13) and (14). Subsequently, it 
has been shown that even in the absence of a magnetic field the FR angle exists in a high frequency nonlinear ~· 
plasma phenomenon. High frequency means that higher powers of Xe,i and Ye.; can be neglected. 

Case ( i). In the linear limit, for high frequency laser (i.e., Xe.i « 1 and Ye.i « 1) in magnetized ( Ho * 0) 
and unmagnetized (H0 =0) plasmas. Simplifying relations (9) and (10), we have for the magnetized plasma 
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' 

111 = 1 --:- o.5 ex.+ X;) + o.5 ex.+ X;)(Ye- Y;), 

n,== l-'-0.5(X.+X;) -0.5(X.+X;)(Ye~Y;), 
i 

and for the unmagnetized plasma 

nt == 1 -f0.5ex. +X;), 

n, == 1 -7 0.5(Xe +X;). 

Using Eqs. (20) and e21) in relation (19), the linear FR angle «Pun~ is 

· wXeYe 
«Punear = --L 

' 27TC 

from which follows [6] 

«Punear =' VcrHoL 

where Ycr = 27Te3n0 fm;c2w2 is known as the Verdet constant of the medium [6]. 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

It is evideht that «Punear mainly depends on the behaviour of electrons of the· plasma due to the fact that it 
varies with the electron plasma frequency Wpe and electron cyclotron frequency nt!. Moreover, it is independent 
of the intens~ty of the waves. On the other hand, if we take Eqs. (22) for n, and (23) for n, to study FR it is 
obvious that ;«Punear = 0 holds because the refractive indices of n;· and n, in (22) and (23) are exactly equal, 
i.e., the dispersive rates of the given polarized waves are the same. It follows that the linear FR ( «Punear) angle 
in the absende of a magnetic field will not exist, in agreement with the FR phenomenon. 

We are interested in studying the unmagnetized plasma behaviour and so, our next analysis will be confined 
to that aspect only. 

Case (ii). In 'the nonrelativistic limit, for high frequency (Xe,i « 1 and Ye,; « 1) in an unmagnetized · 
(Ho == 0) plasma. Simplifying Eqs. (15) and (17) we have the nonrelativistic dispersion relations of the 
polarized waves as 

. XMeM; 2 
ntcnt) == . 

16 
(M.X; + M;Xe~a , (26) 

XM.M; 2 
llr(nt> = : 16 (MeX; + M;X.)/3 . (27) 

Using Eqs. (26) and (27) in relation e19), we find the nonlinear nonrelativistic FR angle «Pnon-rel as 

i w XM.M; 2 2 
«Pnon-rel ==-

6 
(MeXi + M;X.)(a - {3 ). 

· 27TC 1 . 
(28) 

i 
It is evident from the above expression that even in the absence of a de magnetic field a finite FR angle exists 
for an elliptically polarized wave but it will disappear when circularly polarized waves are considered, i.e., 
a == {3. It may also be noted that it is intensity dependent and both, electrons and ions, are dominating with the 
equal order of magnitude because MeX;/M;Xe = 1. 

Case (iii). :In the relativistic limit, for high frequency laser fields ( Xe,i « 1 and Ye,; « 1) in an unmagnetized 
eHo = 0) pla~ma. Simplifying the relativistic dispersion relations (16) and ( 18) we may write 

nt<rJ> = i{<M~ + MT)(2a2 + {32
) [1 + ~(Xe +X;)] -4(M~Ye- MTY;)/32

}, 

llr(rl) == ~i{ (a2 + 2/32
)[ 1 +~ex.+ X;) ](M~ + Mt)/32 + 4(M~Ye- MTY;)a2

}. 

(29) 

(30) 
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From the above two relations we may write the nonlinear relativistic FR angle tPrel-FR 

wLX { 3 3 2 2 1 3 3 2 2 
tPrel-FR = 

16
1rc 3(~~ + M; )(a + f3 )[ 1 + 2(Xe + X;)J + 4(MeY,- M; Y;) (a - f3 )}. (31) 

It is evident from relation (31) that in the relativistic limit the FR angle exists in the absence of magnetic 
fields. It dominates by electron motion over an order of magnitude (Me/M;) 3 which is equivalent to (m;/me) 3 • 

Moreover, it persists even for circularly polarized waves (i.e. a= {3) and it can be cast into the simplified-form 
l 

3Xw ( Xe +X;) 3 3 2 
tPrei-FR = g1TC 1 + 2 (Me + M; )a L. (32) 

For numerical results, in the context of our weak relativistic model [7], we may assume that the laser has an 
energy level of 100 J with 100 ps (full width at half maximum) pulse focused on a target to a spot radius 
40 p.m. It prOduces the laser irradiance I~ 2 x 1016 W/cm2

, which yields a'-~ 0.097. We also assume that 
the laser has a 1 p.m wavelength, which yields the frequency {J) ~ 1.886 X 1015/ s. Further, we take the plasma 
density such that Xe ~ 0.01 and the characteristic length L equals twice the spot radius. Then, relation (32) 
gives approximately the relativistic FR angle (l.P~t-FR) as 0.27 radians, which turns out to be the angle of 
rotation ~ 15.5°. It may be measured in the laboratory in future. 

In conclusion, the nonlinearly induced birefringence corresponds to a nonlinear FR angle, which enforces 
one -to estimate the order of induced magnetization (i.e. !FE effect) for the propagation of the polarized waves_ 1(' __ , 
in an unmagnetized plasma. An ambient ~agnetic field may help to enhance such a magnetization. ~ 
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